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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report provides a study on operational experience involving losses of
electrical inverters. The report principally contains (1) a review of previous
activities in this area by both the U.S. HRC and industry groups; (2)
an analysis and evaluation of inverter loss events which occurred during 1982,
1983, and 1984; and (3) recommendations that were discernible from these
events. In addition, this report contains a brief analysis and evaluation of
inverter loss events which occurred during 1985. The primary source of
information for this study was Licensee Event Reports (LERs).

The ma)or findings and conclusions of, this study are:

( 1) The number of events involving inverter losses per reactor-year shows
little or no improvement in each calendar year. The number of events
involving inverter losses which were described in LERs, increased for each
consecutive calendar year in the three year period included in the study.
The number of events involving inverter losses which are occurring each
calendar year are at least in the range of 50 to 60. This overall lack of
improvement has occurred in spite of a number of previously recomnended
corrective actions.

(2) Events involving inverters illustrate that a loss of power from the output
of an inverter often results in a loss of power for the bus which it was
supplying. The loss of bus power causes connected electrical loads to
de-energize and this results in a number of undesirable plant conditions
and/or actions. Among these conditions and/or actions are:

Severe system transients, including reactor cooling transients,

Challenges to plant operators and remaining functional equipment,

Unnecessary actuatfons of safety systems including reactor protection
and safety injection systems,

~ .JS*'el

Improper control system responses including systems provided for
feedwater and steam generator level control

Degradation in redundancy for safety-related instr'u'mentation
channels'nd

power supplies,..

Loss of indicators which provide information, conc'e'rji3'ng'plant,and.;.
-'afetysystem status,."

Loss,og function „for safety-related equipment .and in soee 'cases"
safety-related systems, a'nd,„ ".' ' '-"-'-""-'+~ -"=+ '" * '~-~"'~~-"~-'". "<0 '.",". «" <iir.f'is"o.rh~";: ",

Damage to mechanical equipment.

In oeeAharxan and'/or actions"'-.„'s

occur simultaneousl however, each bus power loss oes not ea
to all of the s e con itions and/or actions. Nevertheless, these
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resulting undesirable situations, in conjunction with the number of events
involving inverter losses, suggest that measures leading to a decrease in
the number of such events are warranted.

(3) The dominant cause of the inverter loss events was attributed to component
failures. Such components include diodes, fuses, silicon control
rectifiers, capacitors, transistors, resistors, printed circuit boards,
transformers and inductors. The review indicates that a major
contributing fa'ctor for these component failures is incompatibility
between actual plant service conditions and design service conditions
(i.e., actual plant service conditions are more severe than that assumed
in the design of inverters). Specifically, the data analysis showed that:

Kigh ambient temperature and/or humidity within inverter enclosures and
electrical disturbances at inverter terminals contribute to or cause
in excess of 50 percent of the events attributed to comp'onent failures.
In addition, three events were explicitly identified in which dust and
dirt in inverter enclosure and on internal components contributed to
incompatible service conditions.

Operation of plant switchgear and other electrical equipment can
result in the generation of voltage spikes and perturbations which
either cause or contribute to occurrences of events involving inverter
losses. This occurs because many of the plant electrical loads which
are energized or de-energized during plant evolutions have inductive
characteristics.

This report identifies three potential failure mechanisms for inverters.
These three mechanisms involve: (I) high ambient temperature and/or .
humidity within inverter enclosures; (2) electrical interconnections'and
physical arrangements of components which form the inverter circuitry; and
(3) voltage spikes and perturbations at inverter. inputs and outputs in
conjunction with relatively rapid response time of solid state devices.
The two failure mechanisms involving service conditions, (i,e., ambient,
temperature/humidity and voltage spikes) have coianon cause implications.
These mechanisms potentially can cause the simultaneous loss of redundant
inverter-powered buses..

~ i '" i ' '~' '
$ "~+)Ri'39'~ Pf t<'<gbfg~i:4

(4) The second largest cause of events involving inverter losses was 'personnel
actions. These include:. openipg,.incorrect,circu t breakers; connecting

.faulty testgquipment to an invert'er (or't%en'darit,cfrJuttry')"; causinj
short circuits during maintenance and testing activities;"improperly.,
transferring power„sources. for..a .bus;,and removing the wrong.„fnverter, unit
from service. Some of these"a'ctions"'re'sul'Q„'.ij'damaged "andJoi;,.fail'ed+ .
components within an inverter unit. Othe''"resul t 'in" simplg'de-'energ$ zing
a functioning unit. Principal contributing factors to such actions„are,
inadequate maintenance and testing procedures and deficient practices;
Inadequate planning, training and verification. for„related maintenance and
testing activities are also contributing factors.- "

(5) Two specific areas of circuitry design which involve inverter 'units '' "
warrant further consideration.
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a. One of these areas involves the RCS pressure instrumentation channels
associated with PWR RHR system isolation valves. There are normally
two pressure instrumentation channels with each channel providing a
closure signal to one of the two motor-operated isolation valves
installed in the RHR system suction line. A loss of power to either
of these two instrumentation channels as a result of a single inverter
loss causes a loss of shutdown cooling.

b. The other area involves the circuitry which monitors the position of
circuit breakers for reactor coolant pump (RCP) motors. This item
appears to be limited to Westinghouse plants which use the Solid
State Protection System (SSPS). Upon loss of power output from
an inverter unit, this circuitry de-energizes, thus indicating
to the SSPS that a circuit breaker for an RCP motor is open
when in actuality it is not. Above a certain reactor power level,
the SSPS causes a trip of the reactor with an attendant plant
transient. Eight events at three plants involving spurious reactor
trips with attendant plant transients are identified in this report.

(6) Plant technical specification operating restrictions (e.g., action
statements) for an inoperable inverter, or the unavailability of one of
two input power sources for inverters with dual power inputs, are not
consistent for comparable plant designs. At multiple unit sites
inconsistencies in the technical specifications between plant units can
contribute to plant personnel errors. This may cause inappropriate
personnel actions which result in the plant not being operated in
accordance with its technical specifications.

The recomendations provided in this report are as follows:

(1) The Office of Inspection 8 Enforcement (IE) should issue an information
notice which addresses events involving inverter losses. The information
notice should address two .areas.

First, the information notice should suggest that licensees review the
compatibility between actual plant service conditions and design service
conditions for installed inverters. Such reviews should consider evaluating
the need for continuous or regular monitoring of temperature and humidity
internal to inverter enclosures. Also, the, need for monitor)no inverter...-,: .
input and output voltages for both steady state and transient ]electrical)
conditions should be evaluated during such reviews. Further, measures .-

which prevent accumulation of'ust and dirt on components internal to .,-..inverter enclosures should be considered.,-:~':.;.

Second, to minimize the number of inverter loss events resulting from
personnel actions, licensees should consider reviewing related maintenance
and testing procedures and practices for inverters. To the extent possible,
these reviews should be directed toward identifying the appropriate
sequence of steps required for inverter maintenance and testingactivities. To the extent possible, such reviews should include planning
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for specific inverter maintenance and testing activities. Specialized
training and practice sessions with involved plant personnel, and
verification of the identified appropriate sequence of steps to achieve
these activities should also be considered. Following the completion of
such reviews, appropriate follow-up actions should be performed by
licensees. Also, it is suggested that any modifications resulting from
such actions be identified and addressed in routine regional inspection
reports.

(2) Eight events at three plants involving spurious reactor trips with atten-
dant plant transients are identified in this report. These events are
attributed to the circuitry which monitors the position of the circuit
breakers for reactor coolant pump motors. In view of this operating
experience and to prevent a single failure of a safety-related component
from causing an unnecessary plant transient the as-installed arrangement
for this circuitry should be reassessed by NRR. Two out of four coincident
logic for this circuitry could be considered for implementation, Operating
experience indicates that this item applies to Mestinghouse units with the
SSPS.

(3) Technical specifications which specifically address inverters and/or
attendant buses for comparable plant designs should be reviewed to ensure
that action statements addressing plant operating restrictions are
consistent. Inconsistent action statements identified during such reviews
should be modified accordingly or at least technical bases established for
such inconsistency. Such reviews should include special consideration for
inverter units with dual power inputs. It is suggested that NRR consider
this aspect during resolution of Generic Issue 128, "Electrical Power
Reliability."
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 ~8ack round

Inverters in nuclear plants provide uninterruptible vital ac electrical power
to safety and nonsafety-related instrumentation and control systems. In
general, inverter losses result in some type of undesirable system conditions
and/or plant transients. These conditions and/or transients include:
unnecessary actuation of safety systems, including the reactor protection and
safety injection systems; loss of indicators which provide plant status
information; severe system disturbances, including reactor coolant system
transients; improper response of the feedwater and steam generator level
control systems; loss of safety-related electrical equipment functions; damage
to mechanical equipment; and challenges to operators and the remaining
functional equipment. Such conditions and/or transients clearly have
significant safety implications, since they result in a challenge to safety
equipment and plant operations, and/or a degradation of plant equipment for
some period of time.

This study was initiated based primarily on information contained in
preliminary notifications which addressed a number of the operating experiences
involving losses of electrical inverters. Events of this type were identified
and reviewed by IE personnel during the latter part of 1984. Subsequently, AEOD
conducted searches of data base systems for information relating to similar
events involving losses of electrical inverters. After initial review of the
information, and following discussions between IE and AEOD personnel, it was
concluded that further AEOD study of these events was warranted.

1.2 ~nd Ob

The study which was initiated includes 94 LERs which provide information
concerning 107 events involving losses of electrical inverters. These LERs
were identified as a result of information obtained from the RECON and Sequence
Coding and Search System (SCSS) data bases.'he identified LERs'provide
descriptive and other information concerning events involving converter losses
which occurred during the calendar years of 1982, 1983, and 1984. Thirty-five
additional events which occurred during these years were found in the Nuclear
Plant Reliability'ata System (NPROS);.'. -''f'~-'.('-". '. - "-

The study'rovides"a 'review,"an analysis" and 'an evaluation. of e'vehts 'involving *

a loss. of. an,.electrical„ inyerter„.*'t;primarilj 'addresses„. events.which",o'ccurred
during l982, 1983, and 1984."."Wie" rey'4w''nd"analys34":we're.directed„"-toVards"-'-'"""
identifying the ma)or contributin'g factor's and/or the'Causes of these'events.
The information provided in Tables 1,. 2, and',3 "at the.'back. of this"re'port was
reviewed in detail, since this is the primary infomation's'ed for iden'tifying
such factors and/or causes. This study also reviewed informatiori. resulting'<'"
from past activities by both the NRC 'and indust'ry'groups. - Finally; 'actions which
could lead to a reduction in the number of these events as'ell as an improve-
ment in the overall operation 'of electrical inyerters; were"also

identified"'here

possible.
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2.0 DISCUSSION

2. 1 Previous NRC and Industr Activities Relatin to Inverters

Past operating events involving losses of electrical fnverters have resulted in
a number of follow-up activities by both the NRC and industry groups. Since
January 1979, NRC activities relating to electrical inverters have resulted fn
the Office of Inspection and Enforcement issuing one bulletin, one circular and
two information notices. Ouring this period, industry groups issued
approximately 14 reports related to fnverter losses. In October 1982, AEOO

issued a report which also addressed events involving inverter losses. A brief
description of the information contained in these documents and other related
information is provided in the following paragraphs.

IE Circular 79-02, "Failure of 120 Volt Vital AC Power Supplies" was issued on
January 16, 1979. This circular addressed an event at Arkansas Nuclear One
Unit 2 (ANO-2) involving a loss of at least two 120 Vac fnverters. Although
not specifically identified, the cause of this event appeared to be related to
a degradation of both offsite power sources. As documented fn the circular,
subsequent investigation identified problems in three areas associated with the
inverters. The areas identified were: low input voltage and the time delay
circuitry, the setting of the taps on the 480 Yac-to-120 Vac three phase input
transformers, and the actuation setpoint for transferring electrical loads from
the fnverter to an alternate source for inverter output overcurrent or
undervoltage conditions. The circular recoranended that determination and
verification of the proper setpoints, time delays and transformer tap settings
be considered after reviewing the ANO-2 event.

IE Information Notice 79-29, "Loss of Nonsafety-Related Reactor Coolant System
Instrumentation Ouring Operation" was.issued on November 16, 1979. This
information notice discussed an evertt at Oconee Unit 3 in which a static
transfer switch failed to automatically transfer fts loads from the fnverter to
the associated regulated ac power source. The fnver ter associated with the
static transfer switch .tripped due to blown fuses. The fnverter loss and
associated switch faflure resulted,fn a loss of. power. to several instrument
channels associated with certafn"control systems, "indicators and recorders.
The main control room indicators jnd .recorders,involved.displayed"jnformatfon
associated with several reactor coola'nt system„{PCS)'process, variables'... Ourfng
the event, the RCS cooldown rate was exceeded due to 'the'esulting response of
the feedwater control system..:Although, the root cause of, the, loss, of,&e .....
fnverter was not identified, ft«,a'ppeared to be related to the trip'pfn'g of;the .
main condensate ppm'ps., For.,corr'ect'fve 'action y redundant ele'ctro.-mechanfcal:"",„,.~
transfer switch„. was.,fnsta]1ed between, the, loads'nd,the regulate'd supply., This .-,
switch was to actuate and power',- the'loads'rom the,'regulated supply should, the .""

=-

original- static switch fa'fl,.to',trans e'i;;"„ „." ~<+ z~'<..~.'.",~„„ ";.'<,
»«»

' '«»M ««+ C +A«'0'$'"4(QQ4;.g4 fQ" » t. I'fi«~+)'"]++'i„«p» 'jA)4~C ~«««+ 5«.+ +)*~ «
IE Bulletin 79-27, "Loss of.Mor-Class 1E Instrumentatfon,.and Control Power,',
System Bus Ouring Operation 'as fssued on November 30, 1979. The bulletin *

provided additional information relating to the Oconee event addressed.,fn IE
Information Notice 79-29. The bulletin contained specific action items to be....
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taken by licensees. Licensees were to review the Class 1E and Non-Class lE
buses supplying power to safety and nonsafety-related instrumentation and con-
trol systems which could affect the ability to achieve a cold shutdown
condition. For each bus identified, the licensees were to review the control
room alarm and/or indications which alerted the operator to the loss of power
to the bus. Additionally, the instrumentation and control system loads con-
nected to the bus were to be identified and an evaluation of the effects of
loss of power to these loads were to be provided. Proposed design
modifications resulting from these reviews and evaluations were also required.
Another action item included preparing or reviewing emergency procedures
(including procedures required to achieve a cold shutdown condition), to be
used by control room operators, for a loss of power to each Class 1E and
Non-Class 1E bus supplying power to safety and nonsafety-related
instrumentation and control systems. The emergency procedures were to include
diagnostics, alarms, indicators and symptoms when a bus is lost. The
procedures were to address the use of alternate indication and/or control
circuits which may be powered from other Non-Class 1E or Class 1E

instrumentation and control buses. The procedures were also to include methods
for restoring power to the bus. Proposed design modifications or
administrative controls implemented as a result of these reviews were to be
described. The remaining action item expanded the scope of IE Circular 79-02
to include both Class 1E and Non-Class lE safety-related power supply
inverters. Proposed design modifications or administrative controls to be
implemented as a result of these re-reviews were to be described. It should be .

noted that the NRC Incident Investigation Team for the loss of integrated
control system power and overcooling transient event which occurred at Rancho
Seco on December 26, 1985 found that no design modifications or event oriented
procedures were actually implemented at the Rancho Seco plant as a result of
this bulletin (Reference 4). However, this finding is limited to Rancho Seco,
and as such should not be used to conclude what might have been implemented at
other plants as a result of this bulletin.

IE Information Notice 84-80, "Plant Transients Induced by Failure of
Non-Nuclear Instrumentation Power" was issued pn November 8. 1984,. „This
information notice described two events, one at Rancho Seco and another at
Crystal River Unit 3, involving Iost power supplies for non-nuclear
instrumentation. Both events involved significant plant transients. The event-
at Rancho Seco involved an inverter which.was supplying power to non-nuclear
instrumentation. Although not spe'cifically identified, the cause for. the „.:„:.„ ,-;...
degradation in .the electrical.=output. of..the inverter was believed to be re1ated ',,
to equipment damage which occurj ed duripg a.fire.and explosion,,..It,,Nas'> ~ „.„.-, .„,
believed that the fire and expl6sion.scaused several, grounds. in the'-125. Vdc-,~;:--'~'""
supply bus which provided the input to,.the„ inverter.:. Near term corrective
actions which were taken by the licensee included readjusting the".overvoltage

— and undervoltage, trip -setpoints„-.foj~~the..direct current power„suppl.ies.-. The;.gq"-:~
'nformattonnottce 'also"contatned"a',number:of long term correcttve'cttons;R"

A~'hichwere identified by the licensee.

Reference 6 is a report which was issued. by AEOD on. October 21,"1982.. This.--„>...
report identifies 66 events involving losses of electrical inverters which
occurred during 1980, 1981, and 1982. This report clearly indicated that the
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number of events which were occurring each calendar year was not decreasing.
lhe report also described several of the undesirable consequences of these
events. In addition, the report presented five recommendations which resulted
from an industry group study which was issued in late-1981. In view of these
specific recoranendations, along with other information, the AEOD report
concluded that the recoranendations provided by the industry group would, if
properly implemented, lead to a reduction in the number of events involving
inverter losses. The report also suggested that further actions be taken if
there was no reduction in the number of these events.

The industry group reports addressed approximately 28 events involving losses
of electrical inverters. The events involved: unnecessary safety system
actuations (including reactor protection and safety injection systems), loss of
safety-related equipment, loss of indicators providing information concerning
plant status, and improper control system responses. As a result of the
review, analysis and evaluation of these events, corrective actions were
suggested in the areas of design, procurement, maintenance, procedures,
operations, and training. Suggestions related to design and procurement
included upgrading component purchase specifications to ensure that components
certified for higher than expected temperatures, voltages and other service
conditions would be used. It was also suggested that the electr ical protection
coordination of the inverter feeder, inverter supplied bus, and associated
branch circuits be analyzed and, if necessary, improved. Suggestions related
to maintenance and procedures included establishing preventive maintenance
programs to periodically replace capacitors, printed circuit boards, and other
components as recomnended by manufacturers. It was also suggested that the
maintenance procedures for testing and troubleshooting inverters include
sufficient guidance to preclude damage to internal components due to human
errors. In addition, it was suggested that procedures or guidelines be
developed to assist in the investigation of fuse failures. and to control fuse
replacement. Suggestions in the area of operations incfuded the development of
a procedure or an approved listing that would indicate which critical
components, instruments, indicators, and annunciators are powered from vital
power supply buses and inverters. It was also suggested that operator training
provide a clear understanding of inverter operation,'ower supply'rrangements,
backup computer readings and alarms; techniques for identification of failed
inverters, and inverter failure recovery actions.-"* .*>~ ve i ':«8 .~o«~6saw e -,

* -'e '>" - ''< ~>'""~ '-'-"va,o>A'39g-„olf~".-
The data to be presented in this study clearly"suggests that"(on an'industry

*'idebasis) the previous activities have not re'suited in a significant
p~<".'ecreasein the inverter loss events per reactor-year in 'each consec'utive

4'alendaryear. Inadequate reconmendations and/or 1nadequate'br'impropeP"b<~'
implementation of the previous recoaeendations may be the'aus'e".c

Althou'gh'ome'f

the recornnended corrective actions to be suggested in this 'deport aren't. t:-
similar'to previous recommendations the actions to be"suggest'ed shp6ld)~>'$Anu 'u''.
properly implemented, 'result in a reduction in the'-'fr'etjuency

of'Ohv'el'teivASW0~~'osses.'
> ", ~

~
~ bc fl 'lfpg'f 'A

%Ajar py

For example, hardening of components which form the inverter circuitry,.to
withstand higher temperatures, voltages, and currents, has pr'eviously bee'n

'"-"-'econmendedto obtain compatibility between actual plant service conditions and
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design service conditions. However, the suggestions in this report for
obtaining compatibility, permits other measures to be taken. These include
modifying inverter enclosures and/or installing fans within these enclosures.
Further, the ventilation systems which service areas where inverters are located
could be modified. These measures could be taken as appropriate to lower
ambient temperatures within inverter enclosures. Minimizing switching
operations which result in electrical disturbances at inverter terminals could
also be implemented as a means of reducing inverter damage or loss due to
voltage spikes. Such additional optional corrective actions could be used
individually or in combination to achieve the desired results. Second, with
regard to human performance deficiencies which result in inverter losses during
maintenance and testing activities, it is to be suggested that additional
specific steps and actions relating to these activities be identified and
verified (as appropriate) prior to actual implementation. Thus, by defining
more clearly and in more detail what is to be performed (and how it is to be
accomplished) prior to conducting maintenance and testing activities, the
number of inverter loss events attributed to human actions should decrease.
Finally, it is to be suggested in this report that appropriate follow-up
actions be taken by licensees and monitored by NRC inspectors. This approach
should ensure that adequate corrective actions will be taken for recurring
events involving inverter losses.

2.2 Inverter Desi n and 0 eration

Figure 1 is a single line diagram which shows the electrical interconnections
between a 480 Yac load center, 120 Vac bus, 125 Vdc bus, battery, battery
charger, and inverter. These components form an electrical division for a 120
Vac uninterruptible power supply (UPS). At specific operating nuclear plants
such an electrical division may consist of various combinations of the
components shown in Figure l. This figure also shows an alternate supply to
the 120 Vac bus which is provided by a 480/120 Vac step down and regulating
transformer. A typical nuclear unit has two or more of these electrical
divisions with (in general) each division providing power to one 120 Yac bus.
As indicated on the diagram, the basic function of an inverter unit is to take
a direct current (dc) input and transform it into a high quality
uninterruptible alternating current (ac) output. The quality of the output
depends on the value of the voltage amplitude, the frequency in cycles per
second and wave-form shape. High output quality is required for optimum
functional performance of the electrical,,loads which'are powered".by the
inverter unit. Mithin limits, the invertei unit also can maintaip a stable
output over a range of input voltages-and -load variations.. In addition,to „the .,;
battery bus input; some plants have inverter units with an addit'ional'input
provided by an ac bus. As shown in Figude 1, this input„fs,changed to dc by a
rectifier. The output of the rectifier is-auction'eered with the dc source
provided by tHe battery bus. The'higher„"-of-the two dc voltage sources„..is.;~".,
provided as the input to the inverter".--"In'most plants with this arrangement, "" "
the rectifier output provides the normal. input source 'for'he unit; However,if problems occur with this input, the design is such that an automatic
transfer to the backup input (provided by the battery bus) should occur without
any interruption of the dc input to the inver ter unit. At some operating
plants, the output of the inverter unit is connected to, a 120 Vac bus by way of
a static transfer switch and interconnecting wiring. At other operating plants
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inverter units are not equipped with a static transfer switch, and the inverter
output directly supplies the 120 Vac bus. The static transfer switch (in
inverter units with this design feature) is designed such that the
downstream 120 Yac .'!us will automatically transfer from the inverter to the
alternate source (without loss of power to the bus) if a condition resulting in
inverter output overcurrent and/or undervoltage occurs. The rectifier,
inverter components, static transfer switch, and interconnecting wiring are
normally physically located within the enclosure for a single inverter unit.
An electro-mechanical transfer switch is generally provided to ensure a source
of po~er to the 120 Vac bus during maintenance of the inverter.

The 120 Vac bus and inverter arrangement referred to above generally provides
uninterruptible power to a number of important electrical loads. These loads
include:

Instrumentation, controls, and control circuitry for protection systems;

Controllers and attendant control circuitry for control systems (e.g.,
steam generator level and feedwater control);

Instrumentation, controls, and control circuitry associated with
engineered safety features; and

Indicators ~hich provide information relating to both plant and safety
system status.

Hany of the inverter loss events identified .in this report were attributed to
failures of components which form a part of the inverter circuitry. Contribu-
ting factors or causes for some of these events were ambient temperature and
humidity within inverter enclosures and/or voltage spikes and perturbations at
inverter terminals. For inverter units equipped with a static transfer switch.
these service condition parameters may also affect the operation of this
switch. In such units the static transfer switch is an integral part of the
converter unit, and the inverter circuitry and static transfer switch circuitry
are not independent. Accordingly, for those events involving this"-type of unit
(in which a loss of the inverter results in the loss of the atten'dant bus) the
inability of the transfer switch to transfer to the alternate source of power
may be viewed as a consequential or dependent failure. For such 'a 'situation;: 8<"
the inability of the transfer switch"to=tran'sfeP- the'ttendant:?bus:to the ~=.v."-a&P
alternate source should not be viewed as an.'additional or independent failure..gii

n~ ~ ~ ~

Host of the events addressed in:this."report involved >loss 'of .an- ijyerter .with'a@«..
resulting loss of'.power to an attendant 'ac:b'us '~:The'loss of i!ifs-pond-"'~ o.'N-"0
generally causes important electri'c'al =loads to'be-de-energized:-.'which'.-"results in>PP
undesirable plant transients and/6r conditions ~0,<xl~«'*".-...',i'Kr~w".'".> .'~s",n v>i..s'..4f;

I

2.3 Descri tion 'of Evenfs
' "'-'~»"" Pr'~<"> '.= "-'"'""~'0+<0~'"-'4'>a~"

~»;-'ables

), 2, and 3 in this report provide descriptive and other. information"
concerning events involving losses of electrical inverters whi'ch.occurred,.
during 1984, 1983, and 1982, respectively. These tables identify 94 t.ERs which

h
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provide information concerning 107 events. Selected information which may be
derived from these tables combined with similar information which may be
derived from the NPRDS is provided in Table A below.

Table A Inverter Loss Events b Plant Manufacturer and Year

Plant Manufacturer 1982

Westinghouse 14
Combustion Engineering 12
General Electric 4
Babcock 5 Wilcox 4
General Atomic 0

Totals:

1983

23
7

14
6
1

1984

31
13

9
4
0

Total

68
32
27
14

1

The above table lists the 142 inverter loss events included in this study.
This listing provides the identified number of inverter loss events which
occurred during the indicated calendar year. The 142 events occurred at 51
distinct plants consisting of 26 Mestinghouse, ll General Electric, 9

Combustion Engineering, 4 Babcock 8 Milcox, and 1 General Atomic. One-hundred
twelve events occurred at 39 plants with commerical operating dates before
January 1982. The remaining 30 events occurred at 12 plants with comaerical
operating dates after December 1981. This data indicates that some events
involving inverter losses are random with certain plants having more events
than others. The total number of events for each of the three years as
provided in Table A along with the number of reactor units which were operating
during each of these years is sumarized below.

Parameter. 1982 1983 1984
Operatttnp eactor Units e IZ .T4 Br
Inverter Loss Events „=:--.:..: - ~ 34 --51 - 57
Losses/Operating Reactor ~- .- '- .47 ..69 -- .70

The information in the above.summary, clearly shows that „-there was little or 'no

decrease in the number of losses or.:.losses/operating reactor which were ,-„...
reported during .the three .calendar. years.;~

As stated previously,'the.-iylformatioq congafned.in "Tables,l~ 2,.and,3 at„the. „-;,
back of this report illustrate that -the loss, of an inyerter, often results,in-
the loss of the corresponding,=ac .bus: It:is 'the loss of<the bus ~hich results

..'n

a number of undesirable plant transients,„and/or conditions., These Include:
s

Severe system transients including reactor cooling transients,:>'-"--"-:,".<!

Challenges to plant operators and remaining functional equipment,

Unnecessary actuations of safety systems including the reactor protection
and safety injection systems,

*See References 7, 8, and 9.
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Improper control system responses including those provided for feedwater and
steam generator level control,

Degradation in redundancy for safety-related instrumentation channels and
power supplies,

Loss of indicators which provide information concerning plant and safety
system status,

Loss of function for safety-related equipment and in some cases safety-
related systems, and

Damage to mechanical equipment.

Each of the above listed items usually occurs in conjunction with at least
another, however, each bus power loss does not lead to all of the listed items.

The preceding tables, together with other information contained in previous
reports (Section 2. 1), show that the previously recommended corrective actions
have not resulted in a reduction in the frequency of inverter loss events.

'

2.4 Anal sis of Events

The events described in this report were analyzed in five general areas. The
areas are: (I) causes and contributing factors for inverter losses, (2)
frequency of inverter losses, (3) inconsistencies in plant technical specifica-
tions for inverters for similar plant designs, (4) individually significant
event consequences and (5) failure mechanisms and common cause implications.
In addition, a brief analysis and evaluation of events which occurred in
calendar year 1985 is provided. The subsections below address each of these
areas.

2.4.1 Causes and Contributing Factors ;
Tables 4, 5, and 6 at the back of this report categorize the events identified '..--
in Tables I, 2, and 3 respectively. The events were categorized for each plant
on the basis of attributed causes for .the. occurrences of inverter losses as
discussed in the LERs and related discussions with licensees. The occurrences
of inverter losses were assigned to one of two causes; component .failures or
personnel actions. The term ."component fai.lures" as used,$ n.this report refers .„
to the failure of components, which are.~i„tergal;=,to'he invej'.ter'~enclosure;and'"',
form a part of Its circ'uitry"."Such~common'engr')Rcl'u'de~fuFes~~capacitorspF~'"~-'>

'iliconcontrol; rectifie'rs" tr'ansisto s ~printed circu)t"boards~.'diodes"-."..-'-<:. '<,'."";
resistors, 'ndijctors and trans formei s'.~~The;term "personne)'actions,".. r'efer s.""Co" „actions which':a're'performed bj-.pl'antaey'sonfie)~<on'..'insValled'e'quijVnenX '..Th'is~.'. -;e'~.
term include's 'actions~'n'ecÃssary~to op@~'circ~%'.-'1 rVa'hewers,""Yctions&ivo!v3 ng~'>~~~
connecting test equipment'to"insta'11ed~lnverters or "associat'ed

circuitry,~'and"""'ctions

performed on plant equipment during maijtenance activities. It
is"'otedthat personnel. actibps" can"resul t-:$ ii'-p"failure"of;"4n'verter~ components ror >".".

can result 'in de-energiz'ing' func'tionin'g"'inverter unit.'ab'les 7 8,~'and 9'at"-~
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the back of this report provide a similar categorization of the 142 events
included in this study. These tables provide a categorization of these events
in terms of the two fundamental causes identified above. These two basic causes
are further divided in terms of contributing factors and/or causes which may be
attributed to plant specific problems involving these factors and/or causes.

Events attributed to component failures are also'rouped into one of three
areas relating to contributing factors and/or causes. These groupings are:
temperature and/or humidity, electrical disturbances, and unknown (or unclear)
factors. Events attributed to personnel actions are grouped into one of three
areas related to contributing factors and/or causes. These groupings are:
inadequate procedures, inappropriate personnel actions, and unknown (or
unclear) factors. Tables B and C below group the events included in this
report by the calendar year in which the events occurred and the contributing
factors and/or causes.

Table B Contributin Factors and/or
auses or om onent a> ures

Temperature and/or
Year Humidit Electrical Disturbance Unknown Total

1984
,1983
1982

11
8
1

Totals

5
14

9
28

17
16
12

33
38
22
93

Table C Contributin Factors and/or
auses or ersonne c t> ons

Inappropriate
Year Inade uate Procedures Personnel Actions Unknown Total

11.......5 247'. 2'3.6.... 0 ..- 12

'~s ~ «r oaragC tP" «poe sr .=~4 p ~.-«r r' . -, a~«
The above tables and Tables 4, 5,„and 6jjdicate,that,converter losses. are most
often caused by component fa)1ures~ ~The-.previous",tables",'(a1ong w'ith'the",-, „'..
descriptive and other informat]o'n'con'ta)ned".3n 'Tab)es'1, 2, and 3, and related,
information obtained from NPRDS)i strongly sug'gerst'hat 'incompatibil )ty betwe'en '„,

"

the actual inplant,-service.condit/ons~for .the converter .and its,design service; >....
conditions,is,.'a;ma3o'r.contI.ibutin'g",facto'r.,'.0'oj';th'ose„.prjurji)ces,'».;Service;,"„:P~„'-q:
condition parameters which..ap'p'ear'o'e"important'ontributors" to component
failures are: temperature"and/or humidity w'ith'in inverter enclosur'es, and

'

'oltagespikes and perturbations at inputs and outputs of,. inverters. ..These, „ ,,
service condition parameters can re'suit in damage. or failure of. components" ..

"','hich

form a part of the inverter circuitry and/or cause the inverter to trip.
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A similar concern relating to degradation or damage to instrumentation and
control equipment due to high ambient temperature is addressed in the AEOD Case
Study Report:. "Effects of Ambient Temperature on Electronic E<,uipment in
Safety-Related Instrumentation and Control Systems" dated December 1986
(Reference 10). In addition to the above service conditions, three events were
explicitly identified in which dust and dirt in inverter enclosures and on
internal components contributed to incompatible service conditions.

Table B (which relates to component failures) appears to suggest that
electrical disturbances are a dominant contributor to the occurrences of these
events. However, this table should not necessarily be viewed in this manner
since many of the events in the unknown grouping were at least influenced by
one or both of the other factors. That is, the information relating to such
events was not explicit enough to identify the specific contributing factor
and/or cause. For these reasons, the numbers provided under the unknown column
for any one calendar year should not be viewed alone or as absolute, but rather
the totals sho~n viewed collectively.

Approximately 65 percent of the events were attributed to component failures.
High ambient temperature and/or humidity within inverter enclosures, and
electrical disturbances at inverter terminals contributed to or caused over 50
percent of these events. In addition, the information provided in Tables 1, 2,
and 3 strongly suggests that the operation of plant switchgear and other
electrical equipment can result in the generation of voltage spikes and per-
turbations which either can cause or contribute to such events. This would
suggest that measures, such as changing the actual plant service conditions
and/or changing the rated service conditions (which would result in obtaining
compatibility between the actual plant service conditions for inverter. and
their design service conditions) should lead to a reduction in the number of
events involving inverter losses.

The second largest cause of these events was personnel actions. Thirty-five
percent of the events were attributed to personnel actions. Some of these ,

actions resulted in damaged and/or failed components which form a part of the
inverter circuitry. Others resulted in simply de-energizing a functioning...« .

unit. Contributing factors included inadequate maintenance and testing pro-
cedures and deficient practices. Also, inadequate planning, training, and
verification for related maintenance and testing activities were contributing
factors,.; 'r~~>-,fh"'r w";,g)pa~'"p Qqs Q ", :~fdg,~ ,i-~e ~ ~

<
. ~

~ ~..i,'i>43,968,9~ ~ >
-'.~ ~ 'i c8.{ .. + +.'i ~i'll)v~~ t 0"'-~' ~ ' I)r. afov~q

From Table;C,,the„contrjbygkng<factors,attributed,.to,personnel~actions are>><>.<g<<.
inadequate maintenance.'and:.testing procedures;- and practices:-.'Other -..-.,- 'g~",„;.~„
contributing factors are,.gnadequacies>,ij.planning,"train)ng,-and verification»„„,
t'or actions.- to be perfogoed.,during maintenance„and testing;actjyities, .~.~ „;,:.;t~
Specific„areas .relating,go ya)ntjnajqe o@testing practices;,tnvolye„-procedure's~~~g.,
for charging Class 1E batteries or on-line'testing of inverters..respe'ctively'.<"„~l,~

'eficienciesfound involved a lack of:

Explicit instructions to monitor and ad)ust battery charger output voltage,
as needed to avoid excessively high inverter input voltage (i.e., ensure
that the voltage is below the inverter high input voltage protective trip)
prior to placing the battery charger on equalizing charge.
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Explicit instructions to (functionally) verify proper operation of all test
equipment prior to connecting the equipment to an on-line inverter.

Other specific deficiencies found include:

Inadequate verification that maintenance procedures include provisions to
ensure either a functional test is performed on related equipment in which
leads are lifted during maintenance or to record the initial and final

'osition of all leads.

Inadequate verification that maintenance procedures and actual practices
(i.e., the manner in which procedures are practically implemented) prevent
maintenance activities on more than one vital instrument inverter unit at
the same time.

Inadequate verification that applicable operating procedures prohibit an
converter unit or single power source from supplying power to more than one
vital bus during plant operating conditions above cold shutdown except in
emergency conditions.

These deficiencies would suggest that further measures leading to improvements
in maintenance and testing activities for inverters are warranted.

Further support for the above suggestion is provided in the Phase 1 report,
"Operating Experience and Aging Seismic Assessment of Battery Chargers and
Inverters" dated June 1986 (Reference 11). This report was issued during the
same time per'iod (i.e., June 1986) as a draft of this case study was issued for
peer review comments. One of the conclusions contained in this report was
that,

"Personnel errors in the design, manufacture, operation, and maintenance of
battery chargers and inverters account for a large percentage of documented

'ailure( 15K). It may be concluded that 'improvements fn maintenance and'=-'=-
operating personnel training would improve-overall performance levels:: «:c "- =-

considerably.~ ' . g ~ g of " ?+AH( ~ ~i + ' =tg ~5'~+ ~ -"

'

2.4.2 Occurrences'of Inverter Losses 'sn
Qft e,c. L'~ J2@ ..bah e;)n,, 5"" osi: 3 . ". > "SibtÃ-f.

As previously indicated, Tables 7, 8. and 9 contain additional inverter loss
events which occurred during 1984, 1983, and 1982, respectively. The
additional events were identified as'a'"result~'of-a'eview"of'informhtion" ~gH~,I..-.
obtained from the NPRDS. It should be noted that'he'humber"ofi.LERs involving~=-~l
inverter losses attributed to compone'nt- failures',"has decreased"as>z'esult~of-'>'o-'he

new LER rule {10 CFR 50.73) which"went'1nto effect on'Januaiy:.1, 1984.';~~~ p..,
However,: it'appears that in 1983,=-'there was an'ncrease:in @he""number:of-„..e>eqtS";~g~.
being entered into the NPRDS involving i'nverter los'ses" attHbUted"to" compblen't ~~~'"
failures.

The number of inverter losses which are occur'ring pei'alendar ye'ai"is a't~le'a'st
in the range of 50 to 60 events. Additionally, based upo'n the"combined LER and
NPRDS data and the number of plants in comercial operation in each of the
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three calendar years, it may be concluded that the number of inverter loss
events which were reported per reactor-year shows no meaningful decrease over
each consecutive calendar year.

2.4.3 Plant Technical Specification Requirements
N

The information provided in Tables I, 2, and 3 clearly show inconsistencies in
the p1ant technical specifications which address restrictions relating to
electrical inverters. That is, for comparable plant designs technical
specifications result in different operating restrictions for inverter losses
or unavailabilities. In addition to a lack of uniformity in operating restric-
tions and/or action statements, inconsistencies for inverter units with dual
inputs (one dc input and one ac input) were evident. Some plants are not
required by technical specifications to restrict plant operations within a
certain time period if one of the two inputs to an inverter is lost or removed
from service. However, the technical specifications of other similar plant
designs do contain plant restrictions, At multiple unit sites, such inconsis-
tencies can contribute to plant personnel errors that result in the plant being
operated not in accordance with its technical specifications. A similar
concern was identified in a previous memorandum, "Operational Restrictions for
Class lE 120 Vac Vital Instrument Bus" from Carlyle Michelson to Harold Oenton
dated July 15, 1980 (Reference 12). Reference 12 suggested that when an
inverter (source of uninterruptible power) is lost and its associated 120 Vac
bus is being powered by an alternate source (normal ac power), plant operating
restrictions should be applicable and contained in plant technical
specifications.

The above discussion suggests that technical specifications which address
failed or inoperable inverters (and/or attendant buses) for comparable plant
designs should be reviewed to ensure action statements addressing plant
operating restrictions are consistent. Action statements which a''e "
inconsistent should be modified as necessary or at least technical ba'ses
established for such inconsistency. .These reviews should include sjecial
consideration for inverter units with dual. power inputs.

.: ~S" n"P>ut I'( -e>

To further support this conclusion, Sectfon 5.3'4Tecinical S 'ecificatfons" fn'"'.
Reference ll provides a'discussion which addresses m t ng con t ons or .- ""
operation (LCOs) for vital ac.buses .{i'n'yerters) .'at Qestinghouse" General -„-" -'„-':
Electric, Combustion, Engineering, and Babcock',5 Milcox plan'ts~'~„Thfs;sectioh

'
.

provides the specific LCOs '(action„'st'atements),-.for 'fiYojeraSle"viti'l'~ac~:o"",t ", '<'-
buses/Inyei ters„as stated„ln the .Staiidar'd'Jechn'leaf <SpecteficatV"nsofo'r yea'ch'ofeo.
these four types pf 'plants",".,:.In addjttonps'tat'e'd:fn tlilsssac jf'q ~s< ljag+,'4f.u

"Other'e)ected PRR.techntca|'.,sspecINcaf tons'revealed'moreussp agent Ipnl "a"e ''".u
requirements Including"requlr)ng bus„'jegtoratlonruttltfii'2 hjoPs&niff<NN"b=:,hp', .

proceeding'to a hot standb)"stsatiJS.-fn tht"nNt:6'ho6rs~'Pellet'e8~<8WRg)j +~$9~';"":
technical specifications. revealed.no LCO for )nverters."

P a s

2.4.4 Individually Significant Event Consequeiices."- . -.": ~ 'I.s~."~.I t I v2.;~, ~ 6 ~3.;0 -b.'SPA'~~g~i>Otfua. O<>

Two areas involving plant elect~ical circuitry normally supplied by the
inverter buses with the potential for causing undesirable conditions or actions-
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were identified for special review, analysis, and evaluation. These areas were
identified based on the number of events involving these circuits, and the
undesirable conditions or the potential consequences which might occur.

One area involves PWR reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure instrumentation
channel circuitry provided for the motor-operated valves in the residual heat
removal (RHR) system. Most operating PMRs have two motor-operated isolation
valves connected in series in a single suction line. In this arrangement one
of the RCS hot legs is connected to the suction side of the RHR pumps. An

isolation valve will close on a signal from its associate pressure instru-
mentation channel. Either of the instrument channels and attendant circuitry
will close its associated valve to protect the low pressure piping of the RHR

system from being overpressurized. Power for these circuits ar'e normally
provided by an inverter. When the RHR system is in operation and power to one .

of these pressure instrumentation channels is lost (which may occur when an

inverter is lost), the associated pressure instrument channel and attendant
circuitry signals the associated motor-operated valve to close. When the valve
closes, fluid flow from the RCS hot leg to the suction side of the RHR pumps
will be lost, resulting in a loss of RHR system function. In order for the
operator to open this valve by remote manual actions, either power to the
instrument channel must be restored or the output signal from the instrument
channel (which is provided to the control circuitry for the valve) must be

jumpered out. Thus an inverter loss in this situation may result in an
extended loss of decay heat removal capability. This specific concern was

addressed by a more general concern relating to this area in the AEOD Case

Study Report: "Decay Heat Removal Problems at U.S. Pressurized Mater Reactors"
dated December 23, 1985 (Ref. 13) and, as such, will not be addressed further
in this study.

The other concern involves the circuitry which monitors the position of,the
circuit breakers for the, reactor coolant pump (RCP),motors. 8ased on the
operating experiences contained in,this rep'ort; .this '.co'ncern a'ppe'ars'to'e
limited to Westinghouse plants 'which us'e the Solid State. Protection System
(GASPS). As illustrated by ope'rating'experience, relay 'circuitry'hich is-'"
normally energized during plant.operation provide .signals .to the SSPS thag
indicate .the position, of, cijcuit.brea$ erj"„fear„ RCP moto'r's.. Following.a 'loss of
output power .from.i'n inyer'ter and;a„'cbjsejuentiaf<1)ss",of.'.the.,corresponding'. "

120 Vac bus,'the 'attendant,.rel+ circuitry,'wi,11 '(pod'$dy"a'false sig'na1, tj,'thj~<.,
SSPS indicating, that .a circ(it',breaker, fear.,a;RCP„jotor,'is,open;-„, ove a

~
certain reactor power'level„,the,SSPS wi)g",p1;oce'hs,this's'ignal and 'cause„h ~" "'

reactor trip 'fry„i:relat fvely,',high "powhpgeye), '„'Eight.pyents;$ n fa$ „S"i ':, '",
and 2 involve'Ihip'circuitry. 'As theEe'edental illustr'ate",'such occurrences"'""
are followed by.plant transients.-„„Operatfng experience,shows that,'an actual „
inadvertent opening of„a cir'cuit,breakei," fear,'„RgP„potbp,.fs 'rar'e. „In'fact~ a
review of,operational dafa'@d„"jot'ncovej'".an)''ejjejt.~<'>~ „..'."@>>< -"'~<,

The above information suggests that a reassessment of this circuitry in
Mestinghouse plants with SSPS is warranted...To further support this action,
two stations, Donald C. Cook and Diablo Canyon'have'proposed for implementation
two-out-of-four coincident logic for this circuitry. In. both of these cases,
the basis provided was to prevent a single .failure from causing an, unnecessary
plant transient.
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2.4.5 Failure Mechanisms and Common Cause Implications

A review and analysis of the events addressed in this report has resulted in
the identification of three potential failure mechanisms for inverters. One of
these involves relatively high ambient temperature and/or humidity within
inverter enclosures. This condition appears to result in accelerated aging of
components which form a part of the inverter circuitry. This accelerated aging
apparently causes a significant reduction in component life expectancy which
results in inverter losses that may be attributed to component failures.

Another mechanism involves the electrical interconnecting and physical arrange-
ments for the inverter circuitry components. For some inverters, these
arrangements appear to be such that when certain components fail, other com-
ponents may also fail or degrade. However, such degraded components are
generally not easily identifiable (in some cases degraded components can be
identified by visual inspection). Therefore, all of the failed components may
not be identified and replaced at the time of the initial component failure.
Such components potentially contribute to or cause subsequent inverter
failures. Component failure trending can be utilized as a means of identifying
potentially degraded components or recurring component failures.

The last failure mechanism involves voltages spikes and perturbations. Many of
the electrical loads in a plant have inductive characteristics. As such,
during plant operations which involve energizing and de-energizing these loads,
voltage spikes and perturbations are generated. The solid state devices in the
inverter circuitry appear to sense these voltage spikes and perturbations. In
many cases, the response for these devices appear to cause increased current
flow which, in turn, results in component failures and attendant inverter
losses. Additionally, incremental degradation due to voltage spikes and
perturbations can be cumulative, and with time can lead to component failures.
Furthermore, secondary voltage perturbations (e.g., caused by lightning or
switching surges), can affect the electrical distribution system of a unit and
may result in the simultaneous loss of redundant inverter-powered buses.

The failure mechanisms involving service condition parameters (i.e., ambient
temperature and/or humidity, and voltage spikes and perturbations) clearly-
have co+non cause implications. However, none of the 107 events identified in
Tables 1, 2, and 3 involved the simultaneous loss of redundant inverter-powered
buses. This suggests that, actual in-plant co'nditions for these .service ..~~-. g
condition parameters are generally not duplicated to the extent necessary to .

resul t in the simul taneous~loss of,, redundant.inverter.;.powered .buses.~~~~q. ~>, -.

2.4.6 Anal sis of 1985 Events . zaor3"s

Forty-three L(Rs providing descriptive',and..other informafion.qoncerpingy45~~~~g. z„...-.
repor table inver ter loss events which "occ0rred in..calendar~'year, 1985„'-„.wqre'q~$'Q;~.-';, .

reviewed and evaluated. These LERs were submitted by"licensees from,28 ~ Q6,:g<;
distinct plants and were identified as a result of information obtained from „.-. .
the RECON and Sequence Coding and Search Systemn(SCS$ ) data .basqs.~q Forty,-five<>q
additional inverter related events which occurred during this calendar..year at.
25 plants were also identified. These events were identified from information
obtained from the Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS).=
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The descriptive and other information contained in the 43 LERs is very similar
to that contained in previous LERs and provided in Tables 1, 2, and 3.
Thirty-one of the 45 reportable inverter loss events were attributed to
component failures with the remaining attributed to personnel actions. A major
contributing factor for occurrence of these component failure events was
incompatibility between actual plant service conditions and service conditions
assumed in the design of the inverter units. Contributing factors and/or.
causes for approximately 50 percent of these component failure events were
ambient temperatures and/or humidity within inverter enclosures and voltage
spikes and perturbations at inverter terminals. Contributing factors and/or
causes for the 14 events involving personnel actions were inadequacies in
procedures, planning and/or training of plant personnel.

Forty-one of the 45 inverter related events identified from information
obtained from NPRDS was attributed to component failures with the contributing
factors and/or causes identified above contributing to and/or causing in excess
of 30 percent of these events. Although not all of these events resulted in a
loss of inverter output, they are viewed to be meaningful since a number of
them may be providing indicators of more serious inverter problems prior to
actual occurrences involving such problems.

Review, analysis, and evaluation of these additional inverter related events
does not invalidate any of the previous findings, conclusions, and
recommendations but rather provided additional support for these items.

2.5 Numerical Assessment of Risk Si nificance
c

Reference 14 provides a numerical analysis of the risk significance associated
with inverter losses. To assess the risk, this analysis relates the impact of
inverter losses to the frequency of core damage in a PMR. As indicated in this
reference, this requi~ed a detailed probabilistic risk assessment .(PRA) model-
involving four specific areas:

An adequate model of the accident sequences;
1n i l 0 .v g. gy~ ~

~
i„~h ~ "~~>fttgq~,phd ~

''
g -~i\ ~

A knowledge of the direct and/or indirect dependence of the various. plant-..-=.--
systems on the vital 120 Vac buses;.",'.ev~o"...z~"'".v. r'l)gg'ig e~

aa@snt zfu%t g;srif ~>v',,oy.'<fjgPfj5>-:< jg. jc$9yg
A detailed model of the vital 120 Vachsystem 'including the".ihvert'ers <and

z'-:,-.''-.~-

~ ~qu»e~ ~'~ ps".q„" ~:~. ap5gasq~ uotgpt",cg
An adequate model of human interaction %th plarit::systems ing)dd.ing$ '.M;.'"-<~~@~~

maintenance and post-maintenance activities';".".and accident re'FoVei')~~~"
'"-"'ctions.

zu~~~3A~E Ao':.fa 'Sic% .-; 8'.P.Z
~ ~g,r
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Arkansas Nuclear One Vnit 1'(ANO-1) was'-selected'as '.the.reference~PMR;.plant. for>..
this evaluation. At 'the 'time -the work for.

Rekei%ncdn14wisr5e'ing>~'performers,QSj'if'he

PRA for ANO-I was the only study available which included fau1t:tr'eesS4'-==
developed at a sufficient level of detail to inclilde inverters".~ However,-even-
for the ANO-1 PRA, only the component cut sets':of"-the'"dominantflgaccident93z&,~s
sequences were used and not the system fault "trees ..Therefore,"-,'the analysis'is>i
limited, since the contribution of inverter losses to the core damage frequency
only included information that survived the truncation procedures 'of the ANO-1
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Interim Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP) study and was contained in the
identified "dominant" accident sequences.

With these limitations, the analysis in Reference 14 was performed in the
following manner. First, the dependencies between the frontline and support
systems were determined. A search was then carried out among the "component
level" cut sets of the IREP study dominant accident sequences, to identify
those sequences which contained minimum cut sets associated with 120 Vac system
failure events. (Reference 15 defines minimum cut sets as the "smallest" com-
bination of component failures, which if they all occur, will cause a specific
event or action to occur.) Next, the contribution of inverter losses to
120 Yac buses was calculated, and the Fussell-Vesely importance measure for the
inverters was calculated with and without recovery actions. (Reference 14
defines this measure as the frequency of the union of all of the minimum cut
sets containing the unavai labilities of the vital 120 Vac system components,
including inverters, divided by the frequency of core damage.) Using this
approach, the Fussell-Vesely importance measure for the inverters was
calculated to be:

I(FY) = 4.4X without recovery actions
I(FY = 2.0% with recovery actions.

These results indicate that inverter losses provide a relatively small contri-
bution to the frequency of core damage. However, as Reference 14 points out,
these results should be interpreted only in the context of the IREP analysis
and the ANO-1 design and only as lower bounds of more realistically calculated
importance measures. These limitations apply for the following reasons:

The inverter failure rate used in the IREP study was much lower than the
one calculated from the data analysis contained in Reference 14. Owing to
this lower inverter unavailability (and consequently to the lower 120 Vac
vital bus unavailability) only a small number of cut sets survived the trun-
cation procedure. Since the study used only these miniaial"cut sets', the
results do not include the contributions of the additional cut sets that
would have survived the truncation. process if the higher inverter loss rate
was used.

Due"to th'e truncation profess, two f20',Vac vit'al~'buses were not"included in'"".
the dominant mini~al':cut sets;~-'"-As'a".remsult,"a .sensitivity" a'nally'sos <sing a -'.

frequency of doub]e-failures'.ias".riot'.possib'fe) 7'9>'J4~">f+'> >'<.= -"~-:~".+ n""~'"
:..:wi~j[~dsrlag~sJdyj,steskydjl>gbbvdAQT@tdrf4gg,+@&=30'..

The ANO-1 desigii includes.bn autodmatfc'transfer (tliroPgh Vstatfc'"s ftch)
of the -120 Vac bus power" from-"th''-.'ipveYte7.t'o

%.120Vac'slpplw.'from%'n>-'.P.'-.-"-'mergency

bus"through,.a:,stepdown%'rgnsformer. ~-'As~a:resist fbthe, contribuOo'n'-;d'...
of the"'in'v'erteg'.lindv'allah'!Tdtyjgb''wthe„:. g0~$ac.'%usypnayaflab'ilT!t)r'!3'ssl'fmQed 9$.:.".. „
by the unaV'aflabiTHy df,'thfSCWTCCfj~ 'bFOr;AailO-ld'th'e,unawailabi'ji SOf'hthi'ST"'O
switch was assumed to"'be',vtery Tog','FinaTly,"-no't "all VNRsvfncdroorate"'wa''v',-
static switch in the'inverter.'edes'ign,"" '-'='."."-

-'-rue~amni-rWfVt-5'ne- ~a<~ '-l~"iaaf 'ty~~~m0:e'0'e~fo''~T - ':~
r m r
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One of the possible effects of inverter failures and subsequent loss of
the 120 Yac vital bus is a loss of power to control room instruments.
The possible negative effects of a loss of information on the operator's
efforts to respond to other problems (e.g., inadvertent safety injection
initiation) resulting from the loss of the vital bus also was not addressed
in the analysis.

For these reasons, Reference 14 concluded that a more detailed study was needed
to draw generic conclusions on the risk significance of inverter losses. To
date, such a detailed study has not been completed.

In addition, the authors of Reference 14 used an average failure rate of 1.36 x
10E-5/hr. in their importance calculations. This rate was established using
data for fnverter events which occurred at nuclear plants between December 1972
and December 1981, and the fol1owing mathematical model:

x'= N/CYn.

Mhere:

average failure rate for risk
N total number of inverter losses
C number of hours in a year (8760 hrs/yr)
Y = the total amount of reactor-years in the time interval
n number of inverters per plant

Using this mathematical model and the data contained fn Tables 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
and 9 of this report, z may be calculated using the following values.

N 142 losses
C 8760 hrs/yr
Y 228 reactor'-'years (Using the data provided on page 13)
n 4 fnver ters/plant .„ ..-: .,

C~
~ ~ ~ 4

142/(8760)(228)(4) ~ 1.78 X 10E-5 loss/hr.

Although this rate is higher,,than;that,used fn .Reference 14, the, difference .is
fs riot. considered,sfgnfffcant. In addftfoR, .both of,"6iese,failure",rates-are..
within the catastrophic failure (no„e)ectrfcal -outpu(),';rate.'range from 8.5„x .

lOE-6/hr. to 1.9 x 10E-4/hr. as provfde8 for fnverters in NUREG/CR-3831: The
In-Plant Rel fabf sty.Data Base for".,Nuclear-,41ant Components,'nterim RepoI;t~;.-
Dfese1 Generators,, Batteries,=.Char jers„en': Inverters da(ed January "1985„.;=,-
(Reference,„'16)..„,However,.„inherent„fp,,/he,-above'yodel,-fs an assumption that.=,.
each,.fqverter>Joss;.eventgs„.fgdependegt,"and <has,an,.ejga1;chance,of occurefng.„-
Clearly,'he data contafned:.fn Tab'les 7; 0,'-a'n8"-0".at:the back of thfs,',report

-'nvalfdatethis assumption. For e'xample, iteq P (n,Table 3 provides.i . - -- =

description of an event which occurred at HcGufre Unit 1 on June 13, 1982. The
event involved a momentary loss of power on a vital instrumentation and
control system bus due to a loss of power output from an inverter. The
fnverter was subsequently declared inoperable. After replacing a circuit board
and visually inspecting selected capacitors, the inverter was returned to
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service. On June 15, the reactor was returned to power operation. Item 11 in
Table 3 provides a description of another event which occurred at HcGuire
Unit I on June 24. This event involved a loss of power output from the same
inverter which was ii volved in the event which occurred on June 13. However,
following the June 24 event it was noted that the inspection and
troubleshooting activities conducted for this inverter after the June 13 event
had failed to identify three faulty capacitors. The three faulty capacitors
subsequently caused the inverter loss on June 24. Thus, given the event on
June 13, the probability of the inverter loss on June 24 is orders of magnitude
greater than 10E-5/hr. Similar multiple events are provided in Tables 2 and 3.
This appears to indicate that 10E-5/hr is not a mean value for the unavailability
of inverters as has been previously suggested. It also appears that improved
mathematical modeling techniques, which provide for dependent losses, are
necessary to establish the correct value. Finally, and possibly most
important, not all failures are reported. For example, failures which are
considered random, and/or independent are not reportable to NRC in LERs. At
the same time reporting to the NPRDS is known to be incomplete, particularly
for 1984 and earlier. Therefore, the calculated failure rate and
unavailability for inverters would tend to be underestimated due to lack of
complete failure reporting.

Collectively, the above points suggest that a valid numerical importance
measure for events involving inverter losses would require an extensive
mathematical model of plant-specific design features, an improved model of
maintenance activities, and a more complete knowledge of operating histories
and experiences. Such improvements involve improvements in existing PRAs (and
in some cases further development of the PRA models) in addition to
improvements in the completeness of actual operating history data. Theseactivities are beyond the scope of this report.
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3.0 FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

The information presented and assessed in Section 2.0 of this report raises
several issues concerning electrical inverters. The findings and conclusions
related to these issues are presented below:

(I) Information contained in this report indicates that the number of events
involving inverter losses per reactor-year shows little or no decrease in
each calendar year. The number of events involving inverter losses which
were described in LERs increased for each consecutive calendar year in the
three-year period included in this study. These events, together with the
additional events identified from the NPRDS data base also clearly suggests
that the number of events involving inverter losses which are occurring
each calendar year are at least in the range of 50 to 60. This lack of
overall industry wide improvement has occurred in spite of a number of
previously recommended corrective actions. The precise reason (or reasons)
for this is unknown however this may indicate that licensees are not
adequately acting on the lessons of experiences.

(2) Events involving inverter s illustrate that a loss of power from the output
of an inverter often results in a loss of power for the bus which it was
supplying. The loss of bus power causes connected electrical loads to
de-energize and this results in a number of undesirable plant conditions
and/or actions. Among these conditions and/or actions are:

Severe system transients, including reactor cooling transients,

Challenges to plant operators and remaining functioning equipment,

Unnecessary actuations of safety systems including the reactor
protection and safety injection systems,

Improper control system responses including those provided for feedwater
and steam generator level control,

Degradation in redundancy for safety-related instrumentation channels
and power supplies,

4

Loss of indicators which provide information concerning plant and safety
system status,

Loss of function for safety-related equipment and in some cases
safety-related systems, and

* 4 '
Damage to mechanical equipment. -

'n

general, more than one of the above listed conditions and/or actions
usually occur simultaneously, however, each bus power loss does not
lead to all of the listed conditions and/or actions. Nevertheless,
these undesirable situations, in con)unction with the frequency of the
events, suggest that measures leading to a decrease fn the number of
such events are warranted.
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(3) The dominant cause (65 percent) of the inverter loss events were
attributed to component failures. Such components include diodes, fuses,
silicon control rectifiers, capacitors, transistors, resistors, printed
circuit boards, transformers and indu~tors. Review, analysis, and
evaluation of information relating to these events clearly indicate that
the ma)or contributing factor for these component failures is incompatibility
between actual plant service conditions and design service conditions (i.e.,
actual plant service conditions are more severe than that assumed in the
design of inverters). Specifically, the data analysis showed that:

High ambient temperature and/or humidity within inverter enclosures,
and electrical disturbances at inverter terminals contribute to or
cause in excess of 50 percent of the events attributed to component
failures.

Operation of plant switchgear and other electrical equipment can
result in the generation of voltage spikes and perturbatfons which
either cause or contribute to occurrences of events involving
inverter losses. This occurs because many of the plant electrical
loads which are energized or de-energized during plant evolutions
have inductive characteristics.

The above findings suggest that measures (i.e., changing the actual plant
service conditions and/or changing the design for inverters) which result in
obtaining compatibility between the actual plant service conditions for
inverters and their design service conditions should Iead to a reduction in
the number of events caused by inverter losses.

This report identifies three potential failure mechanisms for inverters.
These three mechanisms involve: (I) high ambient temperature and/or
humidity within inverter enclosures; (2) electr ical interconnections and
physical arrangements of components which form the inverter cit cuitry; and
(3) voltage spikes and perturbations at inverter inputs and outputs in ...
con)unction with relativeIy rapid response times of solid state devices.
The two failure mechanisms involving service conditions, (i.e.,: ambient .

temperature/humidity and voltage spikes/perturbations) have common cause
implications. These mechanisms potentially can cause the simultaneous
loss of".redundant.,inverter.-powered %uses'. However', jt>is soted,.that of .the
107 LER.events:studied„xone .involved the simu'Itaneous loss of .redundant
inverter-powered-bus'esAwA>iw zip'hn~d= ~ ..:.'::.u".=;n ~ ~.'~ "~a 'o«

='-i ~ >~' -» ) OffpQ». N9$ 'Q-.%CIGAR,Qgq~ .inr ".0 ~~)g .>~,f~~igp i8,5'pdagt0-
(4) The 'second largest 'iumber. of i0en'ts<':caused -by in'verter.'1ossedi'.Ka's

ger'sonneI'ctions.~,Thirty=five .percent,of;the,,events .-in,this. study,pere.ittr ibuted to
personnel actions ..-.:These,,include.'.~ ~opening incorrect.'circuit Speakers;
connectigg.faulty.„.tes't<equipment ',to mjgpverter,.-.(or,itteqdant;.:ci~uf try);
causing ..'short.:circqi6 going'>+(iit'enanc'e'n8-.t™estirigi ctijo;fe's'Pmp&perIy

'ransferringpower sources .for .a bus and removing the. wrong,converter. unit
from service. Some of these actions result in damaged and/or failed "
components within an inverter unit. Others result in simply de-energizing a
functioning unit. Principal.'contributing factors to such actions are
inadequate maintenance and testing procedures and deficient practices.
Inadequate planning, training, and verification for related maintenance and
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testing activities are also contributing factors. Specific inverter-related
maintenance, testing, or operating actions which have not always been

adequately performed by plant personnel include the following:

Verification that maintenance procedures include provisions which
ensure that either a functional test is performed on related equipment
in which leads have been lifted during maintenance, or the initial and
final position of all leads are recorded.

Verification that maintenance procedures and actual practices preclude
maintenance activities on more than one vital instrument inverter at
the same time.

Verification that test equipment to be used during inverter
maintenance or testing activities (which do not require the inverter
to be de-energized) is functionally tested prior to connecting the
equipment to the inverter.

Verification that applicable operating procedures prohibit an
inverter unit or a single power source from supplying power to more
than one vital bus during plant operating conditions above cold
shutdown except in emergency conditions.

Verification that procedures which address (equalize) charging of
Class IE batteries include provisions to verify and adjust battery
charger output voltage as needed to avoid excessively high fnverter
input voltage (that is, to consider the associated inverter high
input voltage protective trip) prior to placing the battery charger
on equalize.

These deficiencies suggest that there is need for improvements'n planning,
procedures, verification methods,',training; and pr'actices mgarding. testing
and/or maintenance activities associated with electrical inverter:u'nits'. ~

aC

(5) Two specific are'as of circuitry design vhfch;involve'.inverter 'units~':"
warrant further consideration.

yhl ~, ~ ' M I t <» ~ 'Q ~ ~ lg f CIRC+ 5( ~ 9"e

. a. One of these areas -involves the.RCS pressure=instrumentatiopwhapnels
associated with PMR RHR system isolation 'valvesbm+ere are.:nqrmally f
two pressure instrumentation channels with each:-channe'I

'providin'g'i"'losure

signal to one of the two motor-operated, isolation valves
installef- in %he"RHR 's'/stem'suction '.line.'"-"A"loss'!of power. to te$ theKf '(~)
of these two instrume'ntation channels'as'.result'of a'aingle converter

*

loss causes a loss of shutdow'n "cooling."-<-'This concern';is-addressed'"'fry.
...AEOD Case Study Report C503 "DecayiHeat,:Remova1"-Probl&sI,'.at tU'.$ <.~~,,
~".'ressurized Mater~Rea'ctor's'4 (Rdf~i.'8)~'-«Ac'coYdingl~i4™is"'oil)Pfcfen't; "

'iedin this report'to point out that'events involving"inver'ter'losses
can affect the operability 'of 'the RHR-'system& =+ "."-'."

..rn; ~=.;.~: n6 n(": -. zi~savqnoo.
b. The other area involves the circui'try'whichlnonitors

the-position"of'ircuit

breakers for RCP motors. This item appears to be limited to
Mestinghouse plants which use the SSPS. Upon loss of power output'
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from an inverter unit, this circuitry de-energizes, thus indicating
to the SSPS that a circuit breaker for an RCP motor is open when in
actuality it is not. Above a certain reactor power level, the SSPS

causes a trip of the reactor with an attendant plant transient. Eight
events involving this circuitry are identified in Tables I and 2. In
addition, operating experience shows that inadvertent opening of a

circuit breaker for a reactor coolant pump motor is less likely than a
loss of an inverter. This would suggest that a reassessment of the
acceptability of this circuitry is warranted.

(6) Plant technical specification operating restrictions (e.g., action state-
ments) for an inoperable inverter, or the unavailability of one of two
input power sources for inverters with dual power inputs, are not consis-
tent for comparable plant design. At multiple unit sites inconsistencies
in the technical specifications between plant units can contribute to
personnel errors. This may cause inappropriate personnel actions which
result in the plant being operated not in accordance with its technical
specifications. These inconsistencies would suggest that a generic review
and possible revision of plant technical specifications for inverters at
some plants is warranted.

(7) Loss of an inverter unit can result fn undesirable situations in both
BWRs and PWRs. Loss of an inverter unit in PWRs can result in severe
system transients with attendant loss of equipment functions. In general,
this is because controllers, instrumentation, control circuitry and other
equipment for control and safety systems are powered by inverter units.
When power to any of these items is removed as a result of a loss of an
inverter the equipment either looses its ability to function or functions
in such a manner as to cause undesirable conditions and/or actions.

Existing numerical analysis for i isk"significance suggest that (for
certain plant designs) inverter losses contribute approximately 4.4$ -"-':.

'o

the core melt frequency'ithout recovery actions; and 2.0$ with "
'ecoveryactions. These contributions are considered to'e underestimates

due to the limitations and assumptions used in the
PRA"calculations.'~='xtensive

additional mathematical modeling of plant-specific design features,
maintenance activities, operating histories and experience would be
required to establish a valid Upper'bounds"or conservative-'assessment)0-
Such modeling,'however, would involve'xtensive'dditional detail'el5tive
to existing PRAs and would not be readily>attainable".''-This

quantitative'stimate

combined with engineering Judgement indicate that corrective actions
to reduce thy incidence 'of-.inVerter 1o's's"Mould'ppear=]ustifiedP~+ P><D
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4. 0 RECONiEHDATIOHS

As noted in this report, 65 percent of the identified events involving inverter
losses were attributed to component failures. Incompatibility between actual
plant service conditions and design service conditions for inverters was a
contributing factor or cause for over 50 percent of the component failures.
The remaining 35 percent of the identified events were attributed to personnel
a'ctions, Of these, inadequate maintenance and testing procedures or
inappropriate personnel actions contributed to or caused approximately 85
percent of the events. In view of the continuing number of events involving
inverter losses and the potential consequences of such events, the following
recommendations are presented:

(I) The Office of Inspection 5 Enforcement (IE) should issue an information
notice which addresses events involving inverter losses. The information
notice should address two areas.

First, the information notice should suggest that licensees review the
compatibility between actual plant service conditions and design service
conditions for installed inverters. Such reviews should consider evaluat-
ing the need for continuous or regular monitoring of temperature and
humidity internal to inverter enclosures. Also, the need for monitoring
inverter input and output voltages for both steady state and transient
(electrical) conditions should be evaluated during such reviews. Further,
measures which prevent accumulation of dust and dirt on components internal
to inverter enclosures should be considered.

Second, to minimize the number of inverter loss events resulting from
personnel actions, licensees should consider reviewing related maintenance
and testing procedures and practices for inverters. To the extent possible,
these reviews should be directed, toward -indentifying the appropriate
sequence of steps. required.,for inverter maintenance and testing activities.
To the extent possible,.;such..reviews should include planning for specific
inverter,maintenance and. testing-activit$ es,„-,;Specialized training and
practice.sessions,with ) nyol ved plant; perjonne1..and;veri f)cation of- the
identified appropriate. sequences-of. steps„to achieve these activities
should also„be considered.-Fol,lowing the completion of such reyiews,.-.
appropriyto.resul ting: follow-.up. actions.,should,'e performed by licensees.
Also, it is-suggested;pat:,anyamodificat)jps:.r!esulting,fromwuch:.actions
be identified ynd addressed;,.iy routine regional!,iyspection reports>~~,-

"= a'Y03 A &fbSi ff'+"!~<> '~~/ 96.'Y~&f")Q. ~

(2) Eight events at;three.;pfyiitsf>involving-.spurious;reactor;:tr~ips>wifh~
attendant plant transients are identified in this report. These events
are attributed to the circuitry which monitors the position of the. circuit
breakers for reactor coolant pump motors. -In view of this operating
experience and to prevent a single failure'f a safety-related component
from causing an unncessary plant transient. the as-installed arrangement
for this circuitry should be reassessed by HRR. Two-out-of-four coincident
logic for this circuitry could be considered for implementation. Operating
experience indicates that this item applies to Mestinghouse units with SSPS.

(3) Technical specifications which specifically address inverters and/or
attendant buses for comparable plant designs should be reviewed to ensure
that action statements addressing plant operating restrictions are
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consistent. Inconsistent action statements identified during such reviews
should be modified accordingly or at least technical bases established for
such inconsistency. Such reviews should include special consideration for
inverter units with dual power inputs. It is suggested that NRR

consider this aspect during resolution of Generic Issue 128, "flectrical Power
Reliability."
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Table 1

INVERTER-RELATED EVENTS ANO CORRECTIVE ACTIONS FOR 1984

Plant Unit, Event 1)ate
and L'ER Number

Description Of Occurrence and
Corrective Actions

1. Grand Gulf 1

01/03/84
84-001-00

On January 3, 1984 while in cold shutdown at 0920 hours and while placing a

Division 2 battery charger on equalize, the Division 2 power supply tripped on

high voltage. Subsequently, power was restored and several automatic actions
occurred. These included initiation of Control Room Fresh Air Unit B, Standby

Gas Treatment System B, Drywell Purge Compressor B, Service Mater B,

Division 2 hydrogen analyzers, and Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) B and

C. Also, isolation of Shutdown Cooling, Reactor Mater Cleanup, and the

Auxiliary and Containment Buildings occurred. The LPCI injection raised the

water level to greater than four hundred inches.

The cause of these actions was attributed to the equalizing potentiometer on

the battery charger being set such that the output voltage of the charger was

greater than its normal equalizing voltage of 140 Vdc. This resulted in the
associated inverter tripping at 147 Vdc. Following the inverter trip the

associated charger tripped at 152 Vdc which allowed the inverter to reset and

automatic actions to be initiated.
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Table 1 (continued)

Plant Unit, Event Date
and LER Number

Description of Occurrence and
Corrective Actions

Corrective action was to revise the applicable procedure so as to instruct the

technicians to adjust the charger output to 140 plus or minus 1 Vdc prior to

placing the chargers on equalize. In addition a design change to lower the

charger high voltage trip to 145 Vdc was planned, thus permitting the charger

to trip prior to the inverter. (This feature was later determined to be not

feasible and was not implemented.)

2. Zion 1

01/05/84

84-001-00

On January 5, 1984 at 0705 hours, while Unit 1 was in cold shutdown as part of

a refueling outage, a reactor trip occurred. The initiating signals for the

trip were from the Nuclear Instrument System (NIS) Channel II intermediate and

source range bistables. The NIS signals occurred due to a momentary loss of

the 120 Vac power supply.

The power supply loss occurred when one capacitor in one of the inverter

output regulating transformers short circuited and caused this transformer to

cease normal operation. The loss of this transformer overloaded the remaining

transformers and resulted in a decrease in output voltage from the inverter.

An internal protective device associated with the capacitor removed it from

the circuit and allowed the transformers to return to normal operation.

„As part of a corrective action program the transformers in all of the

instrument inverters will be replaced due to their age and the indication of

deterioration caused by age and capacitor failures. Also, the new transformer
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3. Diablo Canyon 1

01/06/84

84-001-00

capacitors will be replaced every three years in accordance with the est)mates
of capacitor life as provided by the manufacturer." '

II '

J I s

On January 6, 1984 at 1415 hours, while in cold shutdown", the plant
experienced an inadvertent safety injection actuation. This event occurred
during the performance of a surveillance test for a slave relay'associated
with the Solid State Protection System (SSPS).

While installing test equipment, the 120 Vac vital instrument supply was

grounded. This caused a momentary drop in inver ter output voltage that was of
sufficient duration to cause the bistables in Protection Set 1.to trip. Due

to calibration activities, high steamline delta P Channel II bistables for
steam generators l-l and 1-3 were in the tripped position thus satisfying the
two of three coincidence logic and actuating Train 'B'f the safety injection
system. Train 'A'f the system did, not actuate since its'ssociated output
fuse had blown following grounding of the instrument. supply..'- The Train

'B'ctuationcaused one charging pump and one diesel generator to start, and

actuated one train of containment phase 'A'solation valves.

The SSPS output cabinet fuse was replaced and proper test equipment

installation verified. Also, a memorandum was issued to inform operators to
place the SSPS in the 'test'ode (blocking the Engineered Safety Features
actuation signal) except when required for testing or operation.
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4. James A. Fitzpatrick
02/10/84

84-004-00

During power operation with the High Pressure Coolant 'In5ection~(HPCI) system

out of service for scheduled maintenance, a ground occurred on the 'A'tation
Battery system. During the performance of the ground isolation procedure the

direct current control power to the inverter for the Reactor Core Isolation

Cooling (RCIC) system was momentarily interrupted. "'The'momentary loss of this

direct current power requires a manual reset'to re-power."the inverter.'he
ground isolation procedure did not inform the operator that.a manual reset was

required. Inoperability of both HPCI and RCIC placed the plant -in a twenty-

four hour Limiting Condition for Operation. The operator, after determining

that the inverter would not reset automatically,'performed a manual reset.-
~:: ~ il "

> ~,'E9< ~

A change to the ground isolation procedure was incorporated to 'instruct the

operator to manually reset the inverter for the RCIC system.

5. Sequoyah 2

02/27/84

84-003-00

At 2028 hours while Unit 2 was in Mode I operating at one hundred percent

power (2235 psig and 578 degrees Fahrenheit) vital inverter 1-'I failed

resulting in a containment ventilation isolation, auxiliary building isolation,

control room isolation, and causing other equipment fed from this inverter to

lose power. The inverter board was then powered from the maintenance supply

until the inverter could be fixed.
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6. Washington Public
Power Supply System 2

03/07/84
84-015-00

Description of Occurrence and .
Corrective Actions '. '"!1' " <.""''*

! i J. «'it) i$ 'qi.6

This incident was due to personnel shorting leads<together"whiTe« attempting to
connect an oscilloscope to the inverter to adjust'the!!frequency'%n the
synchronization card. ' Kci R)l )col )Iv>i > '5".fc - .'

t f
.i>'b~ $ i: Ii>i>

p>~i'our

fuses were replaced as well as an oscillator card)before~the'inverter was

placed back in service at 0305 hours on February 28,'1984. 'i'~ i"
~

" .>If~ ~ > >. pc

While in cold shutdown, operators were attempting to isolate a'-ground on the
Division I, 125 Vdc panel DP-Sl-1. They wanted to isolate'inverter IN-3 to
see if the ground was within this inverter. They first'transfer'red

the'nverterload to the alternate source by way of the'static switch. This was

accomplished by pushing the reverse pushbutton on the front of'the'inverter
and the transfer occurred without incident. The operator then'proceeded to
open the direct current feeder to the inverter:at panel'. DP-Sl-1'nknown to
the operator, this action resulted in clearing of the direct'-'current input
fuse. The operator reclosed the direct current feeder breaker-to the inverter
at DP-Sl-I and then attempted to transfer the electrical load back to the
inverter by pushing the forward pushbutton on the front of the inverter. This
resulted in de-energizing the Division 1 instrument bus and causing isolation
relays (normally energized) to de-energize with resulting isolations
occurring. The manual bypass switch associated with the inverter was placed
in the maintenance position to re-energize the Division 1 instrument bus.
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7. Diablo Canyon 1

03/09/84

84-007-00

Later the direct current input fuse was replaced and the inverter returned to
service. Also, supplementary operational instructions were provided to

enhance operator classroom information. '„~ q)f.

')!iI

At 1916 hours, while in Mode 5, 120 Vac vital instrument bus 1-3 was inadver-

tently de-energized. Loss of this bus resulted in the automatic'operation of
two engineered safety feature (ESF) systems. The two ESF systems which

actuated were the auxiliary building and control room ventilation systems.

The event occurred while a licensed operator was performing a routine walkdown

of the direct current switchgear room and noticed that the "Inverter Input"

breaker on the instrument inverter panel 1-3 appeared to be tripped. The

operator attempted to reset the breaker, which was actually closed and in the

process de-energized the 120 Vac bus, 1-3. The operator'immediately recognized

the error and placed the bus on the 120 Vac backup source. The de-energized

bus was caused by the failure of the operator to recognize that the breaker

was closed. The operator mistakenly interpreted the "Inverter"Input" breaker

as the switch which supplies alternating current power to the inverter. This

function is accomplished by the "AC Input" breaker which had a past history of

tripping during power transients. If the operator had reset the "AC Input"

breaker, the inverter would have continued to receive power from the direct
current source. However, the function of the "Inverter Input" breaker is to

provide both the rectifier alternating current and the direct current inputs
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to the inverter. Thus, when this breaker was opened, the inverter and

associated bus were de-energized.

Non-specific labeling of the inverter breakers also contributed to the error
by the operator. To prevent recurrence of this event, a simplified inverter
diagram showing the location, function and labeling of each breaker was

mounted on all 120 Vac instrument inverter panels in both Units 1 and 2.

8. Maine Yankee

04/13/84
84-007-00

~QI ~lr

Mhile in a refueling shutdown condition, three inadvertent actuations of
safeguards systems occurred. The first event occurred when non-licensed

operators were removing inverter number 2 from service to perform

maintenance. Prior to this event licensed operators had cross tied two of the

alternating current vital buses to inverter number 2. Mhen inverter number 2

was removed from service at approximately 0905 hours, the loss of power to
vital buses 2 and 3 caused two of four pressurizer pressure channels to
de-energize and unblock their associated safety injection channels. The

remaining chan'nels unblocked and actuated due to the existing plant
conditions, and allowed recirculation actuation to unblock. Additionally,
several containment isolation valves cycled as a result of the safety
injection=signal. Recirculation actuation occurred on low refueling water

storage tank level since the tank had been drained to fill the refueling
cavity. Licensed operators re-energized inverter number 2, reconnected bus 3

to inverter 3, and cross-tied bus 2 to bus 3 (inverter 3). Upon connecting
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bus 2 to bus 3, both trains of safety injection, recirculation actuation, and

the first phase of containment isolation again actuated. The third event

occurred when the cross-tied bus 2 was realigned to inverter 2. The bus 2 to
bus 3 breaker was operated, affecting bus 2 and one pressurizer pressure sigma

meter . This action resulted in an actuation of the 'A'rain of safety
injection, recirculation, and containment isolation. A pressurizer pressure

sigma meter spike was observed during the incident. The operator cross-tying
the two vital buses to the wrong inverter led to the first event. The second

and third events may have resulted from unreproducible voltage perturbations
during the bus transfer; however, the exact cause was not identified.
Subsequent identical bus transfer operations did not produce similar results.
To prevent similar occurrences and resulting transients at power, applicable
operating procedures will be revised to prohibit cross-tying vital buses

during plant operating conditions above cold shutdown except in emergency

conditions.

9. Turkey Point 3

04/24/84
84-014-00

(( qL I(f,

At 1646 hours, a reactor trip occurred. The root cause of the trip was

determined to stem from a personnel error. A non-licensed turbine operator
attempting to take the 'A'tandby static inverter out of service erroneously

opened the output breaker of the adjacent '3A'ormal static inverter. The

'3A'nverter was in service supplying power to a 120 Vac vital instrument

power bus when its output breaker was opened. Loss of power to this vital bus

resulted in de-energizing the power supplies for Channel II protection
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instrumentation. A turbine runback resulted initiated by the Nuclear
Instrumentation .System (NIS) rod drop circuitry due to loss of power. Upon

realizing his error, the turbine operator re-closed the output breaker for
inverter '3A'. However, an instrument power supply failure coupled with the
current surge associated with instantaneously picking up all of the loads fed
by the '3A'nverter, caused the current limiting feature associated with the
inverter to activate which resulted in low output voltage from the

'3A'nverter.This caused low voltage in the vital bus and its power supplies to
Channel II protection instrumentation which resulted in another NIS rod drop
signal. This signal initiated a second turbine runback which resulted in a

reactor trip by the reactor protection system on pressurizer high pressure.
The operations staff responded to the first thirty percent turbine runback
satisfactorily. Loss of the '3A'nverter was recognized and the runback
limited for an actual load reduction from 705 to 600 megawatts electrica1.
The unit was stabilizing with reactor coolant system pressure and temperature,
while still high, returning to normal at the reduced load. The onset of the
second thirty percent runback (note that the unit is only designed to
accoamodate a fifty percent load rejection) coupled with above normal reactor
coolant system pressure and temperature caused the reactor coolant system
p'ressure to reach the setpoint of 2370 psig for a reactor trip on pressurizer
high pressure. Also, the power operated relief valves were unavailable to
assist in mitigating the transient due to their associated block valves being
closed. The standby inverter was being taken out of service under a clearance
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number to perform preventive maintenance activities. The clearance provided

instructions to the turbine operator to ensure the standby inverter is not in

service as a prerequisite to removing it from service. Additionally, guidance

was provided to remove the standby inverter from service per step 8.3 of

Operating Procedure 9700.1 (Instrument AC Power Supply). Steps delineated <n

the clearance followed exactly the sequence of operation given in the

operating procedure for removal of an inverter from service. Further, new

large size placards were in place that label the inverters using one-inch

lettering and black on white color schemes, installed during recent human

factors upgrade modifications. The '3A'nverter is the normal power supply

to'vital panel 3P07. This panel supplies power to a rack through sub-panel 22

an8'a breaker. The instrument power supply failure in the rack, suspected to

have been caused by the electrical transient it underwent, caused the breaker

in sub-panel 22 to trip. This caused loss of Train A auxiliary feedwater flow

control and indication, Train A condensate storage tank level indication, and

the subcooled margin monitor in Train A of the qualified safety parameter

display system. The failed instrument power supply was replaced and the

br'eaker in sub-panel 22 closed.
~

/tg i ~ t ~

Following satisfactory resolution of the problems identified above, the unit
was returned to service.
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10. Sequoyah 1

05/21/84
84-035-00

At 2234 hours, with Unit 1 operating at one-hundred percent power (2235 psig,
578 degrees Fahrenheit), the number eleven bearing on the turbine/generator
failed causing the permanent magnetic generator (PMG) to fail. This resulted
in actuation of the electrical trouble alarm and tripping of the generator.
Since the generator was operating at greater than fifty percent power, the P-9

interlock between the generator and the reactor tripped the reactor. The

bearing failure was caused by a thermocouple shorting to ground through the
bearing and rotor. The thermocouple is a dual type which has an ungrounded

tip and is insulated from the sheath. The thermocouple wore through the
insulation and shorted to the sheath and then to ground. The rotor and PMG

were repaired and the thermocouple was replaced.

During this trip, a loss of the 120 Vac vital inverter 1-II also occurred.
This loss caused several systems covered under Abnormal Operating Instruc-
tion 25.2, "Loss of 120 Vac Vital Instrument Power Board l-II," to
malfunction. Manual corrective actions were taken to stabilize steam

generator levels for steam generators 3 and 4. These included star ting the
'B'otor-driven auxiliary feedwater pump, tripping the main feedwater pumps,

and isolating feedwater.

The condenser circulating water pumps had tripped and were restarted without
difficulty. Ventilation isolations of the control building, the aux1liary
building, and the containment building were reset and returned to normal. The



l
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'8'rain for the auxiliary air compressors lost power and the level channel

on the volume control tank failed causing approximately four hundred gallons .

of water to be pumped from the refueling water storage tank to the reactor
coolant system before it was manually corrected. Nile the above systems were

being corrected, plant personnel placed the 120 Vac board on the maintenance

supply and all associated instruments returned to their correct readings after
power was restored. There was no abnormal radiation present during this
event.

The inverter was repaired by replacing a fuse. It was then tested and no

other problems could be found.

ll. LaSal le 2

05/31/84

84-024-00

~ ~

At 0230 hours and again at 1650 hours, the normal and remote shutdown panel

control and instrumentation power supplies for the Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling (RCIC) system were lost.

Power is supplied to the instrumentation and controls for the RCIC system from

125'Vdc bus 211Y, through a Topaz inverter. This inverter has a protective
high voltage trip which turns the inverter off when the input voltage reaches

147 Vdc. The setpoints for the high voltage trips had drifted down to
134.8 Vdc and 130.5 Vdc for the normal and remote shutdown panel inverters
respectively. At the time of this event, a battery charge was in progress on

the battery which supplies these inverters.
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As the charge progressed, the battery voltage increased upwards to the point
that the high voltage trip point was exceeded and the inverters turned off.
Mhen the charging voltage was adjusted down to normal, the inverters reset
automatically and operated normally.

The trip setpofnts were reset to 147 Vdc and 147.2 Vdc for the normal and

remote shutdown panel inverters respectively. Also, a survey of all
safety-related fnverters was performed to ensure that the high voltage trip
setpofnts are periodically calibrated.

12. Turkey Pofnt 4

O6/10/84

84-011-00

On June 10, 1984, at 0018 hours a turbine runback to approximately
510 megawatts occurred. The root cause of this runback was determined to
stem from an electrical transient in the normal static inverter that was in
service supplying power to a vital 120 Vac instrument power bus. This
resulted fn a momentary loss of power to a vital power panel and its feeds to
the Nuclear Instrumentatfon System (NIS) Channel N-42 power range nuclear
instrumentation. A momentary loss of NIS Channel N-42 detector voltage
resulted fn the initiation of a rod drop signal which generated the turbine
runback.

.'p ~

~ QI
Imnedfate corrective actions included stabflfzfng the unit, transferring the
vital power panel onto the standby static fnverter and completion of
satisfactory logfc circuit testing and load testing of the failed inverter
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with a resistive load of fifty-three amperes. Load testing was performed with
line disturbance monitoring equipment which did not record any abnormal

fluctuations. The failed inverter was returned to service and licensed
operators were requested to maintain an awareness of the fnverter status.
Long term corrective actions included replacement of the inverters with state
of the art equipment to ensure a more reliable power supply and evaluation of
design changes to the rod drop circuitry to prevent a turbine runback on a

spurious rod drop signal.

„I

13. Donald C. Cook'1

06/17/84
84-OiO-OO

On June 17, 1984 at 2034 hours, while in Node 1 and operating at sixty-eight
percent power, a reactor trip and safety injection occurred due to the loss
of a control room instrument distribution inverter. The reactor trip
occurred due to indication of low reactor coolant system flow with reactor
power greater than the P-8 setpoint. The safety injection occurred due to an

indication of low steamline pressure concurrent with high steam flow caused by
the operation of steam dumps.

The cause of the inverter failure was attributed to a shorted capacitor. The

failure of the capacitor was attributed to operation within a high ambient
temperature environment.

Corrective action was to replace the capacitors in all four inverters with
capacitors having a higher dielectric strength and a higher temperature
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rating. Air conditioning was also added so that cool air is directed into the

inverter enclosures.

14.. Davis Besse 1

06/24/84
84-010-00

At 0420 hours, with the unit operating at ninety-four percent of full power,

the Channel 4 120 Vac essential instrumentation bus Y4 de-energized due to
the essential inverter YV4 blowing an input fuse. This de-energized Channel 4

of-the reactor protection system and opened its associated control rod drive
breaker set 'A'nd 'C'.

:The loss of essential inverter YV4 was attributed to the failure of a zener

diode and resfstor in its logic power supply circuit board. The YV4 inverter
'was repaired and returned to service with the Y4 bus at 1057 hours on June 24,

1984. After the required surveillance test was completed on Channel 4 of the
'eactor protection system, the instrument and control mechanic who had been

doing the testing intended to close the open control rod drive breaker which
'e thought was breaker 'O'. However, he accidentally opened this breaker and

with breakers 'A'nd 'C'lready opened, caused a reactor shutdown.

The personnel involved with the incident are aware of the error in judgment

'they made and the consequences that followed. This event was reviewed by all
instrument and control shop personnel. Also, signs were posted on the control
rod drive breaker cabinets stating "Caution, verify flag position before

opening or closing breakers." This is a visible means to the mechanics and/or
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operators of what to look for prior to resetting any breaker. Also, tho

control rod drive breakers were labeled to indicate their associated reactor

protection system channels.

15. Brunswick 2

06/25/84
84-010-00

On June 25, 1984 at 2214 hours, with Unit 1 at one hundred percent power and

Unit, 2 in a refuel/maintenance outage with no fuel in the reactor, Train A of
the control building emergency air filtration system automatically started

due to a control building fire alarm caused by the failure of a capacitor in

the Unit 2 uninterruptible power supply system inverter.

Within six minutes, the fire alarm was reset and the train returned to

standby. Subsequently, the inverter supply was restored to service.

16. Zion 2

07/09/84
84-016-00

While in hot standby (Mode 2) at less than one percent power, Unit 2 tripped

due to a failure of an instrument inverter and consequential loss of Nuclear

Instrumentation System (NIS) Channel N-36, intermediate range.

The instrument inverter. failure was attributed to a short circuit in the slave

output transformer. The short circuit caused an overload of the master output

transformer in the inverter. By design, the master transformer goes into a

current limiting mode when overloaded, and output voltage drops to twenty

percent or less of rated voltage. The disturbance to the inverter caused a

master output transformer resonating capacitor to fail several minutes later.
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Due to an earlier lack of information concerning potential problems peculiar
to the type of instrument inverters used at Zion, the output transformers were

potentially subjected to excessive output winding circulating currents during
the first eight years of operation. The result of such operation was to
prematurely age the transformer insulation.

The instrument alternating current distribution system at this station is
designed so that when the unit is at normal power conditions, the loss of any

one instrument inverter will not automatically trip the reactor. However,
'below approximately ten percent power, a number of reactor trips which are
blocked for power operation become unblocked. HIS Channel 36 is one of these.
Thus the inverter failure caused the trip through the unblocked trip function.

The master and slave transformers associated with the inverter which failed
were replaced. The inverter was restarted on a resistive test load and proper
operation verified. The inverter was then returned to normal service and the
reactor was returned to Mode 2 operation. In addition, all original
transformers are to be scheduled for replacement as soon as parts are
available. Also, preventative maintenance and surveillance procedures are
already in place to prevent similar problems from occurring in the replacement
transformers.
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17. Arkansas Nuclear 2

07/20/84

84-019-00

At 0118 hours a manual reactor trip was initiated from one hundred percent
full power following a spurious half-leg trip (one of two paths) caused by

switching of inverter 2Yll. This inverter supplies power to Channel A of
the Core Protection Calculator, the Number 1 Control Element Assembly

Calculator, Engineered Safety Features and Plant Protection System (PPS)

cabinets, and the AB trip matrices for half of the Control Element Drive
Mechanism (CEDM) breakers. At approximately 0100 hours an operator,
dispatched to reset an inverter alarm, inadvertently pressed the "alternate
source to load" button instead of the "reset" button. Realizing his mistake,
he pressed the "inverter to load" button to return the inverter to the normaI

configuration. When the inverter was switched back to normal, an electrical
transient apparently occurred which resulted in tripping of four CEDM breakers
and all PPS Channel A trip parameters. Based on the degraded plant
indications and the belief that an automatic trip was imminent, a control room

operator tripped the reactor manually. Reactor trip recovery proceeded with
no unusual difficulties, and no significant post-trip anomalies were noted.

The inverter was inspected and operated with no apparent output degradation
during testing. Subsequently, it was returned to normal service.
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18. Donald C. Cook 2

08/05/84
84-020-00

At 1414 hours, while operating at one hundred percent power, a reactor trip
occurred due to the loss of a 120 Vac vital bus inverter. The required

actions occurred properly. These included a turbine trip, feedwater isolation
and starting of the turbine and motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps.

The bus failure was attributed to a blown fuse in the associated 120 Yac

inverter. The reactor trip occurred due to indication of low reactor coolant

system flow with reactor power greater than the P-8 setpoint.

Silicon control rectifiers, diodes and the blown fuse associated with the

failed inverter were replaced. -The inverter was started and operated properly
for three and one-half hours prior to being declared operable at 0615 hours on

August 6, 1984.

19. Donald C. Cook 1

08/14/84
84-018-00

The unit was in Mode 1 operating at one hundred percent of rated thermal

power. At 1520 hours on August 14, 1984 the "Crid IV Inverter Abnormal"

alarm was received. Operators were dispatched to the 4160 volt switchgear
room to investigate. They reported that there was water on the floor around

the Grid IV inverter and a temporary blower used for cooling was blowing a

fine mist of water on the inverter. Also, reported was that the alternating
current output voltage had dropped to ninety-two volts and a burning odor was

\
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smelled coming from the inverter. At l529 hours on August 14, 1984, it was

decided to reduce power.

At the same time Crid IY inverter failed resulting in a reactor trip and

actuation of Train A of safety injection. The reactor trip was caused by an

indication of low reactor coolant flow in coincidence with being above the P-8

permissive setpoint (fifty percent power). The cause of the Train A safety
injection was indicated low steamline pressure (signal given by loss of
Grid IV) concurrent with high steamline flow via the steam dumps. A Train B

safety injection did not occur because the Train B output relays are powered

by the Grid IV inverter and as such they could not energize to give a safety
injection signal.

As 'a result of this occurrence three major items were reviewed for their
safety implications. These items were: I) reactor coolant system cooldnwn,

2) thermal effects of safety injection, and 3) effects on emergency core

cooling system piping. Review results for the first two items indicated that
the unit remains conservative with respect to these items. Visual inspections
performed for the third item resulted in the conclusion that there was no

evidence of any mechanical damage or abnormal movement of the piping.

The bus which the Crid IV inverter supplies was switched over to its alternate
power source. The Crid IV inverter was damaged by the ~ater sprayed on it and
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a new spare inverter was installed. Also,- a design change was initiated.and
approved which would modify the Crid Inverter Ventilation. This would include
the installation of an exhaust fan at the top of the inverter and eliminate
the need for temporary blowers.

20. Donald C. Cook 2

09/11/84
84-024-00

On'eptember ll, 1984 at 1517 hours, the C2 capacitor in the 120 Vac vital
bus Channel III fnverter shorted internally causing failure of the inverter.
Loss of this inverter caused power to be lost to the relay indicating the
position of the breaker for reactor coolant pump number 23. The loss of the
signal to the Solid State Protection System indicated that the breaker was

open, although't actually remained closed. This false indication caused a

reactor trip on what appeared to be low reactor coolant flow in conjunction
with"a reactor power level greater than permissive P-8. The unit had been

operating at one hundred percent power up to the time of this trip.

~ ~

I
I Dll a ~

The reactor trip review revealed one problem associated with the trip. The

'cotitainment atmosphere radiation monitor ERS-2400 failed to transfer to its
:back-up direct current power supply. Channels ERS-2401 and ERS-2405 which are
addressed in the Technical Specifications had their channel parameters
re-entered and were declared operable at 2235 hours on September 11, 1984.
The action items in the Technical Specifications were complied with.
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This event was similar to other trips that were a result of 120 Vac vital bus

inverter failures. However, a contributing factor in the other events was

high ambient temperature around the inverters. In this case, the ambient

temperature was not unusually high and was not considered to be a factor. No

specific reason for this particular failure was determined.

As corrective action, the faulty C2 capacitor was replaced and as preventative
action, all the diodes, silicon controlled rectifiers, fuses FUl and FU2, and

the alternating current voltmeter were replaced. The 120 Vac vital bus

inverter was placed on a load bank for two hours and declared operable at
2230 hours on September ll, 1984. The total inoperable period was seven hours

and thirteen minutes.

21. Turkey Point 4

09/20/84

84-021-00

At 1745 hours while Unit 4 was operating at one hundred percent power, a

turbine runback to seventy percent power occurred. This runback was followed

by a reactor trip.

During an investigation for a ground in the 3A direct current bus, the
"normal" 4A static inverter tripped due to a blown fuse. This inverter was in
service supplying power to a 120 Vac vital instrument bus. The 4A inverter
failure resulted in a loss of power to vital panel 4P07 and its feeds to the

Nuclear Instrumentation System (NIS) Channel N-42 power range nuclear

instrumentation. A loss of NIS Channel N-42 detector voltage resulted and
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a new spare inverter was installed. Also, a design change was initiated and

approved which would modify the Crid Inverter Ventilation. This would include
the installation of an exhaust fan at the top of the inverter and eliminate
the need for temporary blowers.

20. Donald C. Cook 2

09/11/84

84-024-00

On'eptember 11, 1984 at 1517 hours, the C2 capacitor in the 120 Vac vital
bus Channel III inverter shorted internally causing failure of the inverter.
Loss of this inverter caused power to be lost to the relay indicating the
position of the breaker for reactor coolant pump number 23. The loss of the
signal to the Solid State Protection System indicated that the breaker was

open, although't actually remained closed. This false indication caused a

reactor trip on what appeared to be low reactor coolant flow in conjunction
with a reactor power level greater than permissive P-8. The unit had been

operating at one hundred percent power up to the time of this trip.

g ~ ~

t)tl

The reactor trip review revealed one problem associated with the trip. The
'cohtainment atmosphere radiation monitor ERS-2400 failed to transfer to its
'back-up direct current power supply. Channels ERS-2401 and ERS-2405 which are
addressed in the Technical Specifications had their channel parameters
re-entered and were declared operable at 2235 hours on September ll, 1984.
The action items in the Technical Specifications were complied with.
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September 21, 1984 at 0639 hours, with the AS inverter in service-and the 4A

inver ter in standby. This was done so further investigations into the cause

of the 4A inverter failure could be made. These. investigations discovered a .

wiring error in the input filter circuit for the 4A inverter. This error
allowed the circuit to be more susceptible to direct current bus problems and

was corrected. This condition was believed to be the cause of the blown fuse

in the 4A inverter. This inverter was subsequently returned to service.

22. San Onofre 2

10/02/84

84-056-00

At 1812 hours, with Units 2 and 3 in Mode 1 and operating at one hundred

percent power, the failure of vital inverter 2Y002 resulted in the

de-energization of the Unit,.2 Channel 8 120 Vac vital bus. The Unit 2 Fuel

Handling Isolation System (FHIS) and Containment Purge Isolation System

(CPIS), and the Units 2 and 3 co+non Toxic Gas Isolation System (TGIS)

actuated due to loss of power. Additionally, all Plant Protection System

(PPS) Channel B functions tripped. However, since the PPS requires two of

four channels for a complete actuation, a reactor trip did not occur.

Channel B PPS trips were placed in bypass at 1830 hours. At 1838 hours,

Channel 8 120 Vac vital bus was re-energized from its alternate source.

Channel B PPS trips were reset at 1856 hours. The FHIS, CPIS, and TGIS were

reset at 1925 hours.

Investigation determined that the Channel 8 inverter failed due to a diode

short in a power supply. The power supply was replaced and tested. Channel 8
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initiated a "NIS Rod Drop" signal which generated the turbine runback. A

reactor trip occurred when the reactor protection logic for steam flow greater

than feedwater flow coincident with steam generator low level for the
'B'team

generator was made up.

Mhen the 4A inverter failed, an attempt was made to transfer vital panel 4P07

to'the "standby" static inverter (AS) but that inverter failed also.

Electrical personnel investigated the failure of the inverters and found a

blown. fuse for both the 4A and AS inverters. The fuse for the AS inverter was

replaced and an attempt was made to re-energize the AS inverter but the fuse

blew again. A new fuse was placed in the AS inverter and the logic outputs

were checked as per the maintenance. manual from the manufacturer and found to

be within specifications. The AS inverter was energized as per Operating

Procedure 9700.1, Instrument AC Power Supply - Operation of Normal and Spare

Inverters, and the inverter developed rated voltage.

The fuse for the 4A inverter was replaced and the logic outputs were checked

as per the maintenance manual and found to be within specifications. The 4A

inverter was energized in accordance with the appropriate operating procedure

and it developed rated voltage. The 4A inverter was then loaded by connecting

it to vital panel 4P07. The 4A inverter picked up the load in normal fashion.

After the AS inverter was placed back in service, the loads on the 4A inverter
were transferred to the AS inverter and Unit 4 was returned to service on
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re-energize vital panel 4P07 using the spare AS inverter. An attempt was made

to transfer vital panel 4P07 to the spare AS static inverter but that inverter
also failed. Electrical personnel investigated the failure of the inverters
and found a blown fuse in both the 4A and spare AS inverters. The fuse for
the spare AS inverter was replaced and the inverter was energized and

developed rated voltage. The spare inverter was returned to service and

panel 4POI was re-energized.

Continuing investigations by electrical maintenance personnel revealed a

wiring error in the direct current input filter section of the 4A inverter.
Upon discovery, the inverter was rewired and satisfactorily tested in
accordance with the procedures provided by the manufacturer. This wiring
error allowed the circuit to be more susceptible to direct current bus

problems. Also, this condition was believed to have caused the blown fuse in

the 4A static inverter. Concerning the blown fuse for the spare AS inverter,
the exact cause for this was not clearly established. However, to further
evaluate potential causes, three temporary operating procedures were

established to allow study of simulated failures and loading responses of the

4A and AS inverters under various load combinations and load transfers.
Should results of these procedures reveal any significant corrective actions
are necessary such actions will be taken as appropriate. Long term corrective
actions involve replacing the inverters to ensure more reliable power

supplies.
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24. Turkey Point 3

10/09/84
84-026-00

At 0237 hours, while Unit 3 was operating at one hundred percent power, a

turbine runback to seventy percent reactor power occurred. During an

investigation for a ground on an inverter associated with Unit 4, a

temporary loss of power occurred on the 120 Vac instrument bus supplying power

to the Unit 3 vital panel 3P07. This caused Nuclear Instrumentation System

.(NIS) Channel N-42 to generate a "NIS Rod Drop" signal causing a turbine
runback to seventy percent power. Approximately thirty seconds after the

runback signal, the power to panel 3P07 returned and the N-42 power range

channel returned to normal indication levels. An inadvertent transfer of
power for panel 3P07 from the normal 3A inverter to the spare AS inverter,
which is shared with Unit 4, was believed to be the cause of the loss of
power. Just prior to this event associated with Unit 3, the AS inverter had

been made inoperable by a blown fuse as the result of an unrelated event on

Unit 4 (see LER 84-022 described above). A thorough investigation involving
equipment tests failed to reveal any equipment related cause for this
temporary loss of power. Immediate corrective action was to stabilize Unit 3

at seventy percent reactor power. After a twelve hour investigation failed to
reveal any equipment failures, preparations were begun at 1400 hours on

October 9, 1984 to return Unit 3 to full reactor power.

~ ~ Corrective actions included training on inverter switching for the personnel

on shift during the event. The event was also identified as one to be
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discussed in operator requalification classes via the operating experience

feed back program.

25. Virgil C. Suaeet

10/18/84

84-045-00

The plant was fn Mode 5 for the first refueling outage with Train 'A'f the

residual heat removal (RHR) system in service. Train 'B'f the RHR system

was out of service for routine maintenance and the reactor coolant system

(RCS) vented at a temperature of approximately 110'F. At 1605 hours, a power

loss to 120 Vac distribution panel APN-5901 de-energized Channel I of the

Solid State Protection System and caused the instrument channel for RCS wide

range pressure to initiate an auto-closure of the operable RHR suction
isolation valve. Following determination that the power loss had been caused

by personnel error during the performance of a plant modification, operations

personnel restored power to APN-5901. The suction valve was then reopened and

Train 'A'f the RHR .system returned to service at 1630 hours (total time of
RHR isolation was approximately twenty-five minutes).

The cause of the power loss and subsequent RHR isolation was attributed to
personnel error. This event occurred during implementation of a modification
to upgrade the fncore thermocouple circuitry in accordance with the conditions
set forth in the Operating License Section C.23.d, "Inadequate Core Cooling
Instruments." A section of this design package required the removal of a

previously installed power cable and the deletion of its corresponding

termination sheet. The termination sheet incorrectly indicated that the power
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cable was routed from breaker number 19 of distribution panel APN-5901 to an

isolation fuse panel. The power cable had been initially installed but not
terminated during the construction program as a part of preliminary work to
upgrade the incore thermocouple system. A subsequent modification installed a

power feed to panel APN-5907 using breaker number 19 on APN-5901. The

termination sheet for the power cable was not revised to show this
modification; however, the plant one-line drawings were revised to reflect
that breaker number 19 on panel APN-5901 actually provided power to panel

APN-5907.

The instructions contained in the modification package to remove the power

cable failed to show that it was not actually terminated to breaker number 19.

This when the electrician implementing this section of the modification saw

breaker 19 closed, he obtained authorization from the control room to open the
breaker. When the breaker on panel APN-5901 was opened, the loss of power to
APN-5907 caused three process cabinets being fed from the panel to
automatically transfer to an alternate source of power. Annunciator alarms

:iamediately made the control room personnel aware of the power loss even

'though no loss of equipment had occurred at this time. At the request of
'control room personnel, an instrument and control supervisor went to the relay
room and identified the cause of the alarms. At approximately 1605 hours, the
electrician reclosed the breaker without first obtaining clearance from

control room personnel. Reconnecting the load generated an overcurrent
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condition on the inverter feeding panel APN-5901 causing a reduction in the
output voltage. Mhen an operator reopened breaker number 19, the inverter
tripped and initiated the RHR suction isolation valve closure. Operations
restored power to panel APN-5901 from an alternate source approximately
twenty-five minutes later and re-established RHR.

The licensee initiated the following actions to prevent a potential
recurrence. On October 19 and 22, 1984 electrical maintenance personnel
attended training sessions which emphasized a.) the need to verify circuits
(prior to de-energizing) by either the circuit number or the electrical feeder
list to insure accuracy of drawings and, b.) if a circuit is incorrectly
de-energized, notify the control room to restore the circuit per the

appropriate plant procedure. Second, this event was reviewed by appropriate
engineering personnel. This review emphasized the need to include sufficient
instructions in modification packages to reduce the probability of inadvertent
equipment isolations during the implementation of plant modifications.
Finally, the licensee initiated an investigation into the cause of the

inverter trip. This investigation is designed to evaluate the response of the
inverter during the event.
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26. Limerick 1

11/09/84
84-005-00

At 0208 hours during fuel loading of Unit I prior to initial criticality
with the reactor at zero percent power level and all control rods fully
inserted, a non-coincident full scram signal occurred along with alarms in
the main control room indicating a problem with the 1B RPS (reactor protection
system) and UPS (uninterruptible power supply) static inverter. Also
indicated was the loss of power to the 1B RPS and UPS 120 Vac distribution
panel. Investigation revealed that the breakers (two in series) in the 1B RPS

and UPS relay protection panel had opened. These breakers supply the power to
the distribution panel and this panel supplies power to the "B" RPS trip
system. Mith the shorting links in the RPS noncoincident scram channel logic
removed, the loss of power to the "B" RPS trip system caused a'ull scram

signal to occur.

In an effort to restore power to the distribution panel, operations personnel
attempted to bypass the static inverter utilizing the bypass/isolation switch
thereby supplying power directly from the alternate power source to the panel
feeder breakers. This was done because of the alarm which occurred simultane-
ously with the reactor scram signal indicating a problem within the static
converter. Several attempts by the operations personnel to reclose the panel
feeder breakers were unsuccessful and resulted in burning out the shunt trip
coils of the breakers.
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Investigation revealed that the metal band securing an inductor to its
mounting bracket had failed. This inductor is located in the IB RPS and UPS

static inverter panel number IBD160. The weight of the inductor
(approximately 70-80 lbs.) caused it to drop off its mounting bracket and fall
onto a capacitor bank located directly below. This created a short circuit in
the panel initiating the automatic transfer switch within the static inverter.
This transferred the power source feeding the 1B RPS and UPS 120 Vac

distribution panel from the preferred source to the alter'nate source. Since

the alternate power source was at a voltage slightly higher than the 126 Vac

setpoint of the overvoltage protection relay, the relay tripped the panel

feeder breakers on overvoltage.

The voltage of the alternating current source was reduced at 1000 hours. This

was accomplished by changing the tap settings on the 480-120 volt transformer
which supplies the alternate power to the panel. The panel feeder breakers

were replaced and power was restored to the IB RPS and UPS 120 Yac

distribution panel by 1900 hours. The static inverter remained bypassed and

completely isolated from the alternating current source. The failed inductor
and"several other affected components in the static inverter panel were

replaced; 'Power to the IB RPS and UPS 120 Vac panel was restored to the
normal operating alignment via the static inverter and direct current power

source by 2300 hours. An inspection of all other static inverter panels was

conducted and no similar problems were identified.
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27. Mashington Public
Power Supply System 2

11/13/84

84-118-00

awhile in cold shutdown during a maintenance outage the control room operators
noted severe fluctuations in the Division II Uninterruptable Power Supply
(UPS). These fluctuations resulted in clearing of numerous fuses in the
control room, some of which disabled the Fire Control Panels. Several relays
in the Nuclear Steam Supply Shutoff (NSSS) system were noted to be chattering.
The control room operators pushed the manual isolation pushbuttons to stop the
relay chattering in the NSSS system. They then placed the manual bypass

switch of the Division II .inverter in the maintenance bypass position to
restore and stabilize the UPS bus. Fire watches were then established to
monitor those areas required by technical specifications.

Fuses were replaced in various UPS circuits as necessary. The inverter was

'examined and two logic boards were found damaged. A defective chip on the

static switch logic board resulted in intermittent voltage output from the
inverter. The transient was attributed to this defective chip. The inverter
was repaired and returned to service. All systems were returned to a normal

configuration.

28. North Anna I
II/I4/84
84-019-00

At"0640 hours Unit I tripped from one hundred percent power due to a vital
bus inverter failure. The inverter was supplying power to 125 Vac vital
bus 1-III. The inverter failure caused this bus and its associated
equipment to become de-energized. Loss of power to the relay which senses

'C'eactorcoolant pump breaker position caused the reactor trip on what appeared
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to be low reactor coolant system flow coincident with reactor power greater
than thirty percent. In actuality the 'C'eactor coolant pump never stopped

running during this event.

Vital bus I-III was de-energized for less than two minutes. The inverter had

damaged silicon control rectifiers and a blown fuse which prevented it from

berg re-energized. The bus was subsequently powered from its SOLA

transformer. All equipment powered from vital bus I-III responded as expected

during loss and restoration of the bus. The most significant equipment

response involved the '8'team generator. The '8'ain feed valve and the

'8'eed bypass valve both failed closed. The '8'ide range level indication
failed low. The auxiliary feedwater pump which supplies the '8'team
generator failed to start automatically and was manually started by the

control room operator. These actions caused the '8'team generator level to

drop below the narrow range indication while no wide range level indication
was available. Level was restored to the '8'team generator within a few

minutes.'

Loss of vital bus 1-III also de-energized all four water box vacuum breakers

which caused all circulating water pumps to trip. This vital bus also

supplies power to many containment isolation trip valves including component

cooling to the reactor coolant pumps. Other significant equipment that was

powered from the I-IIIvital bus was one power range detector, twenty-si'
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incore thermocouples, Solid State Protection System (SSPS) Channel III inputs,
SSPS Train '8'utput relays, and radiation monitor cabinet 1-2.

At 0654 the 'B'eactor coolant pump was secured due to the number one seal
leakoff flow indicating zero gallons per minute and high proximity and seismic
vibration readings. Shutting down this reactor coolant pump was a

precautionary action and was not a required action to mitigate the eftects of
the reactor trip.

One of the blowdown containment isolation trip valves did not close
automatically and would not close manually during this event. A solenoid
operated valve (SOV) for this trip valve would not change position.
Maintenance personnel agitated the SOY and the valve was subsequently cycled
satisfactorily.

The source range excore detectors had to be manually reinstated due to one

intermediate range detector being undercompensated.

All parameters and equipment except those noted above responded as expected
for a post trip condition. The unit was placed in Mode 2 on November 17, 1984

and returned to one hundred percent power on November 19, 1984.
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29. St. Lucie 2

11/29/84
84-014-00

While at sixty-eight percent power, Channel 'A'f the engineered safety
features (ESF) actuated. This resulted in a Containment Isolation Signal

(CIS), Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS) 'and Main Steam Isolation
Signal (MSIS). When the MSIS was generated the main steam isolation valves
shut and the reactor tripped on low steam generator level. During this event,
two high pressurizer pressur e channels generated trip signals. These signals
were in simultaneously for approximately eight tenths of a second. It was not

apparent from valve position indication ot quench tank indications whether or
not the power operated relief valves opened.

Just prior to the trip the inverter which supplied the 'A'SF actuation panel

failed. Later it was determined that this failure was due to a failed diode.
Once this occurred, another inverter became the auctioneered power supply to
the 'A'SF actuation panel. Approximately two minutes after this inverter
became the power source, the fuse on the ESF panel blew which in turn caused a

complete loss of power to the 'A'ctuation channel. This resulted in
initiation of 'A'hannel CIS, SIAS and MSIS. The cause of the blown fuse was

not identified. The fuse did not blow again when the initiating sequence of
events was repeated.

The fuse and diode were replaced and the associated electrical systems were

returned to service.
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30. Byron 1

12/18/84

84-030-00

At 0334 hours during Node 5'peration, alternating current bus III
de-energized. This caused Channel I of the Nuclear Instrumentation System

(HIS) to de-energize. The engineered safeguard feature (ESF) actuation
signals associated with this channel were initiated from the resulting NIS

bistable trips. One of these ESF signals actuated Train B of the boron

dilution protection system (BDPS), which switched the suction for the

centrifugal charging pump from its normal letdown source (Volume Control Tank)

to its borated water source (Refueling Mater Storage Tank). The Train A ESF

sequencing cabinet, Solid State Protection System (SSPS) Train A output, and

'SSPS Train A and B input cabinets were also de-energized by the loss of
instrument"bus III. This prevented Train A of the BDPS from actuating. At

0340 hours, bus III was re-energized from its standby source. All of the

affected components were re-energized and restored to normal status. The BDPS

actuation signal was reset and the charging pump suction was restored to

normal.

The failure of instrument bus III was attributed to a shorted capacitor in the

control'circuitry for the instrument bus inverter. This caused the output
fuse associated with the inverter to blow. The capacitor failure was

'attributed to age degradation.
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discussed in operator requalification classes via the operating experience

feed back program.

25. Virgil C. Summer

10/18/84

84-045-00

The plant was in Mode 5 for the first refueling outage with Train 'A'f the

residual heat removal (RHR) system in service. Train 'B'f the RHR system

was out of service for routine maintenance and the reactor coolant system

(RCS) vented at a temperature of approximately 110'F. At 1605 hours, a power

loss to 120 Vac distribution panel APN-5901 de-energized Channel I of the

Solid State Protection System and caused the instrument channel for RCS wide

range pressure to initiate an auto-closure of the operable RHR suctioh

isolation valve., Following determination that the power loss had been caused

by personnel error during the performance of a plant modification, operations

personnel restored power to APN-5901. The suction valve was then reopened and

Train 'A'f the RHR system returned to service at 1630 hours (total time of
RHR isolation was approximately twenty-five minutes).

The cause of the power loss and subsequent RHR isolation was attributed to

personnel error. This event occurred during implementation of a modification

to upgrade the incore thermocouple circuitry in accordance with the conditions

set forth in the Operating License Section C.23.d, "Inadequate Core Cooling

Instruments." A section of this design package required the removal of a

previously installed power cable and the deletion of its corresponding

termination sheet. The termination sheet incorrectly indicated that the power
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cable was routed from breaker number 19 of distribution panel APN-5901 to an

isolation fuse panel. The power cable had been initially installed but not
terminated during the construction program as a part of preliminary work to
upgrade the incore thermocouple system. A subsequent modification installed a

power feed to panel APN-5907 using breaker number 19 on APN-5901. The

termination sheet for the power cable was not revised to show this
modification; however, the plant one-line drawings were revised to reflect
that breaker number 19 on panel APN-5901 actually provided power to panel

APN-5907.

The instructions contained in the modification package to remove the power

cable failed to show that it was not actually terminated to breaker number 19.

Thus when the electrician implementing this section of the modification saw

breaker 19 closed, he obtained authorization from the control room to open the

breaker. When the breaker on panel APN-5901 was opened, the loss of power to
APN-5907 caused three process cabinets being fed from the panel to
automatically transfer to an alternate source of power. Annunciator alarms

immediately made the control room personnel aware of the power loss even

though no loss of equipment had occurred at this time. At the request of
control room personnel, an instrument and control supervisor went to the relay
room and identified the cause of the alarms. At approximately 1605 hours, the
electrician reclosed the breaker without first obtaining clearance from

control room personnel. Reconnecting the load generated an overcurrent
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condition on the inverter feeding panel APN-5901 causing a reduction in the

output voltage. When an operator reopened breaker number 19, the inverter
tripped and initiated the RHR suction isolation valve closure. Operations

restored power to panel APN-5901 from an alternate source approximately

twenty-five minutes later and re-established RHR.

The licensee initiated the following actions to prevent a potential
recurrence. On October 19 and 22, 1984 electrical maintenance personnel

attended training sessions which emphasized a.) the need to verify circuits
(prior to de-energizing) by either the circuit number or the electrical feeder

list to insure accuracy of drawings and, b.) if a circuit is incorrectly
de-energized, notify the control room to restore the circuit per the

appropriate plant procedure. Second, this event was reviewed by appropriate

engineering personnel. This review emphasized the need to include sufficient
instructions in modification packages to reduce the probability of inadvertent

equipment isolations during the implementation of plant modifications.

Finally, the licensee initiated an investigation into the cause of the

inverter trip. This investigation is designed to evaluate the response of the

inverter during the event.
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26. Limerick I
11/09/84

84-005-00

At 0208 hours during fuel loading of Unit I prior to initial criticality
with the reactor at zero percent power level and all control rods fully
inserted, a non-coincident full scram signal occurred along with alarms in

the main control room indicating a problem with the 1B RPS (reactor protection

system) and UPS (uninterruptible power supply) static inverter. Also

indicated was the loss of power to the 1B RPS and UPS 120 Vac distribution
panel. Investigation revealed that the breakers (two in series) in the IB RPS

and UPS relay protection panel had opened. These breakers supply the power to

the distribution panel and this panel supplies power to the "B" RPS trip
system. With the shorting links in the RPS noncoincident scram channel logic

removed, the loss of power to the "B" RPS trip system caused a full scram

signal to occur.

In an effort to restore power to the distribution panel, operations personnel

attempted to bypass the static inverter utilizing the bypass/isolation switch

thereby supplying power directly from the alternate power source to the panel

feeder breakers. This was done because of the alarm which occurred simultane-

ously with the reactor scram signal indicating a problem within the static
inverter. Several attempts by the operations personnel to reclose the panel

feeder breakers were unsuccessful and resulted in burning out the shunt trip
coils of the breakers.
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Investigation revealed that the metal band securing an inductor to its
mounting bracket had failed. This inductor is located in the 1B RPS and UPS

static inverter panel number 1BD160. The weight of the inductor
(approximately 70-80 lbs.) caused it to drop off its mounting bracket and fall
onto a capacitor bank located directly below. This created a short circuit in
the panel initiating the automatic transfer switch within the static inverter.
This transferred the power source feeding the 1B RPS and UPS 120 Vac

distribution panel from the preferred source to the alternate source. Since

the alternate power source was at a voltage slightly higher than the 126 Vac

setpoint of the overvoltage protection relay, the relay tripped the panel

feeder breakers on overvoltage.

The voltage of the alternating current source was reduced at 1000 hours. This

was accomplished by changing the tap settings on the 480-120 volt transformer
which supplies the alternate power to the panel. The panel feeder breakers

were replaced and power was restored to the 1B RPS and UPS 120 Vac

distribution panel by 1900 hours. The static inverter remained bypassed and

completely isolated from the alternating current source. The failed inductor
and several other affected components in the static inverter panel were

replaced. Power to the 1B RPS and UPS 120 Vac panel was restored to the

normal operating alignment via the static inver ter and direct current power

source by 2300 hours. An inspection of all other static inverter panels was

conducted and no similar problems were identified.
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27. Washington Public
Power Supply System 2

11/13/84
84-118-00

While in cold shutdown during a maintenance outage the control room operators
noted severe fluctuations in the Division II Uninterruptable Power Supply

(UPS). These fluctuations resulted in clearing of numerous fuses in the
control room, some of which disabled the Fire Control Panels. Several relays
in the Nuclear Steam Supply Shutoff (NSSS) system were noted to be chattering.
The control room operators pushed the manual isolation pushbuttons to stop the

relay chattering in the NSSS system. They then placed the manual bypass

switch of the Division II inverter in the maintenance bypass position to
restore and stabilize the UPS bus. Fire watches were then established to
monitor those areas required by technical specifications.

Fuses were replaced in various UPS circuits as necessary. The inverter was

examined and two logic boards were found damaged. A defective chip on the

static switch logic board resulted in intermittent voltage output from the

inverter. The transient was attributed to this defective chip. The inverter
was repaired and returned to service. All systems were returned to a normal

configuration.

28. North Anna I
11/14/84

84-019-00

At 0640 hours Unit I tripped from one hundred percent. power due to a vital
bus inverter failure. The inverter was supplying power to 125 Vac vital
bus I-III. The inverter failure caused this bus and its associated

equipment to become de-energized. Loss of power to the relay which senses
'C'eactor

coolant pump breaker position caused the reactor trip on what appeared
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to be low reactor coolant system flow coincident with reactor power greater
than thirty percent. In actuality the 'C'eactor coolant pump never stopped

running during this event.

Vital bus I-IIIwas de-energized for less than two minutes. The inverter had

damaged silicon control rectifiers and a blown fuse which prevented it from

being re-energized. The bus was subsequently powered from its SOLA

transformer. All equipment powered from vital bus 1-III responded as expected

during loss and restoration of the bus. The most significant equipment

response involved the 'B'team generator. The 'B'ain feed valve and the

'8'eed bypass valve both failed closed. The 'B'ide range level indication
failed low. The auxiliary feedwater pump which supplies the 'B'team
generator failed to start automatically and was manually started by the

control room operator. These actions caused the 'B'team generator level to

drop below the narrow range indication while no wide range level indication
was available. Level was restored to the 'B'team generator within a few

minutes.

Loss of vital bus I-III also de-energized all four water box vacuum breakers

which caused all circulating water pumps to trip. This vital bus also

supplies power to many containment isolation trip valves including component

cooling to the reactor coolant pumps. Other significant equipment that was

powered from the I-IIIvital bus was one power range detector, twenty-six
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incore thermocouples, Solid State Protection System (SSPS) Channel III inputs,

SSPS Train 'B'utput relays, and radiation monitor cabinet 1-2.

At 0654 the 'B'eactor coolant pump was secured due to the number one seal

leakoff flow indicating zero gallons per minute and high proximity and seismic

vibration readings. Shutting down this reactor coolant pump was a

precautionary action and was not a required action to mitigate the effects of

the reactor trip.

One of the blowdown containment isolation trip valves did not close

automatically and would not close manually during this event. A solenoid

operated valve (SOV) for this trip valve would not change position.
Maintenance personnel agitated the SOV and the valve was subsequently cycled

satisfactorily.

The source range excore detectors had to be manually reinstated due to one

intermediate range detector being undercompensated.

All parameters and equipment except those noted above responded as expected

for a post trip condition. The unit was placed in Mode 2 on November 17, 1984

and returned to one hundred percent power on November 19, 1984.
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29. St. Lucie 2

11/29/84

84-014-00

While at sixty-eight percent power, Channel 'A'f the engineered safety
features (ESF) actuated. This resulted in a Containment Isolation Signal

(CIS), Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS) and Main Steam Isolation
Signal (MSIS). When the MSIS was generated the main steam isolation valves
shut and the reactor tripped on low steam generator level. During this event,
two high pressurizer pressure channels generated trip signals. These signals
were in simultaneously for approximately eight tenths of a second. It was not

apparent from valve position indication or quench tank indications whether or
not the power operated relief valves opened.

Just prior to the trip the inverter which supplied the 'A'SF actuation panel

failed. Later it was determined that this failure was due to a failed diode.

Once this occurred, another inverter became the auctioneered power supply to
the 'A'SF actuation panel. Approximately two minutes after this inverter
became the power source, the fuse on the ESF panel blew which in turn caused a

complete loss of power to the 'A'ctuation channel. This resulted in
initiation of 'A'hannel CIS, SIAS and MSIS. The cause of the blown fuse was

not identified. The fuse did not blow again when the initiating sequence of
events was repeated.

The fuse and diode were replaced and the associated electrical systems were

returned to service.
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30. Byron I
12/18/84

84-030-00

At 0334 hours during Node 5 operation, alternating current bus III
de-energized. This caused Channel I of the Nuclear Instrumentation System

(NIS) to de-energize. The engineered safeguard feature (ESF) actuation

signals associated with this channel were initiated from the resulting NIS

bistable trips. One of these ESF signals actuated Train B of the boron

dilution protection system (BDPS), which switched the suction for the

centrifugal charging pump from its normal letdown source (Volume Control Tank)

to its borated water source (Refueling Water Storage Tank). The Train A ESF

sequencing cabinet, Solid State Protection System (SSPS) Train A output, and

SSPS Train A and B input cabinets were also de-energized by the loss of

instrument bus III. This prevented Train A of the BDPS from actuating. At

0340 hours, bus III was re-energized from its standby source. All of the

affected components were re-energized and restored to normal status. The BDPS

actuation signal was reset and the charging pump suction was restored to

normal.

The failure of instrument bus III was attributed to a shorted capacitor in the

control circuitry for the instrument bus inverter. This caused the output

fuse associated with the inverter to blow. The capacitor failure was

attributed to age degradation.
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The station implemented maintenance procedures to maintain capacitor integrity
and will be installing new capacitors. It is expected that these actions will
prevent or limit this type of failure in the future.

31. William B. McGuire 2

12/2I/84
84-034-00

With Unit 2 operating at one hundred percent power, operations personnel

were in the process of shutting down 120 Yac Channel II inverter lEVIB for
preventive maintenance. The operators had correctly applied the alternate
supply power to the lEV18 manual transfer switch which would have supplied
power to the vital loads on bus IEKVB when inverter 1EV18 was removed from

service. The operators mistakenly actuated the 2EV18 manual transfer switch

for bus 2EKYB, removing it from service without having the Unit 2 alternate
supply power availab'ie to supply the Channel II instrument and control loads.

The cause of this event was personnel error, due to the failure of operator A

and independent verifier, operator 8, to properly identify the equipment being

removed from service and failure to follow procedure steps.

The removal of inverter 2EV18 from service without an alternate alternating
current power supply resulted in loss of 120 Vac to all the Channel II vital
instrumentation and controls. The Unit 2 steam generator level control system

was set to the Channel II instrumentation to control the steam generator
levels.
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The steam generator program level control system is equipped to maintain a

programmed water level which is a function of nuclear power. The system

controls the feedwater regulator valve by continuously comparing the selected

steam generator level signal, nuclear power and level program signals,
feedwater flow signal, and the pressure compensated steam flow signal. A

signal also controls the main feedwater pump speed to maintain a programmed

differential pressure between the steam header and the feedwater pump

discharge pressure. Hanual control of the feedwater control valve is

available at all times by use of the manual/automatic station. The loss of

power to the selected steam generator level control channels caused the four

feedwater control valves to go to the full open position producing a feedwater

swing. Control room operator C and operator D immediately switched from

Channel II to Channel I controls for all the selector switches except the

"nuclear power" switch. Operators C and D placed the manual/auto station into
"manual" to stabilize the steam generator levels. As the levels stabilized,
the control operators placed the manual/auto stations back into "auto,"

believing that the levels were being controlled satisfactorily. The automatic

level program circuit was still receiving a zero power signal from the

selected, inoperable N-42 channel which was causing the program levels for
steam generators B and C to decrease to the thirty-eight percent level. The

level in steam generator C decreased to the fifty-five percent trip point thus

causing a reactor trip.
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Operators A and B closed the alternate supply breaker for 2EVIB approximately
eight minutes after the reactor trip, restoring alternating current power to
the Channel II circuits. Inverter lEVIB was removed from service as

originally planned.

The importance of following procedures and verifying actions by the use of
indicator lights where appropriate was re-emphasized to all operating shift
personnel. Labeling on the nuclear power selector switch was reviewed to
determine if channel markings can be added to improve clarity. Also, a change

to the low low steam generator level trip setpoint is being implemented as

part of the upcoming refueling outage. This will provide additional time for
operator response to feedwater transients.

32. Limerick 1

12/21/84
84-039-00

At 0252 hours, prior to initial criticality a full scram signal was

generated. The reactor water cleanup system isolated, the reactor enclosure
and refuel floor ventilation systems isolated, and both reactor recirculation
pumps tripped. The event occurred as a result of a temporary loss of power to
an uninterruptible alternating current electrical panel. After the event, the
scram signal was reset and all affected systems were returned to normal

operation.
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At the time of the event, a surveillance test was being performed on the
'A'verage

power range monitor. As expected, this produced a Channel
'A'alf-scram.

The 18 reactor protection system (RPS) static inverter feeds electrical panel

18Y160. Panel 1BY160 feeds the '8'PS trip system and various Nuclear Steam

Supply Shutoff (NSSS) system isolation relays. As a result of an overvoltage
condition from the 18 static inverter, a feeder breaker to panel 18Y160

tripped open on overvoltage. Loss of power to this panel caused the
'8'hannelof the RPS to actuate and initiate the full scram. Additionally, the

NSSS system relays normally energized from this panel de-energized thereby
isolating the reactor water cleanup system and the reactor enclosure and

refuel floor ventilation systems.

A recorder was connected to the output of the 18 static inverter to monitor
output voltage. Substantial voltage fluctuations were observed. The voltage
regulator board in the static inverter was replaced to correct the problem.
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1. Calvert Cliffs 2

01/04/83

83-002/03X-2

During surveillance testing at 0305 hours the number 21 vital inverter tripped,
resulting in the loss of number 21 vital instrument bus. The loss of power

to this bus caused a pressurizer pressure controller to de-energize thereby
shutting the shutdown cooling return isolation valve and rendering both

shutdown cooling loops inoperable. Subsequently, power to the controller was

restored and shutdown cooling was reestablished at 0320 hours.

As reported in another related licensee event report (Item 28 in Table 3)

which described an event which occurred on December 28, 1982, testing and

research revealed that improper size and type fuses were installed in the

vital instrument buses. Results of short circuit tests performed on a vital
bus indicated that when a fault occurred at a vital load, the load fuse would

not isolate the fault before the current limiter feature associated with the

inverter operated. In doing so, the output voltage of the inverter would

collapse to near zero volts and then return to normal, thus randomly

de-energizing and re-energizing engineered safety features actuation system

modules, causing challenges to various safety systems. Similar tests done

with new fuses installed and the current limiter feature removed showed that a

vital load fault would not affect the output of the inverter, thus preventing
inadvertent safety system operation.
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Using the above test results, the fuses in all four vital buses associated

with each unit were replaced. 'Also, the current limiting feature for

inverters 11, 12, 21, and 22 were removed.

2. North Anna I
01/22/83

82-003/03L-0

On January 22, 1983 with the unit in Mode 5, the residual heat removal flow

was lost when an associated suction valve unexpectedly closed. This event

was initiated when inverter 1-III failed thereby causing the I-III 120 Vac

vital bus to de-energize. The loss of this bus resulted in de-energizing an

auxiliary relay which provides the logic to close the residual heat removal

suction valve on increasing reactor coolant system pressure. Four minutes

after losing power to vital bus I-III the power to the bus was restored by

shifting the load to the alternate power supply. Residual heat removal flow

was restored after the suction valve was reopened. The failure of the

inverter was determined to be caused by the failure of a silicon control

rectifier (SCR) board in the inverter.

Corrective action was to replace the SCR board in the inverter. Also, a power

supply card in a primary plant process cabinet which was damaged as a result

of the inverter failing was replaced.
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3. Davis Besse 1

01/31/83

83-007/03L-0

On January 31, 1983 at 0938 hours, the station experienced a loss of 120 Vac

essential bus Yl. The cause of the loss of this bus was the blowing of the

input fuse to the inverter which supplies this bus. As a result of the loss

of the Yl bus, the following instrumentation was de-energized: Channel l of
the reactor protection system, Channel I of the safety features actuation

system, Channel 1 of the steam and feedwater rupture control system, Channel

I/Loop 1 instruments associated with the auxiliary shutdown panel, Channel 1

post-accident monitoring instrumentation and a chlorine detector.

At 1200 hours, after replacing the input fuse to the inverter and returning

the Yl bus to service at 1134 hours, it was observed that one channel of
pressurizer level indication was not functioning. The cause of this loss was

attributed to re-energization of the Yl bus which placed a surge voltage on

the amplifier within the transmitter. A new amplifier was installed and the

channel tested and returned to service.

4. Calvert Cliffs 2

02/03/83
83-007/01T-0

At 1003 hours while in Mode 3, during testing of the number 21 inverter, a

voltage spike in the 120 Vac system resulted in a fuse blowing which in turn

caused Channel A of the reactor protection system (RPS) to de-energize. In

anticipation of the fuse blowing a licensed operator had previously been

instructed to de-energize Channel A of the RPS. He mistakenly de-energized

Channel D of the RPS. The two of four coincidence channels of the

de-energized pressurizer pressure high modules caused the power operated
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relief valves to open. Operator action caused the power operated relief
valves to close thirty seconds 1ater. Pressurizer pressure decreased to 1520

psia, thus initiating a safety injection actuation signal. No water was

injected into the reactor coolant system. Pressurizer pressure was returned

to normal at approximately 1900 hours. The pressure increase in the

pressurizer quench tank caused the rupture disk to open. At 2120 hours the

block valves were closed for personnel safety during replacement of the quench

tank rupture disk.

Channel A of the RPS de-energized due to a direct current input fuse to the

inverter blowing during a test transfer of the number 21 inverter. The fuse

blew due to crossed power leads in the number 21 inverter. The leads were

crossed the previous day during maintenance activity on this inverter in which

the leads were required to be lifted and replaced with a resistor bank for
load testing the inverter.

The leads were returned to their correct location and the blown input fuse

replaced. Also, a procedure change was made to insure either a functional

test is performed on equipment in which leads were lifted during maintenance

or to record the initial and final position of all leads. Further all
licensed. operators and maintenance personnel were made aware of this event.
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5. Fort St. Vrain

02/15/83

83-006/03L-0

On February 15, 1983 with the plant operating at thirty eight percent thermal

power, the outlet temperature in loop 2 of the prestressed concrete reactor

vessel cooling water system exceeded 120 degrees Fahrenheit.

The cause of this event was the failure of a fuse in the power inverter which

supplies non-interruptible instrument bus number 2. Among the instrumentation

supplied by instrument bus number 2 is a temperature controller for loop 2 of

the cooling water system. The loss of electrical power to this controller
caused the temperature control valve to fail closed and interrupted service

water cooling to loop 2 of the cooling system. This in turn, caused the

cooling water outlet temperature to increase above the 120 degree Fahrenheit

limit specified in Section 4.2. 15(b) of the Technical Specifications for the

station. The blown fuse in the instrument power inverter was replaced, and

the inverter was tested and returned to service.

6. Susquehanna 1

02/26/83
83-006/03X-1

A fuse supplying a Topaz inverter had blown several times. This inverter

supplies power to instrumentation and speed control circuitry for the

reactor core isolation cooling system at the remote shutdown panel. This

loss of power prevented operation of the reactor core isolation cooling system

from the remote shutdown panel but the system would function normally in all
other respects. This report also identifies additional similar events which

occurred on July 14, July 24, and July 31, 1983.
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This report was dated August 10, 1983 and as of this date the report indicates

that the cause or corrective action for the above events had not been

determined. Recorders were installed to monitor operating characteristics and

environmental conditions, and to record dynamic parameters of the circuit
during any repeat occurrences. The recorded data is to be used to determine

the cause and proper corrective action for such events.

7. Donald C. Cook 1

03/10/83
83-023/03L-0

During normal operation the inverter for the AB diesel generator failed twice

thus rendering the AB diesel generator inoperable. Investigation of the

initial loss of the inverter revealed that a fuse had blown.

The inverter was inspected for damaged components and the fuse was replaced.

Also, the inverter was tested and the affected diesel generator was operated

for an operability check.

Several hours later the inverter failed again as the same fuse blew with no

other apparent component failures. Investigation into the second occurrence

revealed that the AB diesel generator room temperature was 108 degrees

Fahrenheit. This temperature was in excess of the operating temperature

specified for the inverter as provided by its manufacturer. The ventilation

inlet dampers for the AB diesel generator room were found wired shut and

electrically disconnected.
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The blown fuse was replaced and the ventilation dampers were opened. Also,
the diesel generator room was cooled down.

8. North Anna 2

04/14/83

83-023/03L-0

With Unit 2 in Mode 6, both residual heat removal (RHR) cooling loops were

out of service as a result of flow being temporarily lost due to one of two

in series RHR system suction valves closing. This event was initiated while
transferring vital bus power supplies from the normal battery charger to the

swing battery charger. The transfer was complete except for opening the

direct current breaker in the direct current distribution cabinet for the

charger being taken out of service. While attempting to open this breaker the

operator inadvertently opened the one just below it which was the input
breaker to the inverter which supplies the 2-I 120 Vac vital bus. This action
resulted in de-energizing an auxiliary relay for a pressure channel which

provided a signal to the logic to close the RHR suction valve. The operator
immediately realized his mistake and reclosed the input breaker to the
inverter. The closed RHR suction valve was then reopened and RHR flow
restored.

The responsible operator was re-instructed in the proper use of the applicable
procedures by the shift superviso~.
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9. North Anna 2

04/29/83

83-036/03L-0

With Unit 2 in Mode 6, a loss of vital bus 2-I resulted in losing residual

heat removal (RHR) flow for less than one minute when one of two in series

RHR suction valves closed. In addition, one of two source range channels

and the containment particulate and gaseous radiation monitors were

de-energized. This event occurred when electrical maintenance personnel were

performing a ground isolation procedure for 125 Vdc bus 2-I. While performing

this procedure test leads were shorted together as individual loads were being

transferred to another 125 Vdc bus. This error caused the direct current

power supply breaker to the inverter which supplies 120 Vac vital bus 2-I to

open. This action de-energized an auxiliary relay for a pressure channel

which provided a signal to the logic to close the RHR suction valve. As a

result the valve traveled closed and RHR flow decreased to less than required.

In addition, both the instrument and control power supplies to source range

Channel N-31 and the inlet and outlet trip valves and radiation monitoring

drawers for the containment gaseous and particulate radiation monitors were

de-energized.

Within one minute after losing power to 120 Vac vital bus 2-I the power to

this bus was restored by shifting the load to the alternate power supply. The

RHR flow was restored after the suction valve to the RHR pumps was reopened.

The affected radiation monitors were placed back in service when their common

suction and discharge trip valves were reopened and air flow to the monitors

was restored. No further action was necessary to restore the affected source
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range channel. Maintenance personnel were subsequently informed of the conse-

quences of their error.

10. James A. Fitzpatrick
05/02/83

83-019/03L-1

During normal plant operation the independent power supply inverter for the

'B'ide low pressure coolant injection system indicated a minor trouble

alarm. The initial source of the alarm was indicated as a fan failure. The

signal which actuates this alarm does not trip the inverter off line, but

rather only indicates that a trouble condition exists for the inverter.
Initial action was to declare the unit inoperable thus placing the plant in a

seven day limiting condition for operation as specified in Section 3.5.b of
the Technical Specifications.

Investigation of the trouble alarm using trouble shooting guidelines from the

vendor identified a failed gate firing module printed circuit board.

This printed circuit board was replaced and the inverter was placed in service

fourteen hours after being declared inoperable.

11. Davis Besse 1

05/10/83
83-023/03L-0

On May 10, 1983 at 1026 hours, the station experienced a loss of 120 Vac

essential bus Y4. As a result of the loss of this bus, the following
instrumentation was de-energized: Channel 4 instrumentation associated with

the reactor protection system and the safety features actuation system. The

loss of Channel 4 instrumentation associated with the reactor protection
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system coincident with testing of the Channel 1 instrumentation resulted in an

incorrect power signal being provided to the integrated control system. This
caused a reactor trip. The Y4 bus was repowered via its alternate source at
1052 hours.

The loss of the Y4 bus was caused by the blowing of the input fuse for the
inverter which supplies this bus. While performing modification work in a low

voltage swichgear room a spray can being used tipped over and the nozzle broke

off causing water to spray onto the protective plastic on the scaffolding. As

, a result, water and debris from the scaffolding worked its way around the

protective plastic into the regulated rectifier and caused the input fuse for
the associated inverter to blow.

The blown fuse for the inverter was replaced and the Y4 bus was restored to
its normal supply at 1336 hours.

12. Salem 1

05/25/83

83-024/03L-0

On May 25, 1983, during routine power operation an operator inadvertently
opened the supply breaker to the number 1C vital instrument inverter. An

automatic transfer to the alternate power supply occurred with no loss of
equipment or indication. The operator was implementing a tagging request for
the number 2C vital instrument inverter (associated with Unit 2) and

erroneously entered Unit 1, de-energizing the wrong inverter.
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The inverter was immediately restored to service and the operator involved was

reprimanded.

13. Browns Ferry 2

05/26/83

83-028/03L-0

On May 26, 1983, with Unit 2 operating at one hundred percent power the

inverter failure alarm for the High Pressure Coolant Injection System (HPCIS)

was received on panel 9-3.

The inverter for the HPCIS was found to be inoperable due to a blown fuse.

Also, during return to service testing, the turbine control valve for the

HPCIS failed to open due to an oil relay linkage misadjustment.

The fuse was replaced and the inverter returned to service. The relay linkage

was adjusted and the HPCIS was tested satisfactorily. The system was

inoperable for about twenty-one hours.

14. North Anna I
06/06/83

83-042/03L-0

On June 6, 1983 with Unit I operating at one hundred percent power vital
bus I-I was momentarily de-energized while attempting to clear an inverter
trouble alarm. The trouble alarm was caused by the inverter frequency

drifting from the normal frequency. The supply for the vital bus was being

transferred from the inverter to the alternate source. The transfer switch

has an interlock to prevent transfer of a vital bus unless the frequency of
the two sources is matched. Since the frequency of the two sources was not

matched, the interlock would not allow the transfer unless the alternate
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source was de-energized. The operator deviated from an operating procedure

and used a portion of an abnormal procedure and as such de-energized the

alternate source and transferred the vital bus to the dead bus. This

momentary loss of power caused the turbine and reactor to trip. Also, as a

result of the vital bus being lost many containment isolation valves closed

including the component cooling valve associated with the'eactor coolant

pumps. The annunciator panel was also lost momentarily. The vital bus was

energized from the alternate alternating current source within a few seconds.

Also, the cooling water to the reactor coolant pumps was restored immediately.

Operations personnel were trained as to how a problem with the inverter that

does not cause a loss of a vital bus will be resolved. Also, the abnormal

procedure was revised to include guidance with regard to a vital bus that has

not failed yet.

15. Browns Ferry 2

06/15/83

83-034/03L-0

On June 15, 1983, with Unit 2 operating at ninety-three percent power the

inverter failure alarm for the High Pressure Coolant Injection System

(HPCIS) was received on panel 9-3.

The inverter for the HPCIS was found to be inoperable due to a blown fuse. An

identical fuse at the same location previously blew on May 26, 1983. (See

item 13 above.) Measurements of the load current which these fuses conduct

indicated nothing abnormal. However, a capacitor discharge occurs when these
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fuses are installed. This could have stressed the fuse which was replaced on

Nay 26, 1983 such that it would no longer carry rated current.

The blown fuse was replaced and the inverter was returned to service. Also,

all connections to the inverter for the HPCIS and its associated loads were

inspected and found to be satisfactory.

16. Donald C. Cook 2

06/23/83

83-052/03L-0

During normal operation a reactor trip occurred as a result of a failure in

a 120 Vac vital bus inverter.

The inverter failure occurred due to the failure of a capacitor which in turn
caused a fuse to blow. The resulting loss of power caused the reactor to trip
from an indication that a breaker for a reactor coolant pump was open. The

cause of the capacitor failing was attributed to operating temperature being

above the rated design temperatures.

The capacitor and fuse were replaced and the inverter was returned to service.

Also, an engineering review to correct the operating temperature problem was

in progress at the time of this event.
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17. Susquehanna I
06/24/83

83-096/03L-0

With the reactor in hot shutdown due to the failure of a startup transformer,

the Train 'B'ower failure alarm for the leak detection system associated

with the reactor core isolation cooling system was received in the main

control room.

Loss of the startup transformer was considered to be the cause of the

undervoltage trip which resulted in the loss of power from the inverter which

supplies Train 'B'f the leak detection logic system. During initial
investigation, it was found that this inverter had not automatically reset

although its power source when checked was found satisfactory.

The inverter was manually reset and logic Train 'B'eturned to service.

Subsequent bench tests of both a spare and the affected inverter demonstrated

proper operation of the high and low voltage trips and resets.

18. North Anna 2

07/17/83
83-059/03L-0

On July 17, 1983, with Unit 2 operating at one hundred percent power the

inverter feeding vital bus 2-I failed causing the bus to de-energize. The

loss of vital bus 2-I resulted in reactor and turbine trips. Vital bus 2-I

powers the relay that senses the position of the breaker for the 'A'eactor
coolant pump motor. When power was lost, this relay dropped out simulating

that the breaker through which power is provided to the 'A'eactor coolant

pump motor was opened coincident with reactor power greater than thirty
percent thus causing a reactor trip followed by a turbine trip. The inverter
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failed due to voltages induced by'faulty silicon controlled rectifiers which
1

caused the 400 ampere input fuses to blow.

The silicon controlled rectifiers, fuses and power transformer for the

inverter were replaced and the unit returned to service following verification
of its reliability.

19. Grand Gulf I
07/18/83

83-084/03X-I

On July 18, 1983, at 2120 hours, an unanticipated actuation of the Division II
LOCA logic occurred. All automatic actions expected to occur did occur except

for the automatic starting of the 'C'esidual heat removal pump. The LOCA

signal was produced by a malfunctioning inverter. Earlier on July 14, 1983 a

problem had been discovered with the 24 Vdc power supply which was supplied by

the inverter that malfunctioned on July 18, 1983. This problem was

characterized as the 24 Vdc power supply providing low voltage to the

Division II trip units for the Emergency Core Cooling System. The sequence of
events which occurred on July 18, 1983 was explained as follows. The output

voltage from the 120 Vac inverter was increasing and decreasing similar to a

sinusoidal wave. At one point in time, the negative peak of the inverter
output voltage dipped to below the normal input rating for the connected

24 Vdc power supply. This caused all instruments which were being powered by

this 24 Vdc supply to be driven downscale. This included the wide range

reactor level trip indicating units and their two associated output trip
relays. Following this the output voltage of the inverter rose to above the
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normal input voltage for the 24 Vdc supply which in turn sent power to the

trip indicating units and their associated output trip relays. However, since

the response time of the trip units is slower than that of the output relays,

these relays energized and sealed in a LOCA signal before the trip units could

rise above their trip setpoints. It was believed that the failure of the
'C'esidualheat removal pump to start stemmed from a relay in the load shed

sequence panel.

The 120 Vac inverter involved in this event was replaced. Also, the breaker,

fuse block, wiring, relays and handswitch associated with the 'C'esidual
heat removal pump were inspected and tested.

20. Browns Ferry 2

08/01/83
83-046/03L-0

With Unit 2 operating at ninety-five percent power, the operator discovered

smoke coming from the inverter for the High Pressure Coolant Injection System

(HPCIS). The HPCIS was declared inoperable and the inverter was removed from

service for repair.

A failed voltage output transformer in the inverter was replaced and

subsequently the inverter was returned to service. Surveillance instructions
for the HPCIS were successfully completed and the system declared operable.
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21. Donald C. Cook 2

08/22/83

83-081/03X-1

During normal operation, a reactor trip occurred as a result of a failure in

a 120 Vac vital bus inverter. The inverter failure occurred due to the

failure of a capacitor which caused a fuse in the inverter to blow. The

failure of the capacitor was attributed to operating temperatures within the

inverter enclosure being above the rated design temperature. Loss of the

inverter caused the reactor to trip from an indication that a breaker for a

reactor coolant pump motor was opened in conjunction with the reactor

operating above thirty percent power.

The capacitor and fuse were replaced. Also, associated silicon control recti-
fiers, diodes and a panel meter were replaced. In addition air conditioning

and forced air cooling were installed as temporary measures while an engineer-

ing review is in progress to identify a long term solution for the operating

temperature problem.

22. Big Rock Point

09/21/83

83-013/03L

Following a lightning strike at the plant site, operators observed a blown

fuse on the static inverter equipment provided for one of the two containment

vacuum relief loops. This resulted in the associated ventilation supply loop

being inoperable.

The fuse was replaced and the inoperable ventilation loop was subsequently

returned to normal service.
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23. James A. Fitzpatrick
09/25/83

83-42/03L

During normal plant operation the '8'ndependent power supply for the low

pressure coolant injection system tripped. Investigation of this power

supply revealed that it had tripped due to a faulty inverter leg assembly.

The failure was electronic in nature.

The faulty assembly was rep')aced with a new unit. The inverter was

subsequently tested and returned to service.

24. Susquehanna I
11/02/83

83-153/03X-1

While shutdown at 1940 hours, a fuse blew that was supplying power to a Topaz

inverter. This inverter supplies power to instrumentation and speed control
circuitry at the remote shutdown panel. This circuitry is provided for the
reactor core isolation cooling system. The loss of this inverter prevents

operation of this system from the remote shutdown panel, but the system would

have functioned normally in all other aspects.

The blown fuse was replaced with a ten ampere s')ow blow fuse. This action was

taken based on discussions with General Electric and Bussman. Recorders had

been previously installed in the circuit to monitor operating characteristics
and environmental conditions. The monitored parameters were found to be

within the normal ranges. No additional circuit monitoring or corrective
actions were planned.
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25. Crystal River 3

11/03/83
83-058/03L-0

At 1551 hours on November 3, 1983 while performing maintenance on the 120 Vac

vital bus transfer switch, a fuse was blown rendering inverter 3A inoperable.

The vital bus then switched to the backup power supply as designed.

The failure of inverter 3A was caused by maintenance personnel inadvertently

shorting out a lamp base.

The inverter was repaired, tested, and returned to service at 1115 hours on

November 10, 1983. The responsible personnel were reinstructed on proper

operation and maintenance of the vital bus transfer switches.

26. Davis Besse 1

11/09/83
83-061/03L-0

At 2150 hours, 120 Vac essential instrumentation panel Y2 de-energized. As

a result of the loss of Y2, the following instrumentation was also

de-energized: Channel 2 of the reactor protection system, Channel 2 of the

steam and feedwater rupture control system, Channel 2 of the remote shutdown

panel, Channel 2/Loop 2 instrumentation for the remote shutdown panel,

Channel 2 flow indication for the high pressure injection and decay heat

removal systems, a chlorine detector, and a fuel handling radiation monitor.

The loss of power to essential instrumentation panel Y2 was the result of a

blown main fuse in its normal power supply inverter YV2. At 2300 hours,

panel Y2 was transferred to its alternate power supply. A complete check of

the inverter per its technical manual recommendation was conducted, and all
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branch circuit fuses were checked. No problems could be found. In 1981, a

facility change request was completed which reduced the branch circuit fuses

to as low a value as possible. It is believed that the most likely cause of
the blown fuse was an intermittent fault on a branch circuit. Fast-acting
fuses were used but even with this the manufacturer of the inverter (Cyberex)
stated that this would not prevent the main fuse from prematurely blowing
depending on the point on the voltage curve at the inverter at the instant of
a fault.

The blown fuse was replaced, and panel Y2 was transferred back to its normal

power supply (the inverter) at 0210 hours on November 10, 1983.

27. Joseph N. Farley 2

11/21/83

83-062/03L-0

On November 21, 1983 at 2321 hours, the 2D inverter was declared inoperable
due to a failed capacitor.

The failed capacitor was replaced. The inverter was tested and returned to
service at 0551 hours on November 22, 1983.

28. Salem 2

11/28/83

83-060/01T-0

On November 25, 1983, at 0800 hours, the 2B 125 Vdc bus was cleared and tagged
for the performance of routine battery surveillance testing. The 2B vital
instrument bus remained energized from the 2B vital instrument inverter. The

2A and 2C vital instrument buses, inverters and 125 Vdc buses were fully
operational. Three days later on November 28, 1983, at 1306 hours, the 2A
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vital instrument bus was transferred to its alternate power source and the 2A

instrument inverter was removed from service to perform routine meter

calibrations. Recognizing that 2B and 2C vital instrument inverters were

energized and supplying their respective buses, the requirement that 28

inverter be connected to its 125 Vdc bus was overlooked. Consequently, action
statement 3.8.2.2 contained in the Technical Specifications for the station
which requires two 115 Vac vital instrument buses to be energized from their
respective inverters with the inverters connected to their respective 125 Vdc

buses was not entered. Upon attempting to restore the 2A instrument inverter
to service, a problem was encountered with the inverter transfer switch.
Subsequently, at 1010 hours on November 29, 1983, the 2A vital instrument bus

was de-energized to investigate and remedy the problem. Because the 2B and 2C

vital instrument buses were still energized from their respective inverters,
the requirement that the 2B inverter be connected to its direct current bus

was again overlooked. The applicable technical specification requirement for
Unit 1 requires two vital instrument buses to be energized. However, it does

not require the inverter or the direct current buses to be operable. The

difference between Unit 1 and Unit 2 applicable technical specification
requirements may have been a contributing factor to the oversight. At
approximately 1900 hours on November 29, 1983, the 2B 125 Vdc bus was returned
to service.
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The 2A inverter transfer switch was cleaned and tested satisfactorily. The 2A

vital instrument bus and its inverter were returned to service at 1938 hours

on November 30, 1983. Shift supervisors have been instructed that in the

future, as a general policy during plant modes 5 or 6, maintenance and/or

testing will not be allowed to proceed in more than one bus train at any one

time. If it is deemed necessary for any reason to deviate from this policy
containment integrity will be established and then Technical

Specification 3.8.2.2 will be entered prior to allowing maintenance and/or

testing to proceed on the second bus train. The licensing department will
also proceed to resolve the differences between the Unit I and Unit 2

applicable technical specification requirement.

29. James A. Fitzpatrick
12/15/83

83-063/03L-0

During normal plant operation the independent power supply inverter for the
'A'ow pressure coolant injection (LPCI) system tripped. The 'A'PCI bus

was placed on maintenance power and the surveillance testing was performed in
accordance with the appropriate technical specification.

Investigation revealed that the inverter unit tripped as the battery charger
was switched from equalize voltage to float voltage. No defects were found

and the occurrence could not be duplicated.
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The inverter was returned to service three hours after the event and was moni-

tored closely during the next equalizing cycle. No further trips were

observed.

30. Davis Besse 1

12/17/83

83-072/03L-0

At 1515 hours whi1e an instrument and control (I&C) mechanic was implementing

a facility change request, an alternating current lead was shorted to ground,

resulting in the de-energization of 120 Vac essential buses Yl and YIA. As a

result of the loss of bus Yl, the following channels were also de-energized:

Channel I of the reactor protection system, Channel 1 of the safety features

actuation system, Channel 1 of the steam and feedwater rupture control system,

Channel 1/Loop I instrumentation associated with the auxiliary shutdown panel,

Channel I post-accident monitoring instrumentation, a chlorine detector, and a

spent fuel pool/fuel handling area radiation monitor. When power was lost to

Channel I of the reactor protection system, the high auctioneered power signal

to the Integrated Control System (ICS) went to zero percent power. The ICS

responded by giving a command for continuous control rod motion outward. The

control rod motion caused reactor power to increase, resulting in a reactor

trip due to high flux.

The cause of the loss of bus Yl was due to personnel error. While removing

screws on the terminals located in a circuit associated with a containment

post accident high range radiation monitor, the screw slipped off the screw



t
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starter and the lead pulled the screw back which then shorted it to ground.

At 1542 hours, Yl was re-powered from its alternate source YAR.

Under a maintenance work order the inverter fuse YVl was replaced and bus Yl

was restored to its normal power supply at 2000 hours on December 18, 1983,

thus removing the unit from the applicable action statement in the technical

specifications. Also, the I&C mechanic was counseled by the lead I8C

Engineer. The I8C Foreman conducted a meeting with the ISC shop personnel to

emphasize the importance of exercising caution when working in and around

essential power distribution systems.

31. Salem 2

12/20/83

83-066/03L-0

At 1614 hours on December 20, 1983 during a maintenance shutdown, the 2B 4KV

vital bus was transferred from the number 22 station power transformer to the

number 21 station power transformer. During this transfer, residual heat

removal (RHR) common suction valve 2RH1 closed. This resulted in a loss of
RHR flow through the reactor coolant system. The number 22 RHR pump was

secured.

The loss of.RHR flow was due to an oversight on the part of operating shift
personnel. At the time of the transfer, the 2B vital instrument inverter was

being supplied from its normal power supply, the 2B 4KV vital bus (via
stepdown transformers). The automatic backup power supply, the 2B 125Vdc bus

to the inverter was de-energized at this time for battery maintenance. The
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transfer caused a momentary loss of power to the 2B 4KV vital bus, the 2B

vital instrument inverter, and consequently the 2B vital instrument bus. This

in turn de-energized a pressure transmitter which then provided a signal to
close a RHR suction valve (2RH1). The cause for this event was determined and

the 2RH1 valve was reopened. Also, the number 22 RHR pump was started and RHR

flow was reestablished within twenty two minutes.

A news letter item was issued to inform all operations department personnel of
this incident.

32. William B. McGuire 2

12/22/83

83-089/03L-0

Following quarterly preventative maintenance a 120 Vac vital instrument and

control power system battery inverter tripped upon being energized and was

therefore inoperable.

This trip was attributed to numerous component failures which possibly were

due to a power surge upon being energized. The bad or weak components

included three bad capacitors and six other weak ones, a bad silicon control
rectifier shorting board, four weak silicon control rectifiers, one bad

clamping diode, and a bad direct current sensing board.

The failed and questionable components were replaced. The inverter was func-
tionally tested and subsequently declared operable.
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33. Sequoyah 2

12/23/83

83-181/01T-0

On December 23, 1983 with Unit 1 in Mode 5 (130 degrees Fahrenheit, 300 psig) at
zero percent power and Unit 2 in Node 1 at one hundred percent power, it was

discovered that 120 Vac vital inverter l-I had been taken out of service for
Maintenance Instruction (MI) 10.6, "120 Volt Vital Instrument Power Board

Check," and had not been returned to service within twenty four hours.

While performing NI-10.6, vital inverter 1-I was taken out of service at
0008 hours on December 20, 1983. Operations was notified at 0630 hours on

December 20, 1983 to put the inverter back in service. The incoming assistant
shift engineer (ASE) was told the inverter would be needed to be removed from

service again that night and this ASE decided to leave it out of service since

he (Unit 1) was in a nonapplicable mode.

The senior reactor operator for Unit 1 failed to realize that even though

Unit 1 was in a nonapplicable mode, Unit 2 was not. Electrical maintenance

personnel noted that the inverter was still out of service at 0650 hours on

December 22, 1983. Operations was notified at 0700 hours and the inverter was

returned to service at 0800 hours on December 22, 1983.

NI-10.6 was revised to add a signoff for notification of senior reactor opera-

tors for both units if an inverter is being taken out of service.
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INVERTER-RELATED EVENTS AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS FOR 1982

Plant Unit, Event Date
And LER Number

Description Of Occurrence And
Corrective Actions

1. Millstone 2

01/06/82

82-002/03L-0

During refueling operations a preventive maintenance test was being performed

on a static switch. In performing this test, a test lead with a short circuit
was connected to the printed circuit card of this switch. This caused a

component on the card to fail and a silicon controlled rectifier to become

continuously gated. The load on inverter number 2 was transferred to inverter

number 6, but because the silicon controlled rectifier was on continuously the

outputs of the two inverters were connected in parallel. Due to a frequency

difference a large current flow resulted from each inverter causing their input

fuses to blow. This resulted in loss of a vital instrument panel which in turn

caused contact closure in the overpressure protection circuit for shutdown

cooling. This caused an associated valve to close which in turn resulted in a

loss of shutdown cooling. Shutdown cooling was restored in approximately seven

minutes.

The cause of this event was a short circuit in a test lead used in performing a

preventive maintenance test. A departmental memorandum was issued to test
technicians to check all test leads for short circuits prior to connecting to

equipment.
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2. Diablo Canyon 1

02/12/82

82-003/03X-1

Prior to fuel load, the operators received an undervoltage alarm for a vital
instrument alternating current panel. An operator was dispatched to

investigate the source of the undervoltage alarm. When the normal alternating

current feeder breaker to inverter IY-ll was manually switched off to check for
a tripped breaker, this inverter also tripped. The operator immediately placed

panel PY-11 on back-up power and proceeded to check the remainder of the

breakers and discovered the feeder breaker to panel PY-15 was in the tripped

condition. Panel PY-15 was placed on back-up power. Subsequently, the tripped

breaker was reset and panel PY-15 was placed back on normal power. From

1137 hours, when inverter IY-11 tripped until 1600 hours, both channels of the

Plant Vent Radiation Monitor (RM 14A and 148) were inoperable because the

sample pumps do not restart when power to the monitors are restored.

Furthermore, from 1120 hours, when it was suspected that panel PY-15 tripped,
until 1210 hours, when power to the panel was restored, the Plant Vent Iodine

Monitor (RM-24) and the Plant Vent Flow Recorder (FR-12) were inoperable.

Investigations into the possible causes for the undervoltage alarm and the

panel PY-15 trip did not reveal any specific causes. Inverter IY-11 tripped
when normal alternating current was removed because of blown fuses in the

direct current power supply. The cause of the blown fuses was not identified.
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The blown fuses were replaced and all equipment was returned to normal service.

A design change was recommended to provide sample pump alarms in the control

room.

3. Joseph M. Farley 2

03/16/82

82-011/03L-0

On March 16, 1982, the 120 Vac vital bus 'B'as de-energized when inverter 2B

tripped. Section 3.8.2. 1 of the Technical Specifications in part, requires

the 'B'us and the 2B inverter to be operable and energized. This event

occurred when inverter 2B failed due to a blown fuse in the voltage regulator

circuit.

Following replacement of the blown fuse in the inverter, bus 'B'as returned

to service.

4. Zion 1

03/17/82

82-011/01T-0

During a refueling outage on March 17, 1982 a residual heat removal suction

valve from the reactor coolant system started to close due to an inadvertent

opening of the output breaker for inverter 111; The operating residual heat

removal pump was tripped.

The output breaker for inverter 111 opened due to contractor personnel (working

in the auxiliary electric equipment room) accidentally dropping a piece of
sheet metal on it. The resulting loss of power caused a pressure transmitter
to fail high which resulted in an automatic closure of a residual heat removal

suction valve.
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The output breaker for inverter illwas reclosed and the residual heat removal

suction valve reopened. The residual heat removal system was restored to
operation within three minutes. Furthermore, construction personnel working in
the auxiliary electric equipment room were informed of the necessity to be

careful while working in this area.

5. Davis Besse 1

04/09/82

82-020/03X-2

On April 9, 1982, the station experienced a loss of 120 Vac distribution panel

Y2 while in Mode 6 (refueling). Since distribution panel Y4 had already been

de-energized for routine maintenance, Channel 2 of the safety features
actuation system actuated when power was lost to panel Y2. Also, Channel 2 of
the reactor protection system was de-energized causing a loss of one channel of
source range nuclear instrumentation.

The loss of panel Y2 was due to a blown fuse in inverter YV2. The fuse in this
inverter blew when a short to ground occurred during maintenance on the control
room emergency ventilation system. The control power supplied from Y2 to the

control power panel for this system was overlooked when the system was tagged

out by a contractor employee.

The blown fuse in the inverter was replaced and the responsible person was

counseled by the maintenance engineer.
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6. Beaver Valley 1

04/14/82
82-015/03L -0

On April 14, 1982, the number three 125 Ydc battery was placed on a 24 hour

equalization charge due to the addition of water to the battery cells during
the performance of a weekly surveillance test. When this action was followed

by the receipt of the number three vital bus and battery operation alarms, con-

struction engineering personnel were contacted and informed of the condition.
After identifying that the alarmed condition was being caused by the high

charger output which had transferred the inverter supply to the direct current

bus source, an attempt was made to return the inverter supply back to its
normal alternating current source. This was accomplished by raising the normal

alternating current supply input voltage above the direct current bus source

through a potentiometer adjustment inside the inverter cabinet. Since this
also raised the inverter output voltage, a second adjustment was begun to lower

the inverter output voltage. It was during this adjustment due to the

responsiveness of the potentiometer being used that an overadjustment was made,

which drove the inverter output voltage meter on the front of the inverter
cabinet off scale low (less than 110 Vac). After this occurred, the inverter
output breaker was opened which resulted in the loss of power to the vital bus.

Power to the vital bus was then established through its auxiliary power supply

at 1350 hours.

Maintenance was informed of the high charger output which was then adjusted to
its nominal value. Also, after completing the adjustments inside the inverter
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cabinet, power to the vital bus was transferred back from the auxiliary source

to the inverter at 1405 hours.

7. Millstone 2

06/06/82

82-024/03L-0

During routine steady state operations, a 120 Vac vital instrument bus was

lost. The loss of this bus caused the power fuses to blow in an associated

engineered safety actuation system (ESAS) cabinet. The vital bus was

de-energized for approximately four hours. The ESAS cabinet was de-energized

for approximately six and one-half hours.

The bus was lost due to a roof leak resulting from abnormally heavy rains which

allowed water to enter the top of an inverter, shorting out its circuitry. The

a'jternate source for the 120 Vac bus was unavailable at the time of this
occurrence.

The inverter was inspected and wetted components corrected. The ESAS cabinet

fuses were replaced and the vital bus returned to service. Also, a water

shield was installed for two of the inverters.

8. Davis Besse 1

06/08/82
82-029/03L-0

On June 8, 1982 source range detector NI2 was de-energized for detector replace-

ment. During the performance of a procedure to isolate a direct current ground,
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direct current distribution panel 02P was de-energized. At 1045 hours 120 Vac

essential inverter YV2 failed, de-energizing essental 120 Vac bus Y2 and source

range detector NIl. This resulted in the station being without an operable

source range detector. At the time bus Y2 was lost Channel 2 of the safety

features actuation system (SFAS) de-energized and a full SFAS levels 1 through

4 actuation occurred. Within an hour, the station re-energized bus Y2 from its
alternate source.

The cause of this occurrence was attributed to a component failure within the

regulated rectifier YRF2. Normally, this rectifier supplies direct current

power to inverter YV2 while panel 02P supplies the alternate direct current

power through coupling diodes: Should the rectifier fail, the alternate direct
current supply automatically assumes the load and a battery drain light illumi-
nates to indicate the failure. Troubleshooting revealed that the regulated

rectifier voltage control module in YRF2 had failed in such a manner that the

rectifier was capable of carrying the loaded inverter only with the aid of the

alternate direct current power supply. When the alternate direct current

supply was removed (during the ground isolation) the rectifier could not

support inverter YV2 by itself and thus the direct current input breaker for
YV2 tripped free on undervoltage and de-energized bus Y2.
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The rectifier voltage control module was replaced and the inverter was tested

and returned to service. A routine load test was added to the preventive
maintenance program for this equipment.

9. William B. McGuire 1

06/13/82

82-052/03L-0

On June 13, 1982, while Unit 1 was operating at seventy-five percent power,

a momentary loss of power was experienced on a vital instrumentation and

control power system bus. This caused a failure of Channel 1 of the reactor
protection and instrument systems, and engineered safety systems. This,
concurrent with an already-tripped Channel 3 for reactor coolant system loop C

flow instrumentation resulted in a two out of three coincidence reactor trip on

low loop flow. The associated 120 Vac vital bus inverter was declared

inoperable and the bus was transferred to its alternate supply.

During the transient ensuing from the reactor trip and subsequent turbine trip,
the condensate feedwater system was overpressurized causing the lifting of
various reheater relief valves and a rupture on reheater D-I relief line
piping. Through operator action these adverse effects were soon controlled and

a stable hot standby condition was then maintained.

Discussions with the inverter manufacturer verified that either the silicon
controlled rectifier (SCR) shorting printed circuit board or a constant voltage
transformer (CVT) capacitor were the most probable failed components in the

malfunctioning inverter. During corrective maintenance no symptoms of
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malfunction were observed and output voltage waveforms appeared normal and

compared favorably to those of a similar inverter. The SCR shorting circuit
board was replaced as a precautionary measure and the CVT capacitors were

visually inspected (deformation of the capacitor casing sometimes accompanies

failure). After observing proper operation of the inverter it was returned to
service.

10. St. Lucie I
06/22/82

82-026/03L-O

Twice during normal full power operation, one of the four redundant 120 Vac

instrument power buses was lost when the output breaker of the lA static in-
verter opened. Each event caused the loss of one channel of the reactor
protection and engineered safeguards systems. In both cases the bus was

returned to service immediately by use of the associated maintenance bypass

bus. Upon investigation in each case, no apparent cause for the events was

found. The 1A inverter was observed to be functioning properly.

After the second occurrence, the oscillator circuit board in the associated
inverter was replaced as a preventive measure based upon a previous event of
this type. The output breaker was subsequently reclosed and the line up re-
turned to normal.

11. William B. McGuire I
06/24/82

On June 13, 1982, Unit 1 experienced a reactor trip due to the loss of 120 Vac

vital instrument bus inverter, EVIA. On June 15, 1982 after performing main-
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Table 3 (continued)

Plant Unit, Event Date
and LER Number

Description of Occurrence and
Corrective Actions

82-053/03L-0 tenance on this inverter, the reactor was returned to power operation. On

June 24, 1982 the unit was shut down for a schedule outage. During the plant
cooldown and mode deescalation, the same static inverter (EVIA) again malfunc-

tioned causing an isolation valve (1ND-2) in the residual heat removal system

(ND) to close. Operators stopped the operating residual heat removal pump to

protect it from loss of suction and were able to restore residual heat removal

flow six minutes after 1ND-2 closed. However, the loss of flow effected a

transition from Mode 5 (less than or equal to 200'F) to Mode 4 (greater than or

equal to 200'F) operation. The involved inverter was subsequently declared

inoperable and its associated bus was supplied by a distribution panelboard.

The closure of the ND suction isolation valve, 1ND-2, rendered both trains of
the residual heat removal system inoperable causing operation under appropriate
action statement requirements.

The loss of power to reactor coolant system loop D pressure process control
instrumentation caused the overpressurization protection interlock to function,
thus closing 1ND-2. Normally, the instrumentation provides an open premissive

signal to the controller for 1ND-2 on a decreasing reactor coolant system pres-

sure of 385 psig and the interlock closes the valves on an increasing pressure

of 560 psig. The redundant ND suction isolation valve, 1ND-1 in series with
1ND-2 is similarly interlocked by reactor coolant system loop C pressure

process control instrumentation.
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Table 3 (continued)

Plant Unit, Event Date
and LER Number

Description of Occurrence and
Corrective Actions

Observers present at the inverter during its malfunction noted voltage fluctua-
tions of the equipment. The output voltage was 116 volts for several minutes

and had been as low as 100 volts. During maintenance on June 29 and 30, 1982,

the constant voltage transformer (CVT) capacitors were disconnected and capaci-
tance checks were conducted. Three capacitors had definitely failed and each

of the remaining capacitors measured close to the required 13 microfarads. All
three of the failed capacitors had deformed casings. However, the inspection
and troubleshooting activities for this static inverter on June 13, 1982 in
response to the original failure did not identify the faulty capacitors which

later caused the additional incident on June 24, 1982. The location of these

capacitors in the inverter cabinet was such that visual inspection was signifi-
cantly obstructed. In order to see the later discovered deformation in the

capacitor casings, the soldered connections for the capacitors had to be

disconnected and the capacitors removed from the inverter.

The failed capacitors in the output CVT capacitor bank were replaced and proper

operation of the inverter was monitored until it was returned to service on

July 2, 1982. As a result of this incident, the possibility of CVT capacitor
failure, the symptoms, and verification method were included in the vital
inverter corrective maintenance procedure.

Also, operations group procedure "Draining the Reactor Coolant System" was

amended to provide a step to lock open 1ND-1 and 1ND-2 valve operator power
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Table 3 (continued)

Plant Unit, Event Date
and LER Number

Description of Occurrence and
Corrective Actions

breakers. Instrumentation maintenance procedures "Reactor Coolant Wide Range

Pressure Calibration," and "Pressurizer Vapor Temperature Calibration," were
modified to ensure power is removed from 1ND-1 and 1ND-2 valve operators prior
to maintenance when the residual heat removal system is in operation. After
the June 24, 1982 incident the "Controlling Procedure for Unit Shutdown" was

changed to add step 3.2.6.3, "after N2 blanket has been established in the
pressurizer, lock open the power supply breakers to 1ND-1B and 1ND-2A to pre-
vent inadvertent loss of residual heat removal flow." These procedures were
modified so as to include provisions to prevent the inadvertent loss of
residual heat removal flow.

12. Rancho Seco

06/24/82

82-015/03L-0

On June 24, 1982, during the performance of routine preventive maintenance on

the 'B'nverter, a condition occurred that caused a momentary unanticipated
loss of decay heat removal flow to the reactor vessel. Technicians had com-

pleted work on the 'B'nverter. The 'B'us had been powered by a temporary
source to allow preventive maintenance on the inverter. When the technicians
attempted to return the inverter to service, it tripped to a standby state thus
causing the 'B'us to lose power. A pressure transmitter which is powered by
the 'B'us, fails in the high position on loss of power. With this trans-
mitter reading high, the decay heat removal system overpressure protection
features responded, closing an associated valve and tripping the 'B'ecay heat
removal system pump. The sequence occurred twice before the inverter was

successfully put back in service.
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Table 3 (continued)

Plant Unit, Event Date
and LER Number

Description of Occurrence and
Corrective Actions

Corrective action in this instance was to revise the inverter vital bus trans-
fer procedure used by the electrical technicans to ensure operations personnel
anticipate the possibility of momentary loss of the decay heat removal system

during maintenance of the 'B'nverter.

13. San Onofre 2

07/21/82

82-072/03L-0

While in Mode 4 on July 21, 1982, 120 Vac vital bus 2Y03 was accidentally
de-energized from its associated inverter. The bus was immediately re-
energized from its alternate power supply.

Investigation into the cause of this event, revealed that the bus was acciden-
tally de-energized due to an inadvertently applied instrument ground. This
temporary ground was applied during equipment testing within a radiation moni-

toring panel. Action Statement b. in Section 3.8.3. 1 of the Technical Specifi-
cations was initiated. This statement requires the de-energized bus to be:

(1) re-energized within two hours or be in at least Mode 3 within the next six
hours and in Mode 5 within the following thirty hours; and (2) re-energized
from its associated inverter within twenty-four hours or be in at least Mode 3

within the next six hours and in Mode 5 within the following thirty hours.

Following removal of the ground the bus was re-energized from its associated
inverter.
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Table 3 (continued)

Plant Unit, Event Date
and LER Number

Description of Occurrence and
Corrective Actions

14. Joseph M. Farley 2

07/22/82

82-032/03L-0

On July 22, 1982, Channel 2 of the reactor coolant system subcooling monitor

and the 28 containment hydrogen analyzer were declared inoperable when the 2G

inverter failed. Sections 3.3.3.8 and 3.6.4. 1 of the Technical Specifications,
in part, require these items to be operable. Following the restoration of
power with an alternate power supply these items were declared operable.

The faulty power supply was scheduled to be replaced during the next refueling

outage.

15. San Onofre 2

07/23/82

82-045/03L-0

While in Mode 4 at 1610 hours a 120 Vac vital bus was accidentally de-energized

from its associated inverter. The bus was re-energized from its alternate

power supply within ten minutes.

The accidental de-energization of the bus was attributed to grounding of the

bus caused by disconnection of a jumper which was placed across three fuses on

feeder lines to the plant protection system panel for Channel A. The jumpers

had been placed to avoid de-energization of the bus during replacement of
fuses. Fuse replacement was necessitated by discrepancies between the vendor

and architect-engineer drawings.

The ground was removed and the bus was subsequently re-energized from its
associated inverter at 2200 hours.
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Plant Unit, Event Date
and LER Number

Description of Occurrence and
Corrective Actions

16. Donald C. Cook 1

08/23/82

82-076/03L-0

While in Mode 6 with the reactor head removed the inverter from the
AB Emergency Diesel Generator failed, leaving the only in service centrifugal
charging pump motor without an emergency power supply. The charging pump motor

was shifted to another emergency power source nine minutes after the inverter
for the AB Emergency Diesel Generator failed.

The diesel was returned to service 117 hours 50 minutes later, after the
inverter had been returned to service following repair. The inverter was

repaired by replacing several solid state components, and transformer gate and

shorting boards.

17. Donald C. Cook 2

08/24/82

82-072/03L-0

During normal operation, a reactor trip occurred as a result of the loss of
power to a 120 Vac vital bus. This loss was due to failure of the inverter
which supplies power to this bus. The inverter failure was attributed to a

burned out resistor and diode on an oscillator board. Also, an associated fuse
was found blown.

The inverter was repaired by replacing the oscillator board and fuse. Subse-

quently, the inverter was verified to be operating correctly and returned to
service.

18. Edwin I. Hatch 1 While operating in a steady state condition at 2250 megawatts thermal power,
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Plant Unit, Event Date
and LER Number

Description of Occurrence and
Corrective Actions

09/11/82

82-082/03L-0

the inverter for the 'A'rain of the low pressure coolant injection (LPCI)

system tripped. The unit was placed in a seven day limiting condition for
operation per the applicable section of the Technical Specifications. The

inverter for the redundant 'B'rain of LPCI remained operable. The alternate

power source for motor control center 1E Division I was placed in service per

the appropriate operation procedure.

The inverter for the 'A'rain of LPCI tripped due to the failure of an output

filter capacitor. The failed capacitor had blown and had spattered insulating
material which led to the failure of other inverter components.

Six fuses and two output filter capacitors were replaced. Following repair and

verification of proper operation the inverter was returned to service.

19. Surry 2

10/10/82

82-063/03L-0

During normal operations at one hundred percent power, vital bus III inverter
failed initiating a turbine runback which led to reactor trip and safety
injection. The loss of vital bus III resulted in the loss of one channel of
high-high containment pressure. This placed the unit in a condition where the

degree of redundancy was less than that specified in Table 3.7-2 of the Techni-

cal Specifications.
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Plant Unit, Event Date
and LER Number

Description of Occurrence and
Corrective Actions

An inductor in the vital bus III inverter failed shorted and thereby caused the

loss of vital bus III. This bus was re-energized by cross-connecting it to
vital bus I.

The failed inductor in the inverter from vital bus III was replaced and the

inverter and bus were returned to normal service.

20. Edwin I. Hatch 2

10/I1/82
82-114/03L-0

With the unit operating at a steady state condition of 2415 megawatts thermal

power, an inverter trouble alarm was received. Investigation of the inverter
trouble alarm disclosed that an inverter had tripped. The motor control center

which this inverter was supplying was switched to its alternate power supply.

The unit was placed in an eight hour limiting condition for operation as per

the appropriate action statement in the Technical Specifications.

The cause of the trip was attributed to a failed bearing on the inverter leg

fan.

The inverter leg (fan included) was replaced, functionally tested

satisfactorily and returned to normal service.

21. Susquehanna I
11/03/82

During the startup testing program, the high pressure coolant injection system

became inoperable when the input voltage to an associated static inverter ex-
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Plant Unit, Event Date
and LER Number

Description of Occurrence and
Corrective Actions

82-049/03L-0 ceeded the high level trip setpoint thus causing the inverter to trip. This

rendered the control circuits for the high pressure coolant injection system

inoperable. The high level trip setpoint for the inverter was exceeded during

an adjustment of the output voltage for an attendant 125 Vdc battery charger.

The high level trip setpoint for the inverter was raised and the unit was re-

turned to normal service.

22. Calvert Cliffs 1

11/09/82

82-068/03L-0

During Node 1 operation at 0946 hours, the direct current input breaker to the

inverter supplying 120 Vac vital instrument bus number ll was inadvertently

opened, de-energizing the associate bus. Due to the ensuing voltage stepdown

transient, the number 11 4160 volt bus supply breaker opened on undervoltage.

The direct current breaker was believed to have been accidently opened during

the pulling of electrical cables in the cable spreading room for Unit 1. These

cables were being moved to the Unit 1 cable spreading room to supply power to

the third train of -the auxiliary feedwater system for Unit 2. The number 11

diesel generator started and connected to the number 11 4160 volt bus shortly
thereafter, re-energizing the 4160 volt bus. The loss of the vital instrument

bus resulted in a loss of the normal power-supply to the number ll steam

generator feedwater regulating valve (FRV) control system. The alternate

supply was not automatically supplied to the FRV control system due to failure
of a power supply relay. The loss of the FRV control system led to a reactor

trip on low water level in the number ll steam generator.
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Plant Unit, Event Date
and LER Number

Description of Occurrence and
Corrective Actions

The cause of the opening of the direct current input breaker to the inverter is

believed to have been an electrical cable brushing against the control switch

for the breaker. Subsequent testing of the control switch revealed it was

easily opened by downward movement of the switch. Due to the quiet operation

of the breaker, contractor personnel were not aware that the breaker had

tripped.

Corrective actions included replacing the power supply relay which had failed.
Also, a one-time test was performed on the redundant bus power supply relays

for the FRV control systems for Units I and 2 to verify operability. In addi-

tion, all operators were trained on the specifics of this event. Further, to

prevent recurrence of such an event, a modification was performed to the

inverter cabinets to prevent inadvertent opening of the direct or alternating

current breakers within these cabinets.

23. North Anna I
11/25/82

82-078/03X-I

With Unit I in Mode 3, 120 Vac vital bus I-IV lost voltage due to the failure
of its normal power supply inverter. Vital bus I-IV was manually switched to

its alternate power supply, a voltage regulating transformer.

The inverter was examined and found to have a failed oscillator board, trans-

former and fuse.
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Plant Unit, Event Date
and LER Number

Description of Occurrence and
Corrective Actions

The failed components in the inverter were replaced and the inverter tested and

subsequently returned to service.

24. Salem 2

11/29/82

82-145/03X-1

Following a shift of the number 2B vital bus power source in preparation for

planned maintenance on the number 1 station power transformer, the control

room operator observed that the P-250 computer had shut down. Since the

reactor coolant system subcooling margin monitor utilizes computer data points

and memory it was declared inoperable.

Investigation revealed that a failure of the computer inverter power supply had

occurred, and the computer had apparently shifted to its backup supply. Trans-

ferring the number 28 bus power source caused a momentary loss of power which

resulted in a shutdown of the computer. Further investigation showed that the

loss of the inverter was due to a failed oscillator circuit breaker.

The failed oscillator circuit board was replaced and the inverter, subcooling

monitor, and computer were returned to normal service.

25. James A. Fitzpatrick
12/15/82

82-056/03L-0

During normal plant operation, the inverter for the 'A'ow pressure coolant

injection system tripped. The associated electrical loads were transferred

to the maintenance power supply and the redundant system was verified to be

operable as required by Technical Specifications.
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Plant Unit, Event Date
and LER Number

Description of Occurrence and
Corrective Actions

Tripping of the inverter was attributed to a failed gate timing control card.

The failed control card was replaced and the inverter was returned to service.

26. St. Lucie 1

12/20/82

82-068/03L-0

During normal full power operation, one of four redundant 120 Vac instrument

power buses was lost when the output breaker of the lA static inverter opened.

This caused a loss of one channel of the reactor protection and engineered

safeguards systems. The bus was returned to service by use of the associated

maintenance bypass bus. Investigation into this event disclosed no- apparent

cause of failure.

The inverter contacts were cleaned, tested and the inverter placed back in

service.

27. St. Lucie 1

12/25/82
82-067/03L-0

During normal full power operation, one of four redundant 120 Vac instrument

power buses was lost when the output breaker of the 1A static inverter opened.

The event caused a loss of one channel of the reactor protection and engineered

safeguards systems. The bus was immediately returned to service by use of the

associated maintenance bypass bus. Investigation into the event revealed a

malfunctioning output frequency module.

The frequency module was adjusted, the output breaker was closed, and the line

up returned to normal.
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Plant Unit, Event Date
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Description of Occurrence and
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28. Calvert Cliffs 2

12/28/82

82-055/03X-I

At 1620 hours with the reactor in Mode 5, the number 22 vital alternating current

inverter failed causing the number 22 120 Vac vital bus to de-energize. The

loss of this vital bus caused a shutdown cooling return isolation valve to

close thus rendering both shutdown cooling loops inoperable. At 1632 hours the

number 22 120 Vac vital bus was placed on the alternate source. Subsequently,

the isolation valve was opened and the system returned to service.

Testing and research revealed that improper size and type fuses were installed
in the vital instrument buses. Results of short circuit tests performed on a

vital bus indicated that when a fault occurred on a vital load, the load fuse

would not isolate the fault before the current limiter feature in the inverter
operated. In doing so, the output voltage of the inverter would collapse to

near zero volts and then return to normal, thus randomly de-energizing

associated engineered safety features actuation system (ESFAS) modules. Such

actions caused a number of actuations of various safety systems.

The fuses in all four vital buses of each unit were replaced with consideration

given to individual bus loading. Also, the current limiting feature of inver-

ters ll and 12 (associated with Unit 1) and inverters 21 and 22 (associated

with Unit 2), the four inverters that supply power to the ESFAS modules were

removed. Testing performed after the new fuses were installed and the current
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Plant Unit, Event Date
and LER Number

Description of Occurrence and
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limiters removed showed that a vital load fault would not affect the output of

the inverter, thus preventing inadvertent safety system operation.

29. St. Lucie 1

12/30/82

82-071/031-0

During normal full power operation, while the number seven trip circuit breaker

(TCB) was electrically isolated for maintenance, one of the four 120 Vac

instrument buses was lost when the output breaker of the 1A static inverter
o'pened. This caused four trip circuit breakers to open thus resulting in an .

open circuit in the reactor protection system trip logic. The opened TCBs

resulted in reactor and turbine trips. Upon investigation into the cause of

the inverter trip, it was determined that the frequency oscillator for the 1A

inverter had drifted.

The oscillator circuit board was replaced. The output breaker associated with

the inverter was reclosed and the line up returned to normal.
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Table 4

CATEGORIZATION OF INVERTER-RELATED EVENTS IN TABLE 1

Plant Name Attributed Causes

Personnel Actions Com onent Failures

Grand Gulf 1

Zion 1

Diablo Canyon 1

James A. Fitzpatrick
Sequoyah 2

WPPSS 2

Maine Yankee

Turkey Point 3

Sequoyah 1

LaSalle 2

Turkey Point 4

Donald C. Cook 1

Davis Besse 1

Brunswick 2

Zion 2

Arkansas Nuclear 2

Donald C. Cook 2

San Onofre 2

Virgil C. Summer

Limerick 1

North Anna 1

St. Lucie 2

Byron 1

William B. McGuire 2

1

1

1

2

3

1

Totals: 21 17
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Table 5

CATEGORIZATION OF INVERTER RELATED-EVENTS IN TABLE 2

Plant Name Attributed Causes

Personnel Actions Com onent Failures

Calvert Cliffs 2

North Anna 1

Davis Besse 1

Fort St. Vrain

Susquehanna 1

Donald C. Cook 1

North Anna 2

James A. Fitzpatrick
Salem 1

Browns Ferry 2

Donald C. Cook 2

Grand Gulf 1

Big Rock Point

Crystal River 3

Joseph M. Farley 2

Salem 2

William B. McGuire 2

Sequoyah 2

2

1

Totals 13 24
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Table 6

CATEGORIZATION OF INVERTER-RELATED EVENTS IN TABLE 3

Plant Name Attributed Causes

Personnel Actions Com onent Failures

Millstone 2

Diablo Canyon 1

Joseph M. Farley 2

Zion 1

Davis Besse 1

Beaver Valley 1

William B. McGuire 1

St. Lucie 1

Rancho Seco

San Onofre 2

Donald C. Cook 1

Donald C. Cook 2

Edwin I. Hatch 1

Surry 2

Edwin I. Hatch 2

Susquehanna 1

Calvert Cliffs 1

North Anna 1

Salem 2

James A. Fitzpatrick
Calvert Cliffs 2

Totals: 12

1

1

1

1

20
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Table 7

TOTAL LOSSES ATTRIBUTED TO PERSONNEL ACTIONS AND COMPONENT FAILURES

WHICH OCCURRED IN 1984

Source of Data

Attributed Cause

Personnel Actions Com onent Failures

1. From LER Data (Table 4) 21 17

2. From NPRDS Data 3 16

Totals: 24 33
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Table 8

TOTAL LOSSES ATTRIBUTED TO PERSONNEL ACTIONS AND

COMPONENT FAILURES WHICH OCCURRED IN 1983

Source of Data

Attributed Causes

Personnel Actions Com onent Failures

1. From LER Data (Table 5) 13

2. From NPRDS Data 14

Totals: 13 38
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Table 9

TOTAL LOSSES ATTRIBUTED TO PERSONNEL ACTIONS

AND COMPONENT FAILURES WHICH OCCURRED IN 1982

Source of Data

Attributed Causes

Personnel Actions Com onent Failures

1. From LER Data (Table 6) 12 20

2. From NPRDS Data

Totals: 12 22
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ENCLOSURE 1

EDSF I FINDINGS
September 3, 1991

Input based on EDSFI f indings at the fol lowing plants:
Brunswick
Fort Calhoun
NcGuire
Palo Verde
South Texas
Shearon Harris
Tt11-1
Hatch

Duane Arnold
Grand Gulf
Perry
Quad Cities
Song s
Sequoya
Trojan
Dresden

Diablo Canyon
Mont i eel I o
Poin t Beach
River bend
Susquehanna
St. Lucie
Waterford

Some open items have been omitted from this data base because of
lac> of safety signif icance.
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Page No.
OBi27/91

EDSF I FINDINGS
aaar rrrraaraa

COMPONENT PLANT FINDING
NUMBERrr a

F I ND I NG
MEMO
aaar

480 BUS FORT
CALHOUN

91-01-02 DURING DEGRADED TAGE
CONDITIONS OF LESS THAN 95% OF
OPER4TING VOLT4GE THE 480 VOLT
BUSES WOULD HAVE 4 VOLT4GE OF LESS
TH4N 90%.

4 I R ACCUMULATQR DUANE
ARNOLD

91-002-10 INADEQUATE DQCUMENTATION TO JUSTIFY
THE SE I SMI C QUAL IF ICATION OF RELIEF
VALVES ON THE EDG AIR ACCUMULATORS.

AIR COMPRESSOR QUAD
CITIES

91-07-1 3 IN4DEQUATE 50.59 EVALU4TION
PERFORMED FOR MODIFICAITON OF ROTOR
DRIVEN 4IR CQMPRESSORS.

AIR RECEIVER TANK SEQUOYAH 91-02-02 OPERATOR 4CTION REOIRED TO ALIGN
EDG 4IR RECEIVERS TO MEET DESIGN
CRI TER14 4ND THE LICENSING B4S IS.

BATTERY POI NT
BEACH

90-201-27 ROUTINE POST M4INTENANCE TEST
PROCEDURES FOR CHECKING GROUND
RESISTANCE OF BATTERIES DID NOT
INCLUDE TEST ACCEPT4NCE CRITERIA.

BATTERY

BATTERY

SONGS

POINT
BEAC~

89-200-04

90-201-06

BATTERY ROOM TEMPERATURES COULD
F4LL BELOW 60F DURING POST LOC4 OR
LOSP COND I T IONS DUE TO FAILURE OF
NON CL4SS lE BATTERIES. REDUCED
TEMPERATURE MAY DEGRADE BATTERIES
CAPACITY TO PERFORM ITS INTENDED
DESIGN FUNCTION.

DURING BATTERY SYSTEM MODIFICATION,
EFFECTS ON HIGH ELECTROLITE
TEMPERATURE ON AVAILABLE FAULT
CURRENTS WERE NOT CONSIDERED. FAULT
DUTY WOULD BE HIGHER 4T HIGHER
ELECTROL I TE TEMPER4TURES.

BAT TER v

BATTERY

TMI-1 90-81-09

WATERFOR 90-23-05
D

LICENSEE F4ILED TO ESTABLISH THE
APPROPRIATE ACQQP~QP'RITERIA FOR
THE TESTING OF ~ 'jejh'ATTERY,

L I CENSEE FAILED]~~ I DE ADEQUATE
MARG I N CALCULA~DbP AQQOC I ATED W I TH
E4RLY BATTERY REPLACEMENT DUE TO
4GING AND L04DING EFFECTS.

BATTERY FORT
CALHOUN

91-01-04 125VDC SAFETY RELEATED LOADS WOULD
NOT RECEIVE SUFFICIENT VOLTAGE AT
THE END OF THE BATTERY DUTY CYCLE.
CIJTHFR Vill T41 F 'hR1lR Wfli II Il 41 Nil RP'





Page No.
08/27/91

EDSF I F I ND I NGS
assr rrsaaaaaa

COMPONENT PLANT F I ND I NG
NUMBER

FINDING
MEMO

BATTERY (250VDC) MONT I CEL 90-018-01
LO

THE DIVISION II ~TTERY ROOM
TEMPERATURE IS REOUIRED TO BE
MAINTAINED AT b0 F. HOWEVERS NO
TEMPERATURE INDICATION IS AVAILABLE
TO THE OPER4TORS. F41LURE OF
ELECTRIC HEATERS COULD GO
UNDETECTED AND THE BATTERIES COULD
BE IN 4N UNANALYZED CONDITION

BATTERY, EDG SONGS 89-200-13 HARDWARE DEF IENC IES FOUND DUR ING
M4INTEN4NCE WALKTHROUGH. B4TTERY
SPACERS WERE MISSING AND LOOSE.
INCORRECT BOLTS WERE USED FOR
B4TTERY CONNECTIONS. DC INVOLVMENT
W4S NOT 4DEOU4TE. LOOSE NUT FOUND
ON ENG I NE 0 I L FILTERS. INADEQUATE
AIR START ENGAGEMENT.

BREAKER

BREAKER

POINT
BEACH

POINT
BEACH

90-201-07

90-201-08

DURING MODIFICATION OF TIE BREAKER
CONF IGURATION, SAFETY 4N4LYSIS
FAILED TO 4DDRESS SEISMIC
QUALIFICATION OF NEW CONFIGURATION
( I ~ E i R4CKED OUT OF POSITION ~ )

4 SINGLE FAILURE (SUCH AS A FAULT
BETWEEN ADJACENT C4BLES IN 4 SHARED
TRAY) COULD RESULT IN CLOSURE OF 4
480V BUS TIE BRE4KER. THIS COULD
RESULT IN LOSS OF BOTH EDGS.

BREAKER PO1NT
BEACH

90-201-13 EDG VOLTAGE 100/ PERMISSIVE
INTERLOCK WAS NOT PROVIDED IN EDG
BRE4KER CONTROL LOGIC.

BREAKER SONGS 89-200-05 SENSOR PICKUP SETTING FOR 24 MOLDED
C4SE BREAKERS WAS FOUND DIFFERERENT
ON THE EQUIPMENT THAN ITS V4LUE
SHOWN ON THE RELEATED DRAWINGS.

BREAV.ER

BREAKER

SUSOUEHA 90-200-13
NNA

SHEARON 90-200-08
HARRIS

INADEQUATE TESTING QF 250/125 VDC
GE AK C I RCUI T BREAKERS ~ DURING
TESTING, PROPER $ 4~TED INPUT WAS
NOT USED. DC BREAINS NERE TESTED
WITH AC

CURRENTQ'NSTANCES

OF BBC TYPE LK-1b
BREAKERS F41LED OPEN ON DEM4ND WERE
NOTICED BETWEEN PM ACTIVITIES. THE
DESIGN B4SI S OF THE OPENING
MECHANISM FAILED TO PROVIDE ENOUGH
FORCE TO SEPER4TE CONT4CTS 4GAINST
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BREAKER

PLANT

R I VER
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F I ND I NG
NUMBER

90-200-04

FINDING
MEMO
C

t
THE TE4N NOTED SEVERAL DEF I ENC I ES
IN FOR 4160 V SYSTEM SHORT CIRCUIT
DESIGN CALCULATIONS. THE TEAN
DETERMINED THAT A POSTUL4TED F4ULT
IN DIVISION BUS 3 WUOLD BE AT
35,783 4NPERES. THIS EXCEEDS THE
35e000 AMPERES SWITCHGEAR AND
C IRCUI T BREAKER RATING.

BREAKER WATERFOR 90-23-02B
D

L I CENSEE F41LED TO PROVIDE 4DEQUATE
CIRCUIT BREAKER MAI NTENANCE AND
SURVEILLANCE PROCEDURES.

BREAKER DUANE 90-002-07
ARNOLD

M4GNET I C TRIP SETTINGS OF 480VAC
BRE4KERS WERE NOT IN 4CCORD4NCE
WITH DESIGN DRAWINGSS. 4CTU4L
FIELD SETTINGS WERE NON
CONSERVATIVE. LICENSEE LACKED 4
DESIGN BASIS FOR FIELD SETTINGS.

BREAKER NC GU I RE 91-09-01 125VDC C I RCUI T BREAKERS WERE
MISCOORDINATED WITH FEEDER
BREAKERS. A SINGLE SHORT CIRCUIT
COULD CAUSE BOTH UNITS TO TRIP AND
CHALLENGE SAFETY SYSTEM. TRIPPING
OF FEEDER BREAKER WOULD 4LSO C4USE
LOSS OF INSTRUMENTATION 4ND CONTROL
POWER.

BREAKER SEQUQYAH 91-02-01 ITE TYPE HK CIRCUIT BREAKER R4TED
4T 130VDC NORMALLY RECEIVED HIGHER
VOLT4GE OF 140VDC. MANUFACTURES
PROVIDED EVIDENCE OF BREAKER BEING
OUAL IF I ED TO 140VDC.

BREAvEF

BREAKER

BREAKER

FORT
CALHOUN

FORT
CALHOUN

OUAD
CITIES

91-01-01

91-01-03

91-07-02

SHORT CIRCUIT FAULT CURRENT WAS
ABOVE THE BREAKER RATINGS. CERTAIN
SHORT CIRCUIT CONTRIBUTIONS DURING
CREDIBLE CONDI TALONS OF QPERAT ION
WERE NOT CONSIDERED,

LACK OF COORDIHATIQN OF 480V,
120VAC, 125VDC FEEDER BREAKER AND
DOWNSTREAM BREAKERS ON NON-CLASS 1E
LOADS

350 MV4 4ND 250 MV4 CIRCUIT
BREAKERS COULD EXPERIENCE FAULT
CURRENTS UP TO 109'/ QF THEIR NAX
INTERRUPTING RATING.
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BREAKER OUAD
CITIES

91-07-07 AS BUILT DR4WI S CABLES,
CIRCUI T BREAKER RATINGS AND
IDENTIFIC4TION, AND CONNECTIONS OF
WIRES DID NOT MATCH INSTALLED
CONF IGUR4T I ONS.

BREAKER DIABLO 91-07-01
CANYON

LACK OF DOCUMENT4T ION TO JUSTIFY
INCREASED SHORT CIRCUIT
INTERRUPTING CURRENT RATING FOR THE
4lb0 V4C BRE4KERS.

BREAKER, EDG SUSQUEHA 90-200-01
NNA

CALCUL4TIONS ERRORS IN SHORT
CIRCUIT CALCULATIONS AND KDG
SI2ING.

BREAKER, FUSE,
CONTROL CIRCUIT

BREAKER, RELAY

RIVER
BEND

SHE ARON
HARRIS

90-200-07

90-200-07

LICENSEE HAD NOT PERFORMED AN
4NALYSI S FOR SHORT CIRCUIT
PROTECTION OF 125 VDC 4 120 VAC
CONTROL CIRCUITS. CIRCUiTS PROVIDE
POWER TO CRITICAL BRE4KERS
ASSOCIATED WITH 4CCIDENT MITIGATING
LOADS. UNCOORDINATED FUSES MAY
C4USE LOSS OF CRITICAL EDS
EQUIPMENT

COMMERCiAL DEDICATION PROCEDURES
DID NOT REQUIRE DOCUMENTATION OF!
< 1 ) TESTING OR INSPECTIONS FOR
VERIFYING SEISMIC OVALIFICATIONS
4ND (2) CH4NGES TO 55 COMMERCIAL
BRE4KERS INST4LLED IN CL4SS 1E
SYSTEMS.

BREAKER/FUSE

BUSE

OUAD
CITIES

91-07-09

TMI -1 90-81-10

INSUFF I CIENT DOCUMENTATION TO
DEMONSTRATE COORDINATION OF
BREAKERS AND FUSES. VARIOUS
EXAMPLES OF INCORRECT COORDlNATlON
IDENTIFIED BY LiCENSEE. CORRECTIVE
ACTION NOT YET T4KEN ~

LICENSEE FA I LED lQ JgNNESS THE
4FFECTS OF TRAfIQffs QN REDUNDANT
DIVISIONS AND ~ GNiABILITY OF
EOUIPMENT AND CABLES TO WITHSTAND
FAULTS CURRENT.

CABINET GRAND 90-24-02
GULF

FAILURE TO FOLLOW PROCEDURE TO
CLOSE EDG ELECTRICAL CONTROL
CABINET.
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F INDING
NUMBER

90-201-23

90-201-09

FINDING
MEMO
CCRC '"

e).
CONTROL C4BLES ATK5 TO 4UTO
ST4RT FUNCTION OF REDUNDANT 4FW
SYSTEM WERE ROUTED IN A COMMON
CONDUIT. 4 SINGLE F41LURE COULD
DIS4BLE BOTH PUMPS.

TWO CABLES FOR 480 VDC BUS TIE
BREAKERS WERE INCORRECTLY
CLASSIFIED AS NOT SAFETY REL4TED
AND C4BLES DID NOT CONFORM TO FSAR
SEPER4T I ON CRITERIA~ THESE NERE
SAFETY RELATED CABLES AND WERE
CONNECTED TO BRE4KER CONTROL
CIRCUITS OF REDUND4NT TRAINS.

CABLE PQlNT
BEACH

90-201-10 PORTIONS OF 125 VDC CONTROL WIRING
FOR TRAIN A AND TR4IN 8 CCW PUMPS
SHARED THE S4ME R4CEW4Y. 4 SINGLE
FAULT WOULD BLOW FUSES OF CONTROL
POWER CIRCUITS OF BOTH TRAINS AND
WOULD DISABLE BOTH CCW PUMP
BREAKERS.

CABLE POINT
BEACH

90-201-22 IN MANY CABLES OF REDUNDANT TRAIN
SYSTEMS WERE ROUTED IN COMMON
RACEWAYS.

CABLE

CABLE

CABLE

CABLE

POINT
BEACH

SHEARON
HARR15

ST.
LUC IE

QUAD
Ci TIES

90-201-24

90-200-09

91-03-02

91-07-05

SAFETY RELATED CABLES WERE EXPOSED
TO STEAM VENT.

ROUTiNE TESTING OF UNDERGROUND
C4BLES DID NOT INCLUDE ALL OF THE
UNDERGROUND CABLES AS REOUIRED BY
THE FSAR BUT INCLUDED ONLY 6.9 KV
AND 480 V CABLES.

DC MOTOR OPERATED VALVES (MOV) HAD
SMALLER CABLE SIZES THAN THOSE
RECOMMENDED BY THE VENDOR.
POTENTIAL PROBLEM QURING DEGRADED
DC VOTAGE CONDg~S ~j:J: ~

I NSUFF l C I ENT DOC~NT4T I ON TO
DEMONSTR4TE TH4T CABLES WERE
PROPERLY SIZED FOR 4LL EDS
APPL I CAT IONS.

CABLE PERRY 91-05-01 VOLTAGE REGUL4TION STUDIES APPLIED
NON-CONSERVATIVE CABLE IM(EDENCES
AND CONDUCTOR TEMPERATURE
COORECTION FACTOR.
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CABLE RACEWAY TROJAN 90-200-12 F41 LURE TO TAKE CORRECTIVE 4CT ION
FOR THE IDENTIFIED PROBLEM OF
RACEWAY OVERFILL.

CABLE SCHEDULE TROJAN 90-200-11 CABLE AND RACEWAY SCHEDULE HAD
INACCURATE INPUT INFORM4TION.

CABLE TRAY

CABLE. RACEWAY

PALO
VERDE

POlNT
BEACH

90-42-05

90-201-05

THE TEAM NOTED THAT TIE WRAPS IN
VERTICAL CABLE TRAYS WERE NOT
INSTALLED EVERY 5 FEET AS REOUIRED
BY LICENSEE SPEC IF I C4T I ON
13-EN-300. THE LICENSEE INIT I4TED
WORK REQUESTS TO iNSTALL TIE WRAPS
PER THE PROCEDURE
REOUIREMENT,13-EN-300.

EFFECTS OF RACEWAY OVERFILL MERE
NOT CONSIDERED IN THE FOLLOWING:
( 1 ) CABLE ANPAC ITY AND (2) SEISMIC
OUALIF I CAT ION OF RACEWAYS.

CABLE. RACEWAY
SUPPOPT

TROJAN 90-200-13 EFFECTS OF OVERFILLED R4CEWAYS WAS
NOT ANALYZED FOR STATION
NOD IF I CAT I ONS.

CAB',MOv,EDG HvAC, TROJAN 90-200-01 DESIGN CONTROL CALCUL4TIONS
PERFORMED FOR C4BLE SIZING, 125 VDC
SHORT CIRCUITS CURRENTS, NOV
TOROUES, 4ND EDG ROON HC4V HAD
VARIOUS DEF I Cl ENC IES.

CABLE. RACEWAY
, SUPPORT

TROJAN 90-200-10 CABLE TR4YS AND CONDUITS WERE
OVERFILLED. THIS AFFECTS 4NPACITY
OF THE CABLES. THIS ALSO 4FFECTS
SEISMIC OU4LIFICATION OF SUPPORTS
FOR RACEWAYS.

CA CULATlOI- BRUNSWlC 91-09-02 VARIOUS DESIGN B4SIS C4LCULATIONS
WERE NOT COMPLETE. EV4LUATIONS HAD
NOT BEEN MADE FOR QDNE VOLT4GE DlP
AT MOTOR TERNII+LQ,. 8TEADY STATE
VOLT4GE AND LOAN~ ~T CASE
VOLT4GE FOR 208/1~ CIRCUITS, BUS
TRANSFER LOGICS

CCW ROOM HVAC TRQJ4N 90-200-09 FAILURE OF THE FAN COOLING UNIT IN
THE CCW PUMP ROOM NAY LEAD TO
HIGHER ANBIENT TEMPERATURES. THIS
F41LURE NAY GO UNDETECTED AND WOULD
LEAD TO F41LURE OF BOTH CCW PUMPS
AND OTHER ELECTRICAL EOUIPMENT IN
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MEMO
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aa a

CALCULATION FOR CCNBUSTION AIR
REQUIREMENT F4 I LED TO 4DDRESS F I RE
IN ONE EDG ROOM. IN CASE FIRE OCCURS
IN EDG ROON, DANPER WILL CLOSE 4ND
BOTH EDGS WILL BE SUPPLIED 41R FROM
ONE LOUVRE. LACK OF AIR FLOW FOR
EOU I PMENT COOL I NG NAY RESULT IN
EOUI PMENT FAILURE

CQNTACTQR SONGS 89-200-03 DURING WORST CASE CONDITIONS, THE
VOLT4GE AT SONE CONT4CTORS CdULD
DROP BELOW CONTACTOR PICKUP VALUE.

DAY TANv. SONGS 89-200-08 THE FUEL OIL DAY TANK LOW-LEVEL
PUMP START 4ND LOW-LEVEL ALARM
SETT INGS WERE NOT CONSISTENT WITH
TS LINITS ON DAY TANK VOLUME.

DA Y TAN~ LEVEL
INSTRUMENTAT ] QN

SONGS 89-200-14 THE LEVEL TRANSNITTER CALIBRATION
DATA SHEET DID NOT PROVIDE DATA TO
DEFINE INSTRUMENT'S R4NGE.
INCONSISTENCY WAS NOTED IN ACCURACY
VALUES. EVALUATION OF SETTING WAS
NOT CORRECT . NO DIRECTION TO
CALIBRATE INSTRUMENT IN TERMS OF
VOLUME OR LEVEL.

DC BREAKER WATERFQR 90-23-06
D

LICENSEE FAILED TO PROVIDE 4DEOUATE
CALCUL4TIONS 4SSOCIATED WITH DC
SHORT CIRCUITS.

DC EOUIPMENT POINT
BE AC.H

90-201-14 BATTERY FLOAT VOLTAGES WERE FOUND
TO BE HIGHER THAN OVALIF I CAT ION
VOLT4GE OF CONNECTED SYSTEM
EOUIPMENT.

POINT
BEACH

90-201-01

DC SYS1EI i COMPONENT SUSOUEHA 90-2QQ-03
NNA

OVERVOLTAGE ON 250 VDC SYSTEM
DURING BATTERY FLOAT/EQUALI ZE
CONDITIONS. SYSTEM FUSES WERE NQT
COMPAT4BLE WITH Tl& SATTERV
FLOAT/EQUALIZE VPL TABE.

EDG S I Z ING CAL~tiON WAS BASED ON
UNVERIFIED ASSLNPTiONS AND THUS
Y I ELDED NON CONSERVATIVE RESULTS.
PLANT OPERATING PROCEDURES DID NQT
4DDRESS REOUIRED OPERATOR ACTIONS
TO VALIDATE CREDIT TAKEN IN
CALCULATION FOR "CONTAINMENT FAN
NQT OPERATING".
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90-201-03

F I ND I NG
MEMO

'p
rac---- y p

r.,'OPS

DID NOT INCLUDE I IST ING FOR
M4NUAL LOADING OF EDG. IN 4BSENCE
OF THE VALUES, IT IS POSSIBLE THAT
THE EDG COULD BE OVER L04DED DURING
ACCIDENT MI7 I SAT ION CONDI T IONS.

EDG POINT
BEACH

90-201-04 EOPS FOR MANUAL LOADING OF EDG
FAILED TO CONSIDER INSTRUMENT
ACCURACY USED WHILE L04D I NG THE
EDG. LOAD TABULATION WAS NOT
CONSERVATIVE. EOPS DID NOT INCLUDE

~ ANY SPECIFIC GUID4NCE FOR CHOICE OF
L04DS AND TIMING OF LOAD REMOVAL.

EDG SONGS 89-200-01 EDG WINDING INSULATION WAS NOT
SUITABLE FOR 'A WET ENVIRONMENT
WHICH MAY RESULT IN SPURIOUS
ACTUATI ON OF THE SPRINKLER FIRE
SUPPRESSION SYSTEM POST SSE.

EDG SONG5 89-200-10 EDG SIZING C4LCULRTION W45 NOT
CONSERVATIVE. THE INCRE4SED LOADING
MAY 4FFECT CONSUMPTION AND THUS MAY
4FFECT DESiGN OF THE FUEL SYSTEM.

EDG SONG5 89-200-12 IMPROPER MEASUREMENTS T4KEN DURING
EDG ASSEMBLY. NO PROCUDER EXiSTS
FOR TOROUING BOLTS AN ACCESS COVERS
OF THE EDG. EVALUATION OF RECORDED
MEASUREMENTS HAD M4THEMATIC4L
ERRORS MAKING RESULTS NON
CONSERVATIVE. ALSO% NO OC
INVOLVEMENT IN SIGN OFFS.

EDG TROJAN 90-200-02 LOADING REOUI REMENTS OF MOTOR
ST4RTING WAS NOT ACCOUNTED FOR IN
THE EDG SIZING CRLCULATION~ THE EDG
WAS UNABLE TO START A 750 HP MOTOR
WHEN CRRRYING 4 B4SE LOAD OF 4182
KW

THEREFORE, THE EQQ NAY BE
UNDERSIZED FOR /HID APPLICATION.

RI VER
BEND

90-200-Oo THE TEAM NOTED THAT DIVISION 3 BUS
LOAD GROUND F4ULTS MAY NOT BE
PROPERLY 4NNUNCIRTED. SENSlTIVITY
OF EDG GROUND FAULT PROTECTION
COULD INDICATE A GROUND F4ULT AT
THE EDG RATHER THAN AT THE LOAD.
OPERATOR MAY TRANSFER THE BUS TO
PREFERRED OFFS1TE POWER.
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EDG PALO
VERDE

90-42-01 DIESEL GENERATOR MOTOR LOADING DATA
DISCREP4NCIES BETWEEN ENGINEERING
CALCUL4TIONS 13-EC-DG-200 AND
13-EC-MA-212. LICENSEE FAILED TO
INCORPORATE LOAD C4LCULATIONS FROM
13-EC-DB-200 INTO 13-EC-MA-212.
L I CENSEE ENG I NEER MUST ENSURE ENGR
DOC 4RE UPDATED.

EDG PALO
VERDE

90-42-04 ERRORS IN THE "DIESEL GENER4TOR
LOAD CALCUL4TIONS" -13-EC-DG-200
WERE NOTED DUE TO 4NALYSIS NOT
ACCOUNTING FOR APPROXIMATELY 35 KW

OF TR4NSFORMER LOSSES. ALSO,
UNDETECTED MECHANICAL PROBLEMS
COULD RAISE L04D DEM4ND. NRC WILL
CONDUCT 4 FOLLOW UP REVIEW.

EDG GRAND
GULF

90-24-02 FAILURE TO FOLLOW PROCEDURES THAT
REOUIRED THE EDG CONTROL
CABINETDOORS BE CLOSED WHEN NOT
ATTENDED.

EDG TMI-1 90-81-04 IN ABSENCE OF EDG DYNAMIC LOADING
STUDY ADEOUACY OF EDG TO SUPPLY ESF
LOADS ON DEMAND COULD NOT BE
DEMONSTRATED. LICENSEE'S TEST
RESULTS SHOWN EXCESSIVE VOLTAGE
DROP DURING L04DING.

EDG TM l -1 90-81-05 EDB LOAD CAPACITY STUDY DID NOT
CONSIDER LOSSES IN ALL FEEDERS. AND
ADD1TIONAL LOADS ON INVERTERS AND
BATTERY CHARGERS IN THE
CURRENTL IMITING MODE.

ED&

ED&

DUANE
ARNOLD

DUANE
ARNOLD

91 -002-01 4

91-002-01B

EDG COULD BE OVERLOADED DURING
PARRALLEL OPERATION W I TH GR I D ( TS
TEST I NB ) IN THE EVENT OF A LOCA
FOLLOWED BY LOSS OF OFFSI TE POWER
t LOOP) DUE TO DEQRADf..D VOLTAGE
RELAY NOT SENSIN9 +XX ~

'\

DEGRADED GR I D VOLT %EL4YS WOULD
FAlL TO DETECT LOSS OF GRID VOLT
DURING EDG TESTING IN PARALLEL WITH
GRID. EDG BEING TESTED MAY
MAINTAIN PWR ON BOTH ESSENTIAL
BUSES THERE BY PREVENTING 2ND EDG
FROM BE I NB CONNECTED RESULT 1NG IN
POSS1BLE DAMAGE TO 1ST EDG
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ST.
LUC IE

91-03-03 EDG ROOM TEMPERATVRE MAY EXCEED
ALLOWABLE 4MBIENT TEMPERATURE DUE
TO INOPERATIVE VENTIL4TION F4N
SINCE FAN IS NOT EQUIPPED WITH
THERMOSTATIC CONTROL OR AL4RM TO
I ND I CATE I TS F41LURE TO VENT I LATE .

FORi
CALHOUN

91-01-02 INADEQUATE ANALYSIS FOR EDG VOLTAGE
TR4NSIENTS MOTOR ST4RTING TIMES OR
FREQUENCY RECOVERY.

EDG

EDG

BRUNSWIC 91-09-05
K

BRUNSW I C 91-09-06
K

LACK OF CORRECTIVE ACTION ON
PREVIOUSLY IDENTIFIED DEF ICIENCIES
WITH REGARD TO EDG, PRESSURE
SWITCHES, JET ASSIST FEATURE
RELAYS, OTHERS.

DESIGN DEFICIENCES IDENTIFIED
REGARDING SEIMIC QUALIF I I CAT ION OF
EDG AIR RECEIVERS% QUALITY OF AIR
IN RECIEVERS, FREEZE PROTECTION FOR
EDG CELLS, AND EFFECT OF TORNADOS
ON EDG EZHAUST SILENCER

BRUNSWlC 91-09-09
k

EDG MAINTENANCE WAS NOT ADEQUATE.
PROBLEMS NOTED WITH TEMP CONTROL
VALVE 4ND CLE4NLINESS

EDG QUAD
CITIES

91-07-03 LACK OF CALCULATION TO DEMONSTRATE
CAPABILITY OF EDG TO SUSTAIN
CUMALATI VE AND DYNAMIC LOADS .

EDG QuAD
CI T IES

91-07-04 EDG COULD BE OVERLOADED WHEN TESTED
IN PARALLEL WITH OFFSITE GRID
SYSTEM.

EDG DIABLO 91-07-05
CANYON

L4CK OF CALCULATIONS TO EST4BL I SH
EDG JACKET WATER AND LUBE OIL
TEMPERATURES UNDER MAXIMUM AMBIENT
TEMPERATURES.

EDG PERRY 91-05-08 THE FUEL 0 I L STQRAIE INK L I N I NG
WAS DEGRADING, '4AQQINS SLUDGE ON
BOTTOM OF TANK, PQTENTIALLY CLOGGED
FILTERS, AND INJECTORS.

EDG 1 0 2 LOAD
SEOUENCER TIMER

R I VER
BEND

90-200-01 DG SEQUENCE L04DING C4LCULATION
ASSUMES THAT TIMERS OPERATE AT
FIXED TIMES. THE CALCULATION
DISREGARDS THE TIMER SETTING ON THE
SSW PUMP (AS AN EXAMPLE) WHICH
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EDG AIR RECE IVER SONGS 89-200-09
t+E

PL4NT 4CCEPTED RESULTS OF ROUTINE
SURVEILLANCE TESTS DID NOT
DEMONSTR4TE AIR RECEIVER'S
CAPABILITY TO SUPPORT AS-DESIGNED
STARTING OF THE EDG.

EDG AIR RECEIVER SHEARON
HARRIS

90-200-04 THE EDG 41R RECEIVERS DID NOT
DEMONSTRATE 5 START CAP4CITY AT 4
MINIUM PRESSURE OF 190 PSIG PER TS
REQUIREMENTS. THE 5 START C4PAC ITY
WAS DEMONSTRATED AT HISHER
PRESSURE, THUS, A LICENSING
COMMITMENT W4S NOT FOLLOWED

EDG COOLING WATER SONGS 89-200-11
EXAPANSION TANK

INADEQU4TE OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION
FOR EDG COOLING W4TER EXPANSION
T4NK. EDG COOLING WATER EXPANSION
TANK WAS F I TTED WITH 4 NON-ASME
CODE PRESSURE CAP. THIS CAP
PROVIDES A SAFETY REL4TED FUNCTiON.
THIS COMPONENT WAS NOT INCLUDED IN
INSERVICE TEST PROGR4M

EDG COOLING WATER
HEAT EXCHANGER

SUSOUEHA 90-200-08
NNA

L4CK OF OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION OF
ESW SIDE DG AUXILIARYHE4T
EXCHANGERS.

EDG COOLING WATER
HEAT EXCHANGER

SUSQUEHA 90-200-07
NNA

WATER CHEMISTRY OF ESW W4S NOT
CONTROLLED PROPERLY. THIS RESULTED
IN SEDIMENT4TION AND TUBE PLUGGING
WHICH SUBSEQUENTLY EFFECTED HEAT
TRANSFER CAPABILITY OF CL4SS IE
COMPONENT'S HE4T EXCH4NGER.

EDG LOAD CAPACltV R I VER
BEND

90-200-02

EDG FUEL OIL STORAGE SUSQUEHA 90-200-09
LEVEL IND]CATION NNA

FUEL OIL STOR4GE TANK LEVEL
INDICATIONS INOPERABLE. NO
INDIC4TION OF FUEL OIL LEVEL IN
STORAGE TANK DUE TO INOPERAB I L I T v
OF LEVEL INSTR~tS..SUE TO ERRORS
I N SETPOI NT C4L WQN, LEVEL
INSTUMENTS COU j4QT~QE CALIBRATED
PROPERLY.

EDG 14r2 SEQUENCE t8ADING
CALCULATIONS 4CCEPT4NCE CR I TERIA
WERE BASED ON MANUFACTURER'S
TEST. THE LICENSEE DID NOT ANALYZE
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE ACTUAL
LOADS AND LOADS USED IN TEST. NO
ANALYSIS PERFORMED TO SHOW EDG
WOULD P IO'K IIP 1 flAA TN c WAi lcN~g
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E DG OVE CrL QAD AL4RM SUSOUE HA 90-200-02
NNA

SETPOINT CALCULATION DID NOT
CONSIDER REL4Y DRIFT

EDS ROOM HVAC POI NT
BEACH

90-201-21 NONCONSERVATIVE CALCULATION FOR EDG
ROOM TEMPERATURE FOR HV4C SY5TEM
REOUIREMENT5.

E DS ROOM HVA TROJAN 90-200-07 EDG ROOM HVAC WAS NOT DESIGNED TO
WITHSTAND EFFECTS OF TORNADO. IN
THE EVENT TORNADO HVAC DUCT
COLL45PE, HVAC C4PABILITV WOULD BE
GREATELY REDUCED. EXHAUST OF
COMBU5TION G4SES COULD BE DAM4GED
4FFECT ING OPER4BIL ITY OF THE EDG.

EDG PQQ~ HVC
'O

'IPMENT IN EDG
RQQf i

TROJAN 90-200-0'5 EDG ROOM TEMPERATURE WAS MAINTAINED
HIGHER THAN THE TEMPERATURE FOR
WHI CH THE EQUI PMENT WAS OVALIF IED.
HVAC HEAT LOADING CALCULATI ONS HAD
VARIOUS ERRORS.

EDS 5 ~ C I~ Ri~ IEc
VA VE

SHE ARON 9()-20(>-02
HARRIS

SEISMIC OUAL IF ICATION OF EDG AIR
TANK REL I EF VALVES WAS NOT
DETERMI NED. ENGINEERING EV4LU4TION
WAS NOT CORRECT AND POTENTI4L OF
COMMON MODE FAILURE WAS NOT
CONSIDERED.

EDG 5'TAr--:;NG AIR
c Ye~Em

R I VER
BEND

90-200-09 EDS AIR START LOCK OUT FEATURE
COULD PREVENT THE 4UTOMATIC START
OF THE EDG IF THE ST4RT WAS
INITIATED AT 160 PSIG AND WA5
UNSUCCESSFUL . L I CENSEE AGREED TO
REVIEW THE PRESSURE L I MIT SETPQINT
FOR MORE APPROPRIATE TS LIMIT

( I .E .. LIMIT NOW AT 160 PSIG) .

PDG c TQck=i 1ANv'vEi
I Nc -P,UM

SONG= gp- 2(>0- I 5 VARIOUS DEF I CIENC IES WERE NOTED IN
EDG FUEL STORAGE TANK LEVEL
CAL I BRAT ION.

E DS 5T QFrkGP T ANi
VEfv'T L I N~

TROJAN 90-200-04 VENT L INES 4ND FLRl% ARRESTER LINES
FROM BOTH EDG FUEL OIL BURIED
STORAGE TANh WERE CLOSE TO EAC+
OTHER AND WERE 7 FT ABOVE GROUND.
THESE LINES ARE NOT OUALIFIED TO
WITHSTAND 4 TORNADO. LINES COULD BE
SEVERED. EXPOSING T4NKS 4ND DEBRIS
COULD CLOS I NT AKES
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EDG-SEQUENCER POINT
BEACH

90-201-02 DYNAMIC 4NALYSI . QT PERFORMED
FOR EDG. 0/L REL4Y 8ETTING OF ESF
MOTOR WAS NON CONSERVATIVE
CONSIDERING SEOUENCER WINDOW FOR
L04D 4CCELERATION. SEOUENCER WINDOW
T I MING SETTING D I D NOT CONS I DER
UNCERTA INT I ES OF THE TIME DEL4Y
REL4YS.

E DG- BE QUE NC E F( SHEARQN 90-200-01
HARRIS ~4

EDG VOLTAGE DROP C4LCULATION HAD
THE FOLLOWINS ERRORS. SEQUENCE
TIMER DRIFT W4S NOT CONSIDERED.
COMPUTER CODE WAS NOT VALIDATED.
CALCULATION INPUTS WERE NOT
VERIFIED. TR4NS IENT EFFECTS OF
SUDDEN L04DING WERE NOT CONSIDERED.

FIRE PROTECT ION
P l P I NG IN THE EDC
RQQI i

SUBQUEHA 90-200-10
NNA

FIRE PROTECTION PIPING IN THE EDG
ROOM WAB NQT SE ISMI CALLY QUAL I F IED.

FUEL QlL PQl WT

BEACH
90- 201-1 6 QUALITY OF THE STORED FUEL OIL DID

NOT MEET ANSI/ASTM D975-78
REQUIREMENTS REGARDING COULD POINT
WHICH IS INDIC4TIVE OF VISCOSI TY
AND ABILITY OF FREE FLOW. PORTIONS
OF TRANSFER PIPING W4S EXPOSED TO
FREEZING TEMPER4TURES ~ FUEL MAY NQT
FLOW FREELY.

F UEL 0 l L

FUEL OIL

FUEL 01L STORAGE
TAN), DAv TAN>.. EDG
RM HVAL

POINT
BEACH

POINT
BEACH

SHE ARON
HARA I B

90-201-19

90-201-20

90- 200-05

PROCEDURE FOR DELIVERING FUEL OIL
UNDER EMERGENCY COND I T I QNB WAS
FOUND DEF I CIENT.

FE4SI BILI TY STUDY FQR 4PPENDI X R

SCENARIO WAS FOUND IN4DEQUATE.

ERROR IN DESIGN CALCULATIONB FOR
LEVEL SETTING FQR FUEL OIL DAY TANK
AND STORAGE TA~ jlVAC CALCULATIONS
DO NOT CONSIDER'f'AH CURVES QR

STATIC PRESSURE~ ~AC CALCULATIONS
DO NOT CONSIDER.'~PT OF NQN-CLASS
1E HEATERS. C,',.:. '., "

FUEL Oil TAhlv BRUNSWIC 91-09-04
K

EDS FUEL OIL SYSTE~ PROCEDURES DID
NOT ASSURE THAT TECH SPEC
REQUIREMENTS WOULD BE MET FOR FUEL
LEVELS AND TRANSPORTATION.
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EDSF I F INDINGS
c=a=arscsrc-ci

COMPONEN1

FUEL 0]L TANK

PLANT F I ND I NG
NUMBER

BRUNSWIC 91-09-08
k

P

r======
. Q- ~

V...

EDG FUEL LOW LEVEL 4LARM SETPOINT
WAS SET BELOW TECH SPEC VRLUE.

FUEL OIL TANK

FUEL OlL TR4NSFER
EQUIPMENT

QUAD
CITIES

PQINT
BEACH

91-07-11

90-201-15

LACK OF DOCUMENTATION TO
DEMQNSTR4TE CAPABILITY OF FUEL OIL
SYSTEM TO PERFORM SAFETY FUNCTION.
DEFICIENCES INCLUDED LEVEL,
TRANSFER PUMP, STORAGE TANK.

PORTIONS OF THE FUEL OIL TR4NSFER
SYSTEM WERE NOT OURL IF IED FOR
SEISMIC EVENT.

FUEL OIL TRANSFER
EQU l PME NT

POI NT
BEACH

90-201-17 THE FUEL OIL TRANSFER SYSTEM WAS
CLASSIFIED 4S A NON SAFETY RELATED
SYSTEM. THIS SYSTEM HAD TO BE
UPGR4DED TO A SAFETY RELATED
SYSTEM, BUT THE LICENSEE DID NQT
H4VE ANY COMPREHENSIVE PROCEDURES
TO ACHIEVE THIS G04L.

FUEL Gl I TRANSFER
EOul>MENT

POlNt
BEACH

90-201-18 SEVERAL MODIFICATION PACKAGES IN
THE FUEL OIL SYSTEM HAD NOT BEEN
CLASSIFIED 4S 04.

FUEL QIL TR4NSFER SONGS
PUMP HOUSE ROOF VENT

89-200-07 LACK OF OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR
TORNADO CONDI T IONS. PORTIONS OF R
VENT LINE ABOVE THE ROOF OF THE EDG
FUEL TRANSFER PUMP HOUSE WAS NOT
PROTECTED FROM TORNADO MISSILES.
PLANT DID NOT HAVE A PROCEDURES TO
MITIGATE D4MAGE C4USED BY A
MISSILE.

FUEL STORAGE TRNY DURNE
RRNQI D

91-002-09 EDG FUEL STORAGE T4NK C4PRCITY DID
NQT MEET THE 7 DAY FUEL CAPACITY
COMMITTMENTS IN THE FSRR.

F UEi TRNi . EDG

F USE.

QUAD
C11 IES

91-07-12

TROJAN 90-200-16

PORT ION OF THE FUEL OIL SYSTEM WRS
FOUND NON-SE I SMIC ~ EDG BUS DUCTS
ALSO FOUND NON~%%IIC.

~~

LACK OF R DOCUMENTED PROGRRM
.FUSE CONTROL.

F USE GRAND
GULF

90-24-01 THE TE4M FOUND THE 4DDITION OF
FUSES DUE TO DESIGN CH4NGE PACKAGE
87/0034 RESULTED IN LOSS OF
COORDIN4TION OF PROTECTIVE DEVlCES
IN THE BRANCH CIRCUiTS.
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EDSF I F I ND INGS
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COMPONE NT PLANT FINDING
NUMBER

FINDING
MEMO

FUSE

FUSE

WATERFOR 90-23-02C
D

DUANE 91-002-05C
ARNQLD

LICENSEE FAILED TO HAVE 4 LISTING
OF FUSES INST4LLED IN THE PLANT OR
WHICH FUSES SHOULD HAVE BEEN
INSTALLED.

FUSES IN THE REMOTE SHUTDOWN PANEL
SIZED INCORRECTLY WITH REGARD TO
DESIGN DR4WINGS. LICENSEE DID NOT
HAVE DESIGN BASIS TO JUSTIFY
INCORRECT SIZES.

FUSE ST.
LUC I E

91-03-05 INCORRECT FUSES WERE INSTALLED IN
THE PL4NT. FUSE CONTROL PROGRAM
ESTABLISHED BUT HAS NQT BEEN
COMPLETED.

FUSE MC GU I RE 91-09-06 FFSE CONTROL PROGRAM DID NOT
INCLUDE THE FUSES IN THE MEDIUM
VOLTAGE SWITHGEAR CONTROL
COMPARTMENTS.

FUSE SQUT> 91-05-01
TEXAS

THE FUSE CONTROL PROGRAM BEING
INITIATED D I D NOT ADDRESS THE
VALIDATION OF EX I STING FUSES.

FUSE QUAD
CITIES

91-07-06 INSTALLED FUSES DO NOT MATCH SIZES
SHOWN ON DESIGN DR4WINGS.

FUSE 1200 AMPc GRAND 90-24-01
Gu F

NO COORDINATION OF C IRCUI T BREAKERS
AND THE FUSES IN THE 125 V DC MAIN
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM. THIS WAS 4
RESULT OF 4 MODIFICATION WHERE FUSE
WERE INST4LLED IN LINE WITH THE
MAIN BATTERY TO BUS BREAKER AND THE
BUS TO DISTRIBUTION PANEL.

G<: I

GRQU<v.' 'l'i G+ j ~

BRUNSwlC 91-09-01
V

WATERFQR 90-23-04
D

I NADEOUATE PROCEDURES FOR
VERIF IC4T ION OF AVAILABILITYOF
OFFSI TE POWER WITH REG4RD TO NUMBER
OF TRANSMISSION LII4ES AVAILABLE AND
THE MAXIMUM AND tffgfMUM VOLTAGES.

LICENSEE FAILED TO DETERMINE THE
ADEOUACY OF THE ST4T I ON GROUNDING
GRID DESIGN.

HQ I ST WATERFQR 90-23-02B
D

L I CENSEE FAILED TO ESTABLISH AND
IMPLEMENT OF THE APPRQP I ATE
CONTROLS FOR SECURING HOISTS.
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EDSF I F INDINGS

COMPONENT PLANT F I ND I NG
NUMBER

F I ND I NG
NEMO

Ht=C I ROC~ HVA SUSOUEHA 90-200-06
NNA

~ -:AJ

THERMAL INSULATION FROM HPCI PUMP,
BOOSTER PUMP 4ND CROSSOVER PIPING
WAS REMOVED DURING N4INTENANCE AND
WAS NOT RE I NSTALLED. TH15 AFFECTS
CAPABILITY OF ROOM HVAC SYSTEM.

HVAC Nc GUIRE 91-09-02 I NADEOUATE VENT I L4T ION WAS PROVIDED
FOR COOLING THE EDG ROOM5 DURING
FOR THE TINE THE DIESEL ENGINE IS
IN STANDBY MODE .

HVAC, MC GUI RE 91-09-05'ENTILATION IN THE BATTERY ROONS
WA5 M4RGIN4L FOR HYDROGEN REMOVAL.

I NST RUNE t 't DUANE
ARNOLD

91-002-044 CALIBRATION OF INSTRUMENTS
4SSQCIATED WITH EDG FOUND
INADEOUATE PROBLENS INCLUDED
INCONSISTENT USE OF TOLER4NCES AND
CALIBRATION UNITSt ERRORS ON DATA
SHEET5, AND INCORRECT USE OF
CALIBRATION PROCEDURES.

I EST RuNE.'.T DUAt4E
ARNOLD

91-002-04B DAY TANK LEVEL SWI TCH SETPOINT
DISCREPANCIES. FUEL OIL DAY TANK
LOW-LOW LEVEL SETPOINTS DID NOT
COMPLY WITH DESIGN DOCUMENTS,
PROCEDURES 4ND SPECIFICATIONS.

INVEF'TEt

I AVE RT E.

POINT
BEACH

SONGS

90-201-26

89-200-06

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES FOR
INVERTERS DID NOT INCLUDE CHECK OF
INVERTER'5 LOW VOLT4GE CUT OFF
SETTING.

INVERTER LOW DC VOLT4GE CUTOFF ON
THE EOUIPMENT WAS FOUND TO BE
DIFFERNET THAN ITS V4LUE SHOWN ON
ENGINEERING CALCULATIONS.

] taVEF'1 j t- t RGJAra 90- 200-O~ DlFFERENCE BETWEEN DESIGN BA515
OUTPUT VOLTAGE REOVIREMENTS AND
1HOSE SPEC IF I ED JN Tt& VENDOR S
MANUAL WERE NQT RESOLVED.
CALCULATIONS FOR VOLTAGE DRQt'ND
FOR TRANSFER SETPOINT IIERE NOT
PERFORMED.

INVERTS> TNI -1 90-81-02 LACK OF DBD TQ CONF I RM WORST CASE
LOADS ON I NVERTER. INADEOUATE
ANALYSIS TQ CQNF IRM VOLTAGE DROP TQ
I NVERTER LOADS.
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EDSF I F I ND I NG5
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COMPONEhtT PLANT F I NDING
NUMBER

F INDING
MEMO
ra==-==

~ ~

~ ~ ~

INVERTER

INVERTER

WATERF OR 90-23-01 B
D

WATERFOR 90-23-01C
D

LICENSEE FAILED 4Q VERIFY DESIGN
C4LCULATION DURING THE MODIFICATION
WHICH CHANGED L04DS TO POWER
DISTRIBUTION P4NNEL. (FAILURE TO
CONSIDER A POWER FACTOR AND LOAD
FACTOR FOR 120 VAC LOADS.

SAFETY RELEATED INVERTER TR IP
SETPOINTS HAS NOT BEEN EVALUATED
FOR THEIR ASSOCI4TED VOLTAGE DROPS
FROM THE STATION B4TTERIES.

INVERTER

INVERTER

WATERFOR 90-23-02D
D

WATERFOR 90-23-02E
D

LICENSEE FAILED TO HAVE 4DEQU4TE
MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES THAT
INCLUDED THE TESTING OF ALL
PROTECTIVE FUNCTIONS OF THE UPS.

LICENSEE FAILED TO INCLUDE TESTING
PROVISIONS FOR THE UPS AS
RECOMMENDE BY THE VENDOR TECHNICAL
MANUAL.

INVERTER. DC M01GR TMJ-1 90-Bl-01 DC VOLT4GE DROP CALCS FAILED TO
ADDRESS MINUMUM VOLTAGE REQUIRED AT
THE TERMIN4LS OF CLASS IE INVERTER
4ND DC MOTOR5.

KNIFE SWITCH POI NT
BEAC~

90-201-12 KNIEF SW I THCHES USED FOR CONNECTING
ALTERNATIVE CONTROL POWER SOURCES
FOR CLASS 1E SWITHGEAR ilJERE NOT
QUALI F I ED FOR SE ISMI C EVENT. IN
C4SE SUCH AN EVENT OCCURS, CONTROL
POWER FOR SEISMIC SWI TCHGEAR OF
BOTH TRAINS WOULD BE LOST.

LOAD CENTER SUSQUEHA 90-200-04
NhlA

QUEST ION4LBE SEISMIC QU4L IF I CAT ION
OF 250/125 VDC LOAD CENTER BREAKERS
IN RACKED OUT POSITION.

LOAD SEQUENCE= SEOUOYAH 91-02-03 DURING TESTING OF LOAD SEQUENCING
TO THE EDG THE pe!%PI VOLTAGE
RECORDED FOR E IAL 'BUSE5 DID
NOT MEET ACCEP Ngf~ITERIA. TEST
DEFICIENCIES WERC NPgp PROPERLY
D I SPOS I T I ONED.

LUBE OIL t JKT. WTR. SHEARON 90-200-03
HTR HARRIS

EDG LUBE OIL AND JACKET WATER
HEATERS WERE NON CL455 1E. WHICH
COULD BE LOST DURING A SEISMIC
EVENT. THERE W45 NO EVIDENCE OF THE
EDG STARTING WITHIN 10 SECONDS
W I THOUT THESE HEATERS IF LUBE OIL





TEMPERA% URE FELL BELOW 40 F .

Pane No.
()8/27/91

EDSF I F I ND I NGS

CQMPONEt>T PLANT F I ND I NG
NUMBER

F I ND I NG
ME MQ

MCC SONGS B9-200-02 EDG ROOM 4MB I ENT TEMPERATURE WAS
FOUND AT 122 F DURING STATION
NORMAL OPERATION. MCCS LOCATED IN
THIS AREA WERE QUAL IF IED AT 104 F

MAXIMUN OPERAT ING TEMPER4TURE .

04 TRQ JAN 9(i-200-'1 5 t ICENSEE FAILED TO EVALUATE LOW
VALUES OF MOTOR POL4RIZ4TION INDEX
NOTED DURING MAINTENANCE.

MQ't OR TMI -1 90-Bf-06 MAKE UP PUMP MOTOR WAS UNDERSIZED.
LOCA DUTY REQUIRED OUTPUT OF 837 HP
WHERE AS MOTOR WAS RATED FOR 700
HP.

MQTQF DUANE
ARNOLD

91-002-08 DC MOTOR CURRENT STUDY DID NOT
JUST IFY 4VAIL4BILITY OF ADEQUATE
CURRENT FOR WORST CASE CONDITIONS.
STUDY AFFECTED DC MOTOR OPER4TED
VALVES.

QF PERR v 91-05-04 VOLTAGE DROP FOR STARTING OF 460V
SAFETY RELATED MOTORS NOT
EVALUATED.

MOTOR PERRY 91-05-05 STEADY STATE VOLTAGE DROP FOR 460V
MOTORS NOT EVALUATED FOR DEGREADED
GR I D CONDITIONS.

MOTOR t HPCS AND SSW) RIVER
BEND

90-200-03 I N ACCORD4NCE WITH 4 USAR
REQUIREMENT FOR 4 FAST TR4NSFER
SCHEME WHEN NORMAL BUSES ARE
t OST.THE TEAM NOTED THAT NO
SNYCHRONIZING OF THE VOLTAGES
EXISTS WHEN TRANSFERING FROM NORMAL
TO ALTERNATE OFFSITE POWER.
CONDITION EXISTS FOR LOP TO HPCS 4

SSW MOTORS

MQ'' CQt." i, tQt-
A

DIAB 0 91-07-02
CANYON

LACh OF ANALYSIS TO JUST IF Y THE
EFFECTS OF DEGRADED GRID VOLTAGE ON

THE QPERABIL I TY I= tUVS 4ND 120 VAC
CONTACTORS.

PENE1RAT ] Qt~ T M I —1 90-81 07 DUE TQ UNAVAILIBILITYOF HE4T LOAD
CALCULATI QNS. ADEQUACY OF
PENETRAT I QN COULD NOT BE
DETERMINED.
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EDSF I F I ND INGS

COMPONE>T PLANT FINDING
NUMBER

F I ND I NS
MEMO

RFLA>

RELAY

PO I N t

BEACH

PO I N'T

BEACH

90-201-11

90-201-25

%%4
g

A COMMON RELAY dOI'ACTING CONTROL
CIRCUITS OF BOTH CCW PUMPS COULD
FAIL ON A SEISMIC EVENT AND DISABLE
PUMPS OF BOTH TR41NS.

IN4DEOUATE PROGRAM FOR CALIBR4TION
OF PROTECTiVE RELAYS.

REzAt SUSOUEHA 90-200-05
NNA

DEGRADED VOLTAGE REL4Y SETTINGS DID
NOT PROVIDE ADEOUATE PROTECTION FOR
THE SAFE OPERATION OF 4LL CLASS 1E
L04DS.

RELAY SUSGUE HA 90-200-1 1

NNA
SEVERAL RELAYS (I.E.,
UNDER VOLT 4GE, OVERCURRENT, T I M INS 4ND
AL4RM ) WERE FOUND TO BE OUT OF
CALIBRATION. PL4NT DID NOT HAVE
PROGRAM TO EVALUATE AS-FOUND DAT4
ASSOCIATED WITH THE OUT OF
CALIBRATION PROBLEM.

RE- Aw SU SO J EH 4 90- 200- 1 2
NNA

IMPROPER APPLICATION OF
UNDERVOLTAGE RELAYS. INSTALLED
UNDERVOLTAGE RELAYS DROPOUT SETTING
WAS OUTSIDE OF MANUFACTURER'S
RANGE.

RELAY SHEAROtV
HARRIS

90-200-06 EMERGENCY LOAD SEOUENCER RELAYS
WERE FOUND TO BE UNDERSiZED
CONS I DERED DC INDUCTIVE RATING ON
CONTACTS. ENGINEERING ANALYSIS WAS

NON CONCLUSIVE.

WATERFOR 90-23-014
D

DEGRADED GR I D PROTECT I VE RELAYS
HAS NOT BEEN ADEOUATELY EVALUATED
TO PROTECT AND ENSURE FUNCTIONALITY
OF SAFETY RELATED LOADS ON THE 120
VAC LEVEL.

RECA-

RELAY DUANE
4RNOL D

91-002-05B

WATERF OR 90-23-024
D

FAILURE TO HAVE 4QEQUATE PROCEDURE
FOR UNDERVOLTASE RELAYS THAT
CONSIDERED EOUIAffNT DR IF T I N

SETPOINT DETERHINATSON.

T4P SETTINGS FOR PHASE A RELAY OF 4
KV BUS FEEDER BKR W4S SET
INCORRECTLY 4LLOWING FEEDER B<R TO
TRIP BEFORE DOWNSTREAM BKR.
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EDSF I F I ND I NGS

COMPONE NT

RELAY

PLANT

Sl .

LUC I E

F INDI NG
NUMBER

91-03-OS

F INDING
MEMO

e~

PROTECTIVE RELAYS IK'RC FOUND TO BE
PROPERLY CALIBRATED. HOWEVER,
PROTECT I VE RELAYS SETTING
CAL IBRAT ION PROCEDURES NEED
I MPROVEMENT .

RELAY

RELAv

ST.
LUC I E

ST.
LUC I E

91-03-07

91-03-08r

PROTECTIVE RELAY SETTINGS WERE NOT
LISTED ON DRAWING.

THE SAME PROTECTIVE RELAY SETT I NG
WAS USED FOR REDUNDANT BREAKERS
(4.16KV) ALTHOUGH THE LO4DS WERE
DIFFERENT FOR BOTH BRE4KERS.

RELAY FORT
CALHOUN

91-01-06 LACK OF DESIGN DOCUMENTATION FOR
THE RATINGS OF EDG SEQUENCE CIRCUIT
T I MERS.

Rf LAY BRUNSWIC 91-09-03 DESIGN ERRORS FOUND IN THE SHORT
CIRCUIT STUDY AND DEGRADED GRID
VOLT4GE SETTINGS.

RE" Av QUAL
CITIES

91-07-01 DEGRADED GRID VOLT4GES SETPOI NTS
SET TOO LOW. SYSTEM VOLTAGE REVIEW
INADEOUATE

RELAv QUAD
CITIES

91-07-08 CR 120A REL4YS WERE FAILING DUE TO
4 HIGHER THAN RATED VOLTAGE APPLIED
TO THE RELAY COILS. 4DEOUATE
CORRECTIVE ACTION HAD NOT BEEN
TAKEN.

RELAY PERRY 91-05-02 DEGREADED GRID VOLTAGE PROTECTION
INADEOUATE DURING 4 5 MINUTE DELAY
BEFORE TRANSFER TO THE EDGS.

RELAY l PROTECT 1 VE ) PALO
VERDE

90-42-07 LICENSEE PROCEDURES FQR RECORDING
AS FOUND DAT4 LACKED DATA RELATIVE
TO PROTECTIVE RELAYS'ATA ENTRY
RECORDING FOR REL4Y SETPQINT DRIFT
OR OUT OF TOLERANCE WAS NOT
INCLUDED IN THE PRQQEDURE. THE
LICENSEE IS EVALUATING CALIBR4TION
AND TESTING OF REL4YS.

RELAY (PROTECTIVE) MONTICEL 90-018-03
LO

PROTECTIVE REL4YS MAY NOT DETECT
DEGRADED CONDITIONS AND TRANSFER
SAFETY LOADS TO THE EDG AT 4
INADEOU4TE VOLT4GE LEVEL. THIS IS
DUE TO PQTENT14L RELAY DRIFT NOT
ACCOUNTED FOR IN TECH SPEC RELATED
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EDSF I FINDINGS
s @ca a c

COMPONENT

RE 51 5't Qt

PLANT F I NDI NG
NUMBER

DUANE 91-002-03
ARNOLD

F I NDI NG
MEMO

I
EDG NEUTRAL GROUNDING RESISTOR
UNDER51 ZED FOR OVERHE4T ING DUE TQ
SHORT C I RCUI T CURRENT .

54FETv CRANE TM I - 1 90-81-1 1 LICENSEE F41 LED TO 4DEQUATELY
PERFORM SAFETY EVALUATIONS IN
CON JUCT ION WITH THE I NST4LLATI QN OF
TWO MAINTENANCE CRANES.

54FE'7v RELATED PANEL MONTICEL 90-018-02
LO

TWENTY DEF I ENC I ES WERE I DENT IF I ED
BETWEEN THE DESIGN DRAWINGS 4ND
F I ELD INSTALLATI ON IN THE FOLLOWING
SAFETY RELATED P4NELS: REMOTE
SHUTDOWN PANEL — C292, RHR, CS, ADS
PANEL - C33, RWCU AND RECIRCUL4TION
BENCHBOARD C04 AND 480 VAC PANEL
MCC-B43.

RIVER
BE "4D

90-200-08 UNANALYZED TRIP CONDITION FOR THE
NORMAL SEVICE WATER (NSW) PUMP
TRIP. AND STANDBY SERVICE WATER
INIT I AT ION ON 4 LOW

DIFFERENTIA'RESSURE

SIGNALS

S5W PUMP liQTOF R I VER
BE I'D

90-200-10 TWO PUMP MOTORS OF THE SSW 4RE
DESIGNED TO START AT 30 AND 60
SECONDS. HOWEVERS THE TiMERS ARE
NOT SNYCHRONI ZED. THE LICENSEE HAS
NOT ANALYZED THE CONDI T ION OF BOTH
PUMP5 START I NG SIMULTANEOUSLY
CREATING AN UNANALYZED PIPING
STRESS CONDITION~

STEA., DRA I N L I NE . MC GUI RE 91-09-04
EDG

I NADEOUATE QUALIF I CAT I QN OF
FEEDWATER AND STFAM DRAIN LINES.
FAILURE OF THE STE4M DRAIN L INE5
COULD CAUSE BOTH D I ESEL UNI TS TQ BE

S I GNIF I CANTLY DAMAGED~

SWI TCH GEAR ) 3.8t 'S. PER~V
4. 1a" '. 48.iV

91-05-0 ~ SHORT C IRCUI T STUDY DID NOT
CONSIDER POTENTIAL HIGHER SYSTEM
BOLTAGES. THE 9HQRT CIRCUIT
CONTR I BUT I ON ASSUMED WAS CONS I DERED
NON CONSERVATIVES

5WS CQMPQt4E NT TROJAN 90-200-08 MINIUM TEMPERATURE IN THE SWS AREA
COULD BE LOWER THAN THE
OVALIF I C4T I QN TEMPERATURE OF SYSTEM
COMPONENTS . PRE SSURE TRANS I ENT S
FROM START I NG 4 PARTI ALLY DRAINED
SY5TEM WERE NQT CONS I DERED. THI 5
CQUI D DAMAGE PUMP% P t P t hi! AV t= AN<
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COMPONE NT PLANT F I ND I NG
NUMBER

F INDING
MEMO

TRANSF QRME R PALO
VERDE

90-42-02
r ~

EXCEEDED THE R4 ST4RTUP
TRANSFORMERS X01 AND X03 DUE TO
EXCESS CURRENT DURiNG 4 POSTULATED
TRANSIENT EVENT ( IE. ~ RX TRIP) . THIS
WOULD HAVE RESULTED IN A LOSS OF
BOTH OFFSITE POWER SOURCES TO UNIT
2 WHICH ARE NEEDED TO MITIGATE A
TRA I NS I ENT EVENT.

7RANSF ORME R MONTICEL 90-018-04
LO

THE TESTING PROGR4M DID NQT VERIFY
A SUCCESSFUL TRANSFER FROM
TRANSFORMER N0.1R TO TRANSFORMER
NO. 1AR 4ND SUBSEQUENT LOADING OF
lAR SAFETY BUSES. THiS COULD 4FFECT
THE SAFE SHUTDOWN QF THE PL4NT
PERTS 3. 9. A. 1 ~ B.

TRANSFORMER TMI-1 90-81-03 SHORT CIRCUIT STUDY DID NOT
CONSIDER MAXIMUM GRID VOLTAGE
CONTRIBUTION AND 4SSUMED INCORRECT
TAP SETTINGS OF THE 4UX ILI4RY
TRANSFORMERS.

TRANSFORMER DUANE
ARNOLD

91-002-02 LACK OF SURGE PROTECTION FOR 4 KV
MOTORS AND L04D CENTER
TRANSFORMERS.

TRANS'RME P ST ~

LUC IE
91-03-01 NO OPERATING PROCEDURES TO CONTROL

THE SH4RING AND LOADING OF A SAA
STARTUP TRANSFORMER BETWEEN UNITS
AS DESCRIBED IN THE FS4R ST
STARTUP TRANSFORMER UNDERSIZED FOR
SHARING LOADS.

TRAN5F QRME R

TRANSFORMER
(DRY'YPE4'60/48'>-Vl

FORT
CALHOUN

RIVER
BEND

91-01-02

90-200-05

4160 V AND 480 V TRANSFORMERS HAD
BEEN REPLACED WITH HIGHER
IIMPEDENCE MODELS'OWEVERS THIS
CAUSED ONE TRANSFORMERS TO BE
OVERLOADED UNDER CERTAIN
CONDITIONS

„~$
THE PROTECTION ~Y:-TYPE
4260/480-V LO4D~~CR TR4NSFORMERS
4GA INST L I GHT I+iMAS f40T
CONSIDERED. THE LICENSEE INDICATED
THAT IT PREPARED TO ADD ARRESTERS
FOR SURGE PROTECTION, BUT ARRESTERS
WERE NOT PL4NNED TO BE DIRECTLY
CONNECTED TO TRANSFORMERS.
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srrrrrssssssrr

:QMPONENT PLANT F INDING
NUMBER

F I ND I NG
MEMO

T RANSF ORME R
<5'TARTUP)

PALO
VERDE

90-42-03 POTENT14L IN4DVE OVERLOAD OF
STARTUP TR4NSFORMER DUE TO
PROCEDURE L4CK ING SUFFICIENT DETAIL
TO ALLOW OPERATORS TO CONTROL
L04DING. THE LICENSEE IS TAKING
ACTION TO IMPROVE PROCEDURE. NRC
FOLLOW UP ON IMPLEMENTATION OF
PROCEDURE WILL BE PERFORMED.

TRANSFORMER. MOTOR TROJAN 90-200-14 L4CK OF 4CCEPT4NCE CRITERIA INfLEGTR I C4L M4 INTENANCE PROCEDURES .

VITAL 18C PALO
P 1 5 T R; BU T I Ohl PANEL VERDE

90-42-06

TRANSM1551ON LINE MC GUlRE 91-09-07 THE GUY WIRE ANCHORS FOR THE 230K V
4ND 525KV INCOMING LINES LOC4TED
NEAR THE MAIN TR4NSFORMERS DID NOT
HAVE PROTECTIVE B4RRIER.

LiCENSEE W4S NOT PERFORMING ROUTINE
PM ON VITAL INSTRUMENTATION AND
CONTROL P4NELS. YEARLY iNSPECTION
AND CLE4NING OF P4NELS HAD NOT BEEN
COMPLETED PER THE VENDOR TECH
MANUAL 4ND REG GUIDE 1.33
REOUIREMENTS FOR M4INTEN4NCE OF
SAFETY RELATED EQUIPMENT.





ENCLOSURE 1

EDSF I FINDINGS
September 3, 1991

Input based on EDSFI f indings at the fol lowing plants:

Brunswick
Fort Calhoun
McGuire
Palo Verde
South Texas
Shearon Harr is
TMI'-1
Ha tch

Duane Arnold
Grand Gu I f
Perry
Ouad C ities
Song s
Sequoya
Trojan
Dresden

Diablo Canyon
Mon ti ce l 1 o
Point Beach
River bend
Susquehanna
St. Lucie
Mater ford

Some open items have been omitted from this data base because of
l ack of sa fety signa f icance.
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COMPONENT PL4NT FINDING
NUMBER

F I ND I NG
MEMO
aaarr

480 BUS FORT
CALHOUN

91-01-02 DURING DEGR4DED TAGE
CONDITIONS OF LESS THAN 9'5/ OF
OPERATING VOLTAGE THE 480 VOLT
BUSES WOULD HAVE A VOLTAGE OF LESS
TH4N 90/.

41R ACCUMULATOR DUANE
ARNOLD

91-002-10 INADEOUATE DOCUMENTATION TO JUSTIFY
THE SEISMIC OUALIF IC4T ION OF RELIEF
V4LVES ON THE EDG 4IR ACCUMULATORS.

AjR COMPRESSOR QUAD
CITIES

91-07-13 IN4DEOU4TE 50.59 EVALU4TION
PERFORMED FOR MODIFICAITON DF ROTOR
DRIVEN 4IR COMPRESSORS.

A I R RECE I VER TANK SEOUOYAH 91-02-02 OPERATOR 4CTION REOIRED TO ALIGN
EDG AIR RECEIVERS TO MEET DESIGN
CR I TERIA 4ND THE LICENSING B4SI S.

BATTERY

BATTERY

POINT
BEACH

SON$ 5

90-201-27

89-200-04

ROUTINE POST MAINTENANCE TEST
PROCEDURES FOR CHECKiNG GROUND
RESIST4NCE OF BATTERIES DID,. NOT
INCLUDE TEST 4CCEPT4NCE CRITERIA.

BATTERY ROOM TEMPER4TURES COULD
FALL BELOW 60F DURING POST LOCA OR
LOSP. CONDITIONS DUE TO FAILURE OF
NON CL4SS 1E BATTERIES. REDUCED
TEMPERATURE MAY DEGRADE B4TTERIES
C4PACITY TO PERFORM ITS INTENDED
DESIGN FUNCTION.

BATTERY POINT
BEACH

90-201 -06 DURING B4TTERY SYSTEM MODIFI CAT IONi
EFFECTS ON HIGH ELECTROLITE
TEMPERATURE ON AVAILABLE FAULT
CURRENTS WERE NOT CONSIDERED. FAULT
DUTY WOULD BE HIGHER AT HIGHER
ELECTROLITE TEMPERATURES.

BATTERY

BA'TTERY

TMI -1 90-81-09

WATERFOR 90-23-05
D

LICENSEE F41LED TO ESTABLISH THE
4PPROPRIATE ACOgP~CF CRI TERIa FOR
THE TESTING OF ~ g4'; BATTERY.

L I CENSEE FAILED)~~ I DE ADEQUATE
MARGIN CALCULA~QbP 'QQQOCI ATED WITH
E4RLY BATTERY REPLACEMENT DUE TO
4GING AND LOADING EFFECTS.

BATTERY FORT
CALHOUN

91-01-04 12SVDC SAFETY RELEATED LO4DS WOULD
NOT RECEIVE SUFF I C I ENT VOLTAGE AT
THE END OF THE BATTERY DUTY CYCLE.
FUTHER VOLTAGE DROP WOULD ALSO BE
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COMPONENT PLANT FINDING
NUMBER

FINDING
MEMOarrr

BATTERY (250VDC) MONT I CEL 90-018-01
LO

THE D I VI S I ON I I ~T TERY ROOM
TEMPERATURE IS REOUIRED TO BE
M4INTAINED AT 60 F. HOWEVER, NO
TEMPERATURE INDICATION IS 4VAILABLE
TO THE OPER4TORS. FAILURE OF
ELECTRIC HE4TERS COULD GO
UNDETECTED 4ND THE B4TTERIES COULD
BE IN 4N UN4NALYZED CONDITION

BATTERY, EDG SONGS 89-200-13 HARDWARE DEFIENCIES FOUND DURING
MAINTEN4NCE W4LKTHROUGH. BATTERY
SPACERS WERE MISSING AND LOOSE.
INCORRECT BOLTS WERE USED FOR
B4TTERY CONNECTIONS. OC INVOLVMENT
W4S NOT 4DEOU4TE. LOOSE NUT FOUND
ON ENG INE 01 L F I LTERS. INADEQUATE
4IR ST4RT ENG4GEMENT.

BREAKER

BREAKER

POINT
BEACH

POINT
BEACH

90-201-07

90-201-08

DURING MODIFICATION OF TIE BREAKER
CONF IGUR4T I ON, SAFETY 4N4LYSI S
F4ILED TO 4DDRESS SEISMIC
QUAL IF I CAT ION OF NEW CONF I GURAT ION
(I.E, RACKED OUT OF POSITION. )

A SINGLE FAILURE (SUCH AS A FAULT
BETWEEN ADJACENT CABLES IN 4 SHARED
TRAY) COULD RESULT IN CLOSURE OF A
480V BUS TIE BREAKER. THIS COULD
RESULT IN LOSS OF BOTH EDGS.

BREAKER POINT
BEACH

90-201-13 EDG VOL rAGE 100/ PERMISSIVE
INTERLOCK WAS NOT PROVIDED IN EDG
BREAKER CONTROL LOGIC.

BREAKER SONGS 89-200-OS SENSOR PICKUP SETTING FOR 24 MOLDED
CASE BREAKERS WAS FOUND DIFFERERENT
ON THE EQUIPMENT THAN ITS VALUE
SHOWN ON THE RELE4TED DRAWINGS.

BREAt ER SUSOUEHA 90-200-1 3
NNA

INADEQUATE TESTV4G OF 2SO/125 VDC
GE AK C I RCUI T BREAKERS DURING
TESTING, PROPER /+~TED INPUT WAS
NOT USED. DC BREAK@ i%RE TESTED
WITH 4C

CURRENT/'REAKER

SHEARON
HARRI S

90-200-08 INSTANCES OF BBC TYPE LK-16
BREAKERS FAILED OPEN ON DEMAND WERE
NOTICED BETWEEN PM ACTIVITIES. THE
DESIGN BASIS OF THE OPENING
MECHANISM FAILED TO PROVIDE ENOUGH
FORCE TO SEPERATE CONTACTS 4$ 4INST
THF Cl AMP1NR W~fW CLP NT T
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COMPONENT

BREAKER

PLANT

R I VER
BEND

F IND I NG
NUMBER

90-200-04

F INDI NS
MEMO

4
~ ~

~\t
THE TE4M NOTED SEVERAL DEF I ENC I ES
IN FOR 41@0 V SYSTEM SHORT CIRCUIT
DESIGN CALCULATIONS. THE TE4M
DETERMINED THAT A POSTULATED F4ULT
IN DIVISION BUS 3 WUOLD BE 4T
35i783 AMPERES. THIS EXCEEDS THE
35i000 AMPERES SWITCHGE4R 4ND
CiRCUIT BRE4KER RATING.

BREAKER WATERFOR 90-23-02B
D

LICENSEE FAILED TO PROVIDE 4DEQUATE
CIRCUIT BRE4KER MAINTEN4NCE AND
SURVEILL4NCE PROCEDURES.

BREAKER DU4NE 90-002-07
4RNOLD

MAGNETI C TRIP SETTINGS OF 480VAC
BREAKERS WERE NOT IN 4CCORD4NCE
WITH DESIGN DRAWINGSS. 4CTUAL
FIELD SETT INGS WERE NON
CONSERV4T I VE . LICENSEE LACKED 4
DESIGN BAS I S FOR F I ELD SETT INSS.

BREAKEr MC GU I RE 91-09-01 125VDC CIRCUIT BRE4KERS WERE
MISCOORDINATED WITH FEEDER
BREAKERS. A SINGLE SHORT CIRCUI T
COULD CAUSE BOTH UNITS TO TRIP AND
CHALLENGE SAFETY SYSTEM. TRIPPING
OF FEEDER BRE4KER WOULD ALSO CAUSE
LOSS OF INSTRUMENTATION 4ND CONTROL
POWER.

BREAKER SEQUOYAH 91-02-01 ITE TYPE HK CIRCUIT BREAKER RATED
AT 130VDC NORMALLY RECEIVED HIGHER
VOLTAGE OF 140VDC. MANUFACTURES
PROVIDED EVIDENCE OF BREAKER

BEING'UALIFIEDTO 140VDC.

BREAvEF

BREAKER

FORT
CALHOUN

FORT
CALHOUN

91-Ol -01

91-01-03

SHORT CIRCUIT FAULT CURRENT WAS
ABOVE THE BREAKER RATINGS. CERTAIN
SHORT CIRCUIT CONTRIBUTIONS DUR1NG
CREDI BLE CONDITIONS OF OPERATION
WERE NOT

CONSIDERED'4CK

OF COORDINATION OF 480V.
120VAC. 125VDC FEEDER BREAKER AND
DOWNSTREAM BRE4KERS ON NON-CLASS 1E
LOADS

BREAKER QUAD
CITIES

91-07-02 350 MVA 4ND 250 MV4 CIRCUIT
BREAKERS COULD EXPERIENCE FAULT
CURRENTS UP TO 109/ OF THEIR MAX
INTERRUPTING RATING.
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COMPONENT PLANT F INDING
NUNBER

FINDING
MEMO
ccacaac

BREAKER QUAD
CITIES

91-07-07 AS BUILT DR4WI S CABLES,
CIRCUIT BRE4KER R4T INGS 4ND
IDENTIFICATIONe 4ND CONNECTIONS OF
WIRES D I D NOT NATCH INST4LLED
CONFIGURATIONS.

BREAKER D l ABLO 91-07-01
CANYON

LACK OF DOCUMENTATION TO JUSTIFY
INCREASED SHORT CIRCUIT
INTERRUPTING CURRENT RATING FOR THE
4160 VAC BREAKERS.

BREAKER, EDG SUSOUEHA 90-200-01
NNA

CALCUL4TIONS ERRORS IN SHORT
CIRCUIT CALCUL4TIONS AND EDG
Sl Z ING ~

BREAKER, FUSE.
CONTROL CIRCUIT

RIVER
BEND

90-200-07 LICENSEE HAD NOT PERFORMED 4N
ANALYSI 5 FOR SHORT CIRCUIT
PROTECTION OF 125 VDC II 120 VAC
CONTROL CIRCUITS. CIRCUITS PROVIDE
POWER TO CRITIC4L BRE4KERS
4SSOCIATED WITH 4CCIDENT MITIGATING
LOADS. UNCOORDINATED FUSES NAY
CAUSE LOSS OF CRITICAL EDS
EQUIPMENT

BREAKER, RELAY SHEARON
HARRIS

90-200-07 COMNERC14L DEDICATION PROCEDURES
D I D NOT REOUIRE DOCUMENTATION OF c

( 1 ) TESTING OR INSPECTIONS FOR
VERIFYING SEISMIC OUALIFICATIONS
4ND (2) CHANGES TO 35 COMMERCIAL
BREAKERS INSTALLED IN CL4SS 1E
SYSTEMS.

BREAKER/FUSE

BU5E

QUAD
CITIES

91-07-09

TMI -1 90-81-10

INSUFF I C IENT DOCUNENTATI ON TO
DENONSTR4TE COORDINATION OF
BREAKERS AND FUSES. VARIOUS
EXAMPLES OF INCORRECT COORDINATION
I DENT IF I ED BY LICENSEE. CORRECTIVE
ACTION NOT YET T4KEN ~

LICENSEE FAILED lQ ~ESS THE
AFFECTS OF TRAIggfs QN REDUNDANT
DIVISIONS 4ND ~ CIgiABILI TY OF
EQUIPMENT AND QAQL+S TO WITHSTAND
FAULTS CURRENT.

CAB I NET GRAND
GULF

90-24-02 FAILURE TO FOLLOW PROCEDURE TO
CLOSE EDG ELECTRICAL CONTROL
CABINET.
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COMPONENT

CABLE

PLANT

POINT
BEAC~

F I ND I NG
NUMBER

90-201-23

F INDING
MEMO 1 ~
c ra-== '"

e),
CONTROL CABLES TF5 TO 4UTO
START FUNCTiON OF REDUND4NT 4FW
SYSTEM WERE ROUTED IN A COMMON
CONDUIT . 4 SINGLE F41LURE COULD
DIS4BLE BOTH PUMPS.

CABLE POINT
BEACH

90-201-09 TWO CAB'S FOR 480 VDC BUS TIE
BREAKERS WERE INCORRECTLY
CLASSIFIED AS NOT SAFETY RELATED
AND C4BLES DID NOT CONFORM TO FS4R
SEPER4T ION CRITERIA. THESE MERE
SAFETY RELATED CABLES AND WERE
CONNECTED TO BREAKER CONTROL
CIRCUITS OF REDUNDANT TRAINS.

CABLE POINT
BEACH

90" 201 -1 0 PORTIONS OF 125 VDC CONTROL WIRING
FOR TRAIN A 4ND TR4IN B CCW PUMPS
SH4RED THE SAME R4CEW4Y. A SINGLE
FAULT WOULD BLOW FUSES OF CONTROL
POWER CIRCUITS OF BOTH TR41NS AND
WOULD DISABLE BOTH CCW PUMP
BREAKERS.

CABLE POINT
BEACH

90-201-22 IN M4NY C4BLES OF REDUNDANT TRAIN
SYSTEMS WERE ROUTED IN COMMON
RACEWAYS.

CABLE

CABLE

CABLE

CAB'

POINT
BEAC~

SHEARON
HARRIS

ST.
LUCJE

QUAD
CITIES

90-201-24

90-200-09

91-03-02

91-07-05

SAFETY RELATED CABLES WERE EXPOSED
TO STEAM VENT.

ROUTINE TESTING OF UNDERGROUND
CABLES DID NOT INCLUDE ALL OF THE
UNDERGROUND CABLES AS REOUIRED BY
THE FSAR BUT INCLUDED ONLY 6.9 KV
4ND 480 V CABLES.

DC MOTOR OPERATED VALVES (MOV) H4D
SMALLER CABLE SIZES THAN THOSE
RECOMMENDED BY THE VENDOR.
POTENTIAL PROBLEM QQRING DEGRADED
DC VOT4GE COND$7jf~

~'

NSUFF I C I ENT DDC~NTATI ON TO
DEMONSTRATE TH4T CABLES WERE
PROPERLY SIZED FOR ALL EDS
APPLICATIONS .

CABLE PERRY 91-05-01 VOLTAGE REGULAT ION STUD I ES 4PPL I ED
NON-CONSERVAT I VE C4BLE 1M[ EDENCES
AND CONDUCTOR TEMPERATURE
COORECTIQN FACTQR.
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COMPONE N T PLANT FINDING
NUMBER

F INDI NG
MEMO

CABLE RACEWAY

CABLE SCHEDULE

TROJAN 90-200-12

TROJAN 90-200-11

FAILURE TO TAKE CORRECTIVE ACT ION
FOR THE I DENT IF I ED PROBLEM OF
RACEWAY OVERFILL.

CABLE AND RACEWAY SCHEDULE HAD
INACCURATE INPUT INFORMATION.

CABLE TRAY PALO
VERDE

90-42-05 THE TEAM NOTED THAT TIE WRAPS IN
VERTICAL C4BLE TRAYS WERE NOT
INSTALLED EVERY 5 FEET 4S REOUIRED
BY LICENSEE SPECIF IC4TION
13-EN-300. THE LICENSEE INIT IATED
WORK REQUESTS TO INSTALL TIE WR4PS
PER THE PROCEDURE
REOUIREMENT,13-EN-300.

CRBt E. RACEWAY POINT
BEACH

90-201-05 EFFECTS OF RACEWAY OVERFILL WERE
NOT CONSIDERED IN THE FOLLOWING:
(1 ) CABLE AMPRCITY AND (2) SEISMIC
OVALIF I CAT I ON OF RACEWAYS.

CABLE, RACEWAY
SUPPQP1

TROJAN 90-200-13 EFFECTS OF OVERFILLED RACEWAYS WAS
NOT 4NALYZED FOR ST4TION
MOD IF I CAT I ONS.

CAB',MOv,EDG HvRC, TROJAN 90-200-01 DES I GN CONTROL CALCULATIONS
PERFORMED FOR C4BLE SIZING, 125 VDC
SHORT C I RCUI TS CURRENTS, MOV
TORQUES, AND EDG ROOM HCAV HAD
VARIOUS DEF I C I ENC IES.

CABLE. RACEWAY
.SUPPOR't

TROJAN 90-200-10 CABLE TRAYS AND CONDUITS WERE
OVERF ILLED. THIS 4FFECTS 4MPACITY
OF THE CABLES. THIS ALSO AFFECTS
SEISMIC OUALIFICATION OF SUPPORTS
FOR RACEWAYS.

'CA CUL RT 10t- BRUNSWIC 91-09-02
K

VARIOUS DESIGN BASIS C4LCUL4TIONS
WERE NOT COMPLETE. EVALUATIONS HAD
NOT BEEN MADE FDR QOME VOLT4GE DlP
AT MOTOR TERMIh+LQ;. STEADY STATE
VOLTAGE 4ND LOS~ ~T CRSE
VOLT4GE FQR 209/i~ CIRCUITS, BUS
TRANSFER LOGICS

'Cw

ROOM HVRC TROJAN 90-200-09 FAILURE OF THE FAN COOLING UNIT IN
THE CCW PUMP ROOM MAY LEAD TO
HIGHER 4MBIENT TEMPERATURES. THIS
F4ILURE MAY GO UNDETECTED RND WOULD
LE4D TO FRILURE OF BOTH CCW PUMPS
AND OTHER ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT IN
THE AREA,
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COMPONENT PLANT

CQMBUSTlQN A1R. EDG TROJAN
ROOM EOUIPMENT

FINDING
NUMBERrr

90-200-06

FINDING
MEMO

-'~ ~

~ ~ar

C4LCULATI ON FOR COPlSUSTION AIR
REOUIREMENT F4ILED TO 4DDRESS FIRE
I N ONE EDG ROOM. IN C4SE FIRE OCCURS
IN EDG ROOM, D4MPER WILL CLOSE AND
BOTH EDGS WILL BE SUPPLIED AIR FROM
ONE LOUVRE. L4CK OF AIR FLOW FOR
EQUIPMENT COOLING M4Y RESULT IN
EOU I PMENT FAILURE

CONTACTOR SONGS 89-200-03 DUR I NG WORST C4SE CONDITIONS, THE
VOLTAGE AT SOME CONTACTORS CCL/LD
DROP BELOW CONTACTOR PICKUP V4LUE.

DAY TANr. SONGS 89-200-08 THE FUEL OIL DAY T4NK LOW-LEVEL
PUMP START 4ND LOW-LEVEL 4LARM
SETTINGS WERE NOT CONSISTENT WITH
TS LIMITS ON DAY T4NK VOLUME.

DAC TAN~. LEVEL
INSTRUMENTAT ] QN

SONGS 89-200- 1 4 THE LEVEL TRANSMITTER CALIBRATION
DATA SHEET DID NOT PROVIDE DATA TO
DEFINE INSTRUMENT'S RANGE.
INCONSISTENCY WAS NOTED IN 4CCURACY
VALUES. EVALUATION OF SETTING WAS
NOT CORRECT. NO DIRECTION TO
CALIBRATE INSTRUMENT IN TERMS OF
VOLUME OR LEVEL.

DC BREAKER WATERFOR 90-23-06
D

LICENSEE FAILED TO PROVIDE ADEOU4TE
CALCULATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH DC
SHORT CIRCUITS.

DC E OU1PME NT POINT
BEACH

90-201-14 BATTERY FLOAT VOLT4GES WERE FOUND
TO BE HIGHER THAN QUALIFI CATION
VOLTAGE OF CONNECTED SYSTEM
EQUIPMENT.

PQ1NT
BEACH

90-201-01

D" S Y ST E Mi COMP ONE N T SUSOUE HA 90-200-03
NNA

OVERVOLTAGE ON 250 VDC SYSTEM
DURING BATTERY FLOAT/EQUALIZE
CONDITIONS. SYSTEM FUSES WERE NOT
COMPAT4BLE WITH Ti& IATTERY
FLOAT /EOUALI ZE VPL TAOE ~

EDG SIZING CALDRON WAS BASED ON
UNVERIFIED ASS~T fQN9 4ND THUS
YIELDED NON CONSERVATIVE RESULTS.
PLANT OPERATING PROCEDURES DID NOT
4DDRESS REOUIRED OPER4TQR 4CTIONS
TO VALIDATE CREDIT TAKEN IN
CALCULATION FOR "CONTAINMENT FAN
NOT OPERAT1NG".
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COMPONENT

EDG

EDG

PLANT

POINT
BEACH

P01NT
BEACH

F I ND I NG
NUMBER

90-201-OZ

90-201-04

F INDING
MEMO

«p

see Ce

EOPS DI D NOT INCLOOE 1 1ST ING FOR
MANUAL LOADING OF EDG. IN 4BSENCE
OF THE VALUES, IT IS POSSIBLE TH4T
THE EDG COULD BE OVER L04DED DURING
ACCIDENT MITIGATION CONDITIONS.

EOPS FOR MANU4L L04DING OF EDG
FAILED TO CONSIDER INSTRUMENT
ACCURACY USED WHILE LOADING THE
EDG. LOAD T4BULATION WAS NOT
CONSERVATIVE. EOPS DID NOT INCLUDE

-4NY SPECIFIC GUID4NCE FOR CHOICE OF
L04DS AND TIMING OF LOAD REMOVAL.

EDG SONGS 89-200-01 EDG WINDING INSULATION WAS NOT
SUITABLE FOR A WET ENVIRONMENT
WHICH MAY RESULT IN SPUR IOUS
ACTUATION OF THE SPRINKLER F IRE
SUPPRESSION SYSTEM POST SSE.

EDG SONGS 89-200-10 EDG S I Z I NG C4LCULATION WAS NOT
CONSERVATIVE . THE INCREASED LOADING
MAY AFFECT CONSUMPTION AND THUS MAY
4FFECT DESIGN OF THE FUEL SYSTEM.

EDG SONGS B9-200-1 2 IMPROPER MEASUREMENTS TAKEN DURING
EDG ASSEMBLY. NO PROCUDER EXISTS
FOR TOROUING BOLTS AN 4CCESS COVERS
OF THE EDG. EVALUATION OF RECORDED
MEASUREMENTS HAD MATHEMATICAL
ERRORS MAKING RESULTS NON
CONSERVATIVE. 4LSO, NO OC
INVOLVEMENT IN SIGN OFFS.

EDG

EDG R 1 VER
BEND

90-200-Oc

TROJAN 90-200-02 LOADING REQUI REMENTS OF MOTOR
ST4RTING WAS NOT ACCOUNTED FOR IN
THE EDG SIZING CALCULATION. THE EDG
WAS UNABLE TO START 4 750 HP MOTOR
WHEN C4RRYING A BASE LOAD OF 41B2
KW

THEREFORE, THE EQQ fSAY BE
UNDERSIZED FOR QRlg APPLICATION.

THE TEAM NOTED %HAT 9?VISION 5 BUS
L04D GROUND F4ULTS MAY NOT BE
PROPERLY 4NNUNCI4TED. SENSITIVITY
OF EDG GROUND FAULT PROTECT10N
COULD INDICATE A GROUND F4ULT AT
THE EDG RATHER THAN AT THE LOAD.
OPERATOR MAY TRANSFER THE BUS TO
PREP'ERRED OFFSITE POWER.
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COMPONENT PLANT F INDI NG
NUMBER

FINDING
MEMO
RR

EDG PALO
VERDE

90-42-01 DIESEL GENERATOR ROTOR LOADI NG DATA
DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN ENGINEERING
C4LCUL4T IONS 13-EC-DG-200 AND
13-EC-NA-212. L I CENSEE FAILED TO
INCORPORATE L04D C4LCULATIONS FROM
13-EC-DG-200 INTO 13-EC-N4-212.
LICENSEE ENGINEER MUST ENSURE ENGR
DOC ARE UPDATED.

EDG PALO
VERDE

90-42-04 ERRORS IN THE "DIESEL GENER4TOR
LOAD CALCULATIONS" -13-EC-DG-200
WERE NOTED DUE TO AN4LYSIS NOT
ACCOUNTING FOR APPROXINATELY 35 KW
OF TRANSFORMER LOSSES. ALSO,
UNDETECTED MECHANICAL PROBLEMS
COULD RAISE LOAD DEM4ND. NRC WILL
CONDUCT 4 FOLLOW UP REViEW.

EDG GRAND 90-24-02
GULF

FAILURE TO FOLLOW PROCEDURES THAT
REQUIRED THE EDG CONTROL
C4BINETDOORS BE CLOSED WHEN NOT
4TTENDED.

EDG TNI -1 90-81-04 IN ABSENCE OF EDG DYN4NIC LOADING
STUDY ADEOUACY OF EDG TO SUPPLY ESF
LOADS ON DEMAND COULD NOT BE
DEMONSTRATED. L ICENSEE ' TEST
RESULTS SHOWN EXCESSIVE VOLT4GE
DROP DURING LOADING.

EDG T M I - 1 90-81 -05 EDG LOAD CAPACITY STUDY DID NOT
CONSIDER LOSSES IN ALL FEEDERS, AND
ADDITIONAL LOADS ON INVERTERS AND
BATTERY CH4RGERS IN THE
CURRENTLIMITING NODE.

EDG

EDG

DUANE
ARNOLD

DUANE
4RNOLD

91-002-014

91-002-01B

EDG COULD BE OVERLOADED DURING
PARRALLEL OPERATION WI TH GRID (TS
TEST I NG ) IN THE EVENT OF 4 LOCA
FOLLOWED BY LOSS OF OFFSI TE POWER
(LOOP ) DUE TO DEBRAOED VOLT4GE
RELAY NOT SENSING PAP ~

DE GR4DED GR I D VOLT RELAYS WOULD
FAIL TO DETECT LOSS OF GRID VOLT
DURING EDG TESTING IN PARALLEL WITH
GRID. EDG BEING TESTED NAY
M4INTAIN PWR ON BOTH ESSENTIAL
BUSES THERE BY PREVENTING 2ND EDG
FROM BEING CONNECTED RESULTING IN
POSSIBLE DAMAGE TO 1ST EDG
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MEMO
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EDG ST.
LUC I E

91-03-03 EDG ROOM TEMPERATURE TlAY EXCEED
ALLOWABLE 4MBIENT TEMPER4TURE DUE
TO INOPERATIVE VENTILATION F4N
SINCE FAN IS NOT EQUIPPED WITH
THERMOSTATIC CONTROL DR AL4RM TO
INDIC4TE ITS FAILURE TO VENTiLATE.

EBS FORl
C4LHOUN

91-01-02 I NADEOUATE ANALYSIS FOR EDG VOLTAGE
TR4NS I ENTS MOTOR START INS TIMES OR
FREQUENCY RECOVERY.

EDG BRUNSWIC 91-09-05
K

BRUNSWIC 91-09-06
K

L4CK OF CORRECTIVE ACTION ON
PREVIOUSLY IDENTIFIED DEFICIENCIES
WITH REG4RD TO EDG, PRESSURE
SWITCHES, JET ASSIST FEATURE
RELAYS, OTHERS.

DESIGN DEFICIENCES IDENTIFIED
REGARDING SEIMIC OUALIF I I CRT ION OF
EDG RIR RECEIVERS, OU4LITY OF 4IR
IN RECIEVERS, FREEZE PROTECTION FOR
EDS CELLS, AND EFFECT OF TORNADOS
ON EDG EZHAUST SILENCER

BRUNSWIC 91-09-09 EDG MAINTENANCE WAS NOT 4DEOUATE.
PROBLEMS NOTED WITH TEMP CONTROL
V4LVE 4ND CLE4NLINESS

EDG OURD
CITIES

91-07-03 LACK OF CALCULATiON TO DEMONSTRATE
CAP4BILITY OF EDG TO SUSTAIN
CUMRLATI VE AND DYN4MIC L04DS.

EDG OUAf.
CITIES

91-07-04 EDG COULD BE OVERLOADED WHEN TESTED
IN P4RALLEL WITH OFFSITE GRID
SYSTEM.

EDG DIABLO 91-07-05
CANYON

L4CK OF C4LCULATI ONS TO ESTABL I SH
EDG JACKET WATER AND LUBE OIL
TEMPERATURES UNDER MAXIMUM AMBIENT
TEMPERATURES.

PERRY 91 -05-0B THE FUEL OIL STDRAQE 74NK L I NING
WAS DEGR4DING, 'CAUSING SLUDGE ON
BOTTOM OF TANK, PQTENTIALLY CLOGGED
FILTERS, AND INJECTORS.

EDG 1 8 2 LORD
SEOUENCER TIMER

R I VER
BEND

90-200-01 DS SEOUENCE LOADING CRLCULATION
4SSUMES THAT TIMERS OPERATE AT
FIXED TIMES. THE CALCULATION
DISREGARDS THE TIMER SETTING ON THE
SSW PUMP (AS AN EXAMPLE) WHICH
IDENT IF I ED 4 T I MER OPERAT I NG BAND
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COMPONENT PLANT FINDING
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FINDING
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EDG AI R RECE I VER SONGS 89-200-09 PLANT ACCEPTED ASULTS OF ROUTINE
SURVEILLANCE TESTS DID NOT
DEMONSTRATE AIR RECEIVER'S
CAPABILITY TO SUPPORT AS-DESIGNED
ST4RT ING OF THE EDG.

EDG AIR RECE IVER SHEARON
HARR15

90-200-04 THE EDG AIR RECEIVERS DID NOT
DEMONSTRATE 5 START CAPACITY AT A
MINIUM PRESSURE OF 190 PSIG PER TS
REOUIREMENTS. THE 5 START C4P4CITY
WAS DEMONSTR4TED AT HISHER
PRESSURE, THUS, 4 LICENSING
COMMITMENT WAS NOT FOLLOWED.

EDG COOLING WATER SONGS 89-200-11
EXAPANSION TANK

I NADEOUATE OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION
FOR EDG COOLING WATER EXPANSION
T4NK. EDG COOLING W4TER EXP4NSION
TANK WAS FITTED WITH A NON-ASME
CODE PRESSURE C4P ~ THIS C4P
PROVIDES A S4FETY RELATED FUNCTION.
THIS COMPONENT WAS NOT INCLUDED IN
INSERVICE TEST PROGR4M

EDG COOLING WATER
HEAT EXCHANGER

SUSOUEHA 90-200-08
NNA

LACK OF OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION OF
ESW S IDE DG 4UX ILI 4RY HEAT
EXCHANGERS.

EDG COOLING WATER
HEAT EXCHANGER

SUSOUEHA 90-200-07
NNA

WATER CHEMISTRY OF ESW W4S NOT
CONTROLLED PROPERLY. THIS RESULTED
IN SEDIMENT4TION AND TUBE PLUGGING
WHICH SUBSEQUENTLY EFFECTED HEAT
TRANSFER CAPABILITY OF CLASS IE
COMPONENT'S HE4T EXCHANGER.

EDG LOAD CAPACITY R I VER
BEND

90-200-02

EDG FUEL OIL STORAGE SUSOUEHA 90-200-09
LEVEL INDICATION NNA

FUEL OIL STOR4GE T4NK LEVEL
INDICATIONS INOPERABLE. NO
INDICATION OF FUEL OIL LEVEL IN
STORAGE T4NK DUE TO INOPERAB I L I T Y

OF LEVEL INSTRUfjQ4t$ .,4}UE TO ERRORS
IN SETPOINT CAL MQN. LEVEL
INSTUMENTS COU j4jg7~QE C4LIBRATED
PROPERLY.

EDG 182 SEQUENCE tdADING
C4LCULATIONS 4CCEPTANCE CRITERIA
WERE BASED ON MANUFACTURER'S
TEST. THE LICENSEE DID NOT ANALYZE
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE ACTUAL
LOADS AND LOADS USED IN TEST. NO
ANALYSIS PERFORMED TO SHOW EDG 3
WOULD PICK UP LOAD IN SEOUEN E.
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EDSF I F I ND I NGS

COMPONE NT PLANT F I ND I NG
NUMBER

F I ND I NG
MEMO

EDS OVEtl QAD ALARM SUSOUEHA 90-200-02
NNA

SETPO I NT CALCULATION Dl D NOT
CONSIDER REL4Y DRIFT

E DS RQQM HVAC PO I N'T

BEAC~
90-201-21 NONCQNSERVATIVE CALCULATION FQR EDG

ROOM TEMPERATURE FOR HVAC SYSTEM
REOUIREMENTS.

EDS ROON HVA" TROJAN 90-200-07 EDG ROOM HVAC WAS NOT DESIGNED TO
WITHSTAND EFFECTS OF TORNADO. IN
THE EVENT TORNADO HVAC DUCT
COLLASPE, HV4C C4PABILITY WOULD BE
GREATELY REDUCED. EXHAUST OF
COMBUSTION GASES COULD BE DAMAGED
4FFECT ING OPERAB ILI TY OF THE EDG.

E DE POQI HVC ",
E OU I PME r ' I t~ E DS
ROOt i

TROJAN 90-200-05 EDG ROOM TEMPERATURE W45 MAINTAINED
HIGHER THAN THE TEMPERATURE FOR
WHICH THE EQUIPMENT WAS OVALIF I ED.
HVAC HEAT LOADING CALCULATI ONS HAD
VARIOUS ERRORS.

EDS 5' I F RE~ I E~
Va VE

SHEARQti 90-200-02
HARRI S

SEISMIC OUALIFICATION OF EDG AIR
TANK RELIEF VALVES WAS NOT
DETERMI NED. ENGINEERING EVALUATION
WAS NOT CORRECT AND POTENTIAL OF
COMMON MODE FAILURE WAS NQT
CONSIDERED.

EDS STAt=T! NS t IF. R I VER
BEND

90-200-09 EDS AIR START LOCK OUT FEATURE
COULD PREVENT THE 4UTOMATIC START
OF THE EDG IF THE START WAS
INITIATED AT 160 PSIG 4ND WAS
UNSUCCESSFUL. LICENSEE 4GREED TO
REVIEW THE PRESSURE LIMIT SETPOINT
FOR MORE APPROPRIATE TS L I MIT

( I.E. a LIMIT NOW AT 1bQ PSIG) .

c1Qt A=E 1A!.'v
'vEi
INc-t UMEt; ". 'Pt.

SONS= B9- '00-) 5 VARIOUS DEF I CI ENC I ES WERE NOTED IN
EDS F UEL STORAGE T4NK LEVEL
CAL I BRAT I ON.

E DS ST QF(ASF T A!4>

VE tv't L I !v'~

TROJAN 9tJ-200- 04 VENT LINES AND FLRt%; ARRESTER LINES
FROM BOTH EDG FUEL OIL BURIED
STORAGE TANK WERE CLOSE TO EAC+
OTHER AND WERE 7 FT ABOVE GROUND.
THESE LINES ARE NOT OUAL IFIED TO
WITHSTAND 4 TORNADO. LINES COULD BE
SEVERED, EXPOSING TANkS 4ND DEBRIS
COULD CLOS I NT AKES
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EDSF I F INDINGS
RS ISIS RCSRRRRC

CQMPQNEN'1 PLANT F INDINB
NUMBER

F INDI NB
MEMO

E DG- SEOUE NCE R

EDG-SEOUENCER

POINT
BEACH

SHEARQN
HARR15

90-201-02

90-200-01

.R

DYNAMIC ANALYSI . Qf PERFORMED
FOR EDG. 0/L RELAY SETTING OF ESF I
MOTOR W4S NON CONSERVATIVE
CONSIDERING SEOUENCER WINDOW FOR
LOAD 4CCELERATION. SEQUENCER WINDOW
TIMINB SETTING DID NOT CONSIDER
UNCERT4INTIES OF THE TIME DELAY
REL4YS.

EDG VOLTAGE DROP C4LCUL4TION HAD
THE FOLLOWINB ERRORS. SEQUENCE
TIMER DRIFT WAS NOT CONSIDERED.
COMPUTER CODE W4S NOT VALIDATED.
CALCUL4TION INPUTS WERE NOT
VER I F I E D . TRANSIENT EFFECTS OF
SUDDEN L04D ING i4ERE NOT CONSIDERED.

FIRE PROTECT 104
P1P I NG IN THE EDG
RQQ<

SUSOUEHA 90-200-10
NNA

FIRE PROTECTION PIPING IN THE EDB
ROOM WAS NOT SEISMIC4LLY QUALIF IED.

FUEL 01L PQINj
BEACH

90-201-1b QUALITY OF THE STORED FUEL OIL DID
NQT MEET ANSI/ASTM D975-78
REQUIREMENTS REGARDING COULD POINT
WHICH 15 INDI C4T I VE OF VISCOSITY
AND ABILITY OF FREE FLOW. PORTIONS
OF TRANSFER PIPING WAS EXPOSED TO
FREEZING TEMPER4TURES. FUEL MAY NQT

FLOW FREELY.

FUEL G1L PQI NT
BEACH

90-201-19 PROCEDURE FOR DELIVERINB FUEL OIL
UNDER EMERGENCY CONDITIONS WAS
FOUND DEF I C IENT.

FUEL OIL POINT
BEACH

90-201-20 FE4S I B I L I T Y STUDY FOR 4PPEND 1 X R

SCENARIO WAS FOUND INADEQUATE.

FUEL 01L STORAGE
TANS, DAY TAlvr<, EDG
RM HVAR

SHEAFrQN
HARRIS

90-200-05 ERROR IN DESIGN CALCULATIONS FOR
LEVEL SETTING FOR FUEL OIL DAY T4NK
4ND STORAGE TA~ HVAC CALCUL4TI ONS

DO NOT CONSIDER P'AN CURVES QR

STATIC PRESSURE+ ~AC CALCULATIONS
DQ NQT CONS IDER.'~| 7 OF NQN-CLASS
1E HE4TERS.

Cg'UEL

QIL TANi BRUNSW I C 91-09-04
K

EDB FUEL OIL SYSTEM PROCEDURES DID
NOT 4SSURE THAT TECH SPEC
REQUIREMENTS WOULD BE MET FOR FUEL
LEVELS AND TRANSPORTATION.
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EDSF' F INDINGS

CQMPONEN1

F'UE L Q I L TANK

PLANT FINDING
NUMBER

BRUNSWIC 91-09-08
K

F IND I NG
MEMO Prrrrrrr

EDG FUEL LOW LEVEL ALARM SETPOINT
WAS 5ET BELOW TECH SPEC VALUE.

FUEL Q]L TANK

FUEC OIL TRANSFER
EOUIPMEN1

FUEL OIL TRANSFER
EOU I PME NT

QUAD
CITIES

POINT
BEACH

POINT
BEACH

91-07-11

90-201-15

90-201-17

LACK OF DOCUMENTATION TO
DEMONSTRATE CAPABILITY OF FUEL OIL
SYSTEM TO PERFORM SAFETY FUNCTION.
DEFICIENCES INCLUDED LEVELi
TRANSFER PUMP, STORAGE TANK.

PORTIONS OF THE FUEL OIL TR4NSFER
SYSTEM WERE NOT OUALIFIED FOR
SE I SMI C EVENT.

THE FUEL OIL TR4NSFER SYSTEM WAS
CLASSIFIED AS A NON SAFETY RELATED
SYSTEM. THIS SYSTEM H4D TO BE
UPGR4DED TO A SAFETY RELATED
SYSTEMS BUT THE LICENSEE DID NOT
HAVE ANY COMPREHENSIVE PROCEDURES
TO ACHIEVE THIS GOAL.

FUEi 0} i TRANSFE~
EQUI F'PENT

PQI NT
BEACH

90-201-18 SEVERAL MODIFICATION PACKAGE5 IN
THE FUEL OIL SYSTEM HAD NOT BEEN
CLASS I F I ED AS 04.

FUEL OIL TRANSF'ER SONGS
PUMP HOUSE ROOF VENT

89-200-07 LACK OF OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR
TORNADO COND I T I ONS. PORT I ONS OF A
VENT LINE 4BOVE THE ROOF OF THE EDG
FUEL TR4NSFER PUMP HOUSE WAS NOT
PROTECTED FROM TORNADO MISSILES.
PL4NT DID NOT HAVE A PROCEDURES TO
MITIGATE DAMAGE CAUSED BY 4
MlSSILE.

FUEL STORAGE TANv DUANE
ARNQi D

91-002-09 EDG FUEL STORAGE TANK CAPACITY DID
NOT MEET THE 7 DAY FUEL CAPACITY
COMMITTMENT5 IN THE FS4R.

F UE~ TAN> ~ EDG

FUSE

QUAD
C11 IES

91-07-12

TROJAN 90-200-16

PORT ION OF THE FUEL OIL SYSTEM WAS
FOUND NON-SE ISMI C ~ EDG BUS DUCTS
ALSO FOUND NONQK%~IC ~

~t
LACK QF A DQCU~I4TED PROGRAM FQR
FUSE CONTROL-

F USE GRAND
GULF

90-24-01 THE TE4M FOUND THE ADDITION OF
FUSES DUE TO DESIGN CH4NGE PACKAGE
87/0034 RESULTED IN LOSS OF
COORDINATION OF PROTECTIVE DEVICES
IN THE BRANCH C I RCUI TS.
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EDSF I FINDINGS
ar ===a-are

COMPQNENT

FuSE

F USE

PLANT F INDING
NUMBER

WATERF OR 90-23-02C
D

DUANE 91-002-05C
ARNOLD

FINDING
MEMO

FUSES IN THE REMOTE SHUTDOWN P4NEL
SIZED INCORRECTLY WITH REGARD TO
DESIGN DRAWINGS. LICENSEE DID NOT
HAVE DESIGN BASIS TO JUSTIFY
INCORRECT SIZES.

~$ e.

C
p . 1

1

LICENSEE FAILED TO HAVE A LISTING
OF FUSES INST4LLED IN THE PLANT OR
WHICH FUSES SHOULD H4VE BEEN
INSTALLED.

FUSE ST.
LUC I E

91-03-05 INCORRECT FUSES WERE INST4LLED IN
THE PLANT. FUSE CONTROL PROGRAM
ESTABLISHED BUT HAS NOT BEEN
COMPLETED.

FUSE MC Gu I RE 91-09-06 FFSE CONTROL PROGRAM DID NOT
INCLUDE THE FUSES IN THE MEDIUM
VOLTAGE SWITHGEAR CONTROL
COMP4RTMENTS.

SOUTH
TEXAS

91-05-01 THE FUSE CONTROL PROGRAM BEING
I NI T I ATED DID NOT ADDRESS THE
VALI DAT ION OF EXISTING FUSES.

FUSE OUAD
CI T IES

91-07-06 INSTALLED FUSES DO NOT MATCH SIZES
SHOWN ON DESIGN DRAWINGS.

FUSE 1200 AMPS GRAND 90-24-01
Gu F

NO COORDINATION OF CIRCUIT BREAKERS
AND THE FUSES IN THE 125 V DC MAIN
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM. THIS WAS 4
RESULT OF 4 MODIFICATION WHERE FUSE
WERE INSTALLED IN LINE WITH THE
MAIN BATTERY TO BUS BREAKER AND THE
BUS TO DISTRIBUTION PANEL.

G<:f BRUNS4.'1C 91-09-01
V

I NADEOUATE PROCEDURES FOR
VER IF I CAT I ON OF 4VAILABI L I T Y OF
OFFSITE POWER WITH REGARD TO NUMBER
OF TRANSMISSION LINES 4V4ILABLE AND
THE MAX I MUM AND IfINfMUMVOLTAGES.

GRQur.: ''~'. C>i'ATERFQR 90-23-04
D

L I CENSEE FAILED TO DETERMINE TH-
ADEOUACY OF THE STATION GROUNDING
GRID DESIGN.

HQ I ST WATERFOR 90-23-02B
D

LICENSEE F41LED TO ESTABLISH AND
IMPLEMENT OF THE APPROPIATE
CONTROLS FOR SECURING HOISTS.
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EDSF I FINDINGS

COMPONENT PLANT F I ND I NG
NUMBER

F I ND I NS
MEMO

H>CI RQQ~ HVAC SUSOUEHA 90-200-06
NNA

'w
g ~

THERMAL INSULATION FRQN HPCI PUMP.
BOOSTER PUMP 4ND CROSSOVER PIPING
WAS REMOVED DURING NAINTENANCE AND
WAS NOT REINSTALLED THIS AFFECTS
CAPABILITY OF ROON HVAC SYSTEM.

HVAt MC GU I RE 91-09-02 INADEQUATE VENTILATION W4S PROVIDED
FOR COOLING THE EDS ROOMS DURING
FOR THE TIME THE DIESEL ENGINE 15
IN STANDBY MODE.

HVAC NC GU I RE 91-09-03 VENT I LATI QN IN THE BATTERY ROOMS
WAS MARGINAL FOR HYDROGEN RENOVAL.

I NST RUNE hl DUANE
4RNOLD

91-002-044 CALIBRATION OF INSTRUMENTS
ASSOCIATED WITH EDG FOUND
INADEQUATE PROBLEMS INCLUDED
INCONSISTENT USE OF TOLERANCES AND
GAL IBR4T ION UNITS, ERRORS QN D4TA
SHEETS, AND INCORRECT USE OF
CALIBRATION PROCEDURES-

INSTRUNEr.t

INVERTED

DUANE
ARNOLD„

POINT
BEAC+

91-002-04B

90-201-26

DAY TANK LEVEL SWITCH SETPOINT
DISCREPANCIES. FUEL QIL DAY TANK
LOW-LOW LEVEL SETPOINTS DID NOT
COMPLY WITH DESIGN DOCUMENTS,
PROCEDURES AND SPECIFICATIONS .

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES FOR
INVERTERS DID NOT INCLUDE CHECK OF
INVERTER'S LOW VOLT4SE CUT OFF
SETTING.

1NVE RT E. ~ SONGS 89-200-06 INVERTER LOW DC VOLTAGE CUTOFF ON
THE EOUIPNENT WAS FOUND TO BE
DIFFERNET THAN ITS VALUE SHOWN ON
ENGINEERING C4LCULATIQNS.

I r<VEF 1E v T RQJAra 90-200-0" DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DESIGN 84SI5
OUTPUT VOLTAGE REOUIREMENTS AND
T HOSE SPEC I F I ED D4 T~ VENDOR S
MANUAL WERE NOT RESOLVED.
CALCULATIONS'OR VQLTAGE DRO> 4ND
FOR TRANSFER SETPOINT WERE NOT
PERFORMED.

INVERTE.r TNI -1 90-81-02 LACK OF DBD TQ CONFIRM WORST CASE
LOADS ON INVERTER. INADEQUATE
ANALYSIS TO CONFIRM VOLTAGE DROI TO
INVERTER LOADS.
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EDSF I FINDINGS
ceceaea cacraa

COMPONENT PLANT F I ND I NG
NUMBER

F I ND I NG
MEMO

INVERTER WATERFOR 90-23-01B
D

LICENSEE FAILED OQ VERIFY DESIGN
C4LCULATI QN DUR ING THE MOD I F I C4T I QN
WHICH CHANGED LOADS TO POWER
DISTRIBUTION P4NNEL. (FAILURE TO
CONSIDER 4 POWER FACTOR 4ND LOAD
FACTOR FQR 120 VAC LOADS.

INVERTER WATERFOR 90-23-01C
D

SAFETY RELEATED INVERTER TRIP
SETPOINTS HAS NOT BEEN EVALUATED
FOR THEIR ASSOCIATED VOLTAGE DROPS
FROM THE STATION BATTERIES.

INVERTER WATERFOR 90-23-02D
D

LICENSEE FAILED TO H4VE 4DEQU4TE
MAINTEN4NCE PROCEDURES THAT
INCLUDED THE TESTING OF ALL
PROTECTIVE FUNCTIONS OF THE UPS.

INVERTER WATERFQR 90-23-02E
D

LICENSEE F41LED TO INCLUDE TESTING
PROV I SI QNS FOR THE UPS AS
RECOMMENDE BY THE VENDOR TECHNICAL
MANUAL.

INVERTER, DC MOi QR TMl -1 90-81-01 DC VOLTAGE DROP CALCS FAILED TO
ADDRESS MINUMUM VOLT4GE REQUIRED AT
THE TERMINALS QF CLASS IE INVERTER
AND DC MOTORS.

KNIFE SW I 7CH POI NT
BEACH

90-201-12 KNIEF SWI THCHES USED FOR CONNECTING
ALTERNATIVE CONTROL POWER SOURCES
FOR CLASS 1E SWITHGEAR WERE NOT
QUALIFIED FOR SEISMIC EVENT. IN
CASE SUCH AN EVENT OCCURS, CONTROL
POWER FOR SEISMIC SWITCHGEAR OF
BOTH TRAINS WOULD BE LOST.

LOAD CENTER

LOAD SEQUEN" E=

SUSOUEHA 90-200-04
NNA

SEQUOYAH 91-02-03

QUEST I QNALBE SE I SMI C QUALI F I CAT I ON
OF 250/125 VDC LOAD CENTER BREAKERS
IN RACKED OUT PQSI T I QN.

DURING TESTING OF QPAD SEQUENCING
TQ THE EDG THE gfffNtPI VOLTAGE
RECORDED FOR E IAL 'BUSES DID
NOT MEET 4CCEP Ngf'CRITERIA. TES7
DEFICIENCIES WERE WPv+RDPERLv
D I SPOS I T I ONED.

LUBE OlL 8 DKT. WTR. SHEARQN
HTFv'ARRIS 90-200-03 EDG LUBE QIL AND JACKET WATER

HEATERS WERE NQN CLASS 1EE WHICH
COULD BE LOST DURING A SEISMIC
EVENT. THERE WAS NO EVIDENCE OF THE
EDG STARTING WITHlN 10 SECONDS
WlTHOU7 THESE HEATERS IF LUBE QIL
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EDSF l F I ND I NGS

CQMPQNEfJT PLANT F I ND I NG
NUMBER

F I ND I NG
MEMO

M SONGS 89-200-02 E DG ROOM AMBI E NT TKMPERATURE WAS
FOUND 4T 122 F DURING STATION
NORMAL OPERAT ION. MCCS LOCATED IN
THIS AREA WERE QUALIFIED AT 104 F

MAXI MUN OPERATING TEMPER4TURE.

< ~~a i Qi4 TRQJAN 9t.i- 200-1 5 LICENSEE FAILED TO EVALUATE LOW
VALUES OF MOTOR POLAR I ZAT ION I NDE X

NOTED DURING MAINTENANCE.

MOTOR T M I -1 90-M-06 MAKE UP PUMP MOTOR WAS UNDERSIZED.
LOCA DUTY REQUiRED OUTPUT OF 837 HP
WHERE AS MOTOR WAS R4TED FOR 700
HP.

f i 'TQF DUANE 91-002-08
ARNOLD

DC MOTOR CURRENT STUDY DID NOT
JUSTIFY AVAILABILITYOF 4DEQUATE
CURRENT FOR WORST CASE CONDITIONS.
STUDY AFFECTED DC MOTOR OPERATED
VALVES.

PERR Y 91-05-04 VOLTAGE DROP FOR STARTING OF 460V
SAFETY RELATED MOTORS NOT
EVALUATED.

MOTOR PERRY 91-05-05 STEADY STATE VOLTAGE DROP FOR 460V
MOTORS NOT EVALUATED FOR DEGREADED
GRID COND I T IONS.

MOTOR ( HPC 5 AND SSW ) R I VER
BEND

90-200-03 IN ACCORD4NCE WITH 4 USAR
REQUIREMENT FOR 4 FAST TRANSFER
SCHEME WHEN NORMAL BUSES ARE
LOST.THE TEAM NOTED THAT NO
SNYCHRONIZING OF THE VOLTAGES
EXISTS WHEN TRANSFERING FROM NORMAL
TO ALTERNATE OFFSITE POWER.
CONDITION EXISTS FOR LOP TO HPCS
SSW MOTORS

MOV CQt! '. C, I

Qf'EeE

I RAT I Qf~

D14BLQ 91-07-02
CANYON

T Ml - 1 90-81-07

LACf OF ANALYSIS TO JUSTIFY THE
EFFECTS OF DEGRADED GRID VOLTAGE ON

THE OPERAB IL I TY 'M HQVS AND 120 VAC
CONTACTORS.
i

DUE TO UNAVAILIBILITYOF HE4T LQ4D
CALCULATIONS. ADEQUACY OF
PENETR4TION COULD NOT BE
DETERMINED.
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EDSF I F INDINGS
CP R CCCRC

COMPONENT

REi Av

PLANT

PQ] Nl
BEACH

F I ND I NG
NUBBER

90"201-11

F I ND I NS
NEMO ~4 i '.

p~t"
4 COMMON RELAY CONNECTING CONTROL
CIRCUITS OF BOTH CCW PUMPS COULD
FAIL ON 4 SEISMIC EVENT AND DISABLE
PUMPS OF BOTH TR41NS.

RELAY PQ] NT
BEQC+

90-201-25 INADEQUATE PROGRAM FOR CALIBRATION
OF PROTECTIVE RELAYS.

REMA> SUSOUEHA 90-200-05
NNA

DEGRADED VOLTAGE RELAY SETTINGS DI D
NOT PROVIDE 4DEOU4TE PROTECTION FOR
THE S4FE OPERATION OF 4LL CLASS lE
LOADS.

RELAY SUSGUEHA 90-200-11
NNA

SEVERAL RELAYS (I.E.,
UNDERVOLTASE,OVERCURRENT,TINING AND
ALARM) WERE FOUND TO BE OUT OF
CAL I BRAT I ON. PL4NT D I D NOT HQVE
PROGRAM TO EVALUATE AS-FOUND DAT4
ASSOCIATED WITH THE OUT OF
CALIBRATION PROBLEM.

RE ~ Aw SUSGJEH4 90-200-12
NNA

181PROPER APPLICATION OF
UNDERVOLTAGE RELAYS. INSTALLED
UNDERVOLT4GE RELAYS DROPOUT SETTING
WAS OUTSIDE OF MANUFACTURER'S
RANGE.

RELAY SHEARQN
HARRIS

90-200-06 EMERGENCY LOAD SEQUENCER RELAYS
WERE FOUND TO BE UNDERSIZED
CONSIDERED DC INDUCTIVE RATING ON

CONTACTS. ENGINEERING 4NQLYS I S WQS

NON CONCLUSIVE.

REl 4v

RECA-

RELAY

WATERROR 90-23-01 A
D

DUANE
ARNOLD

91-002-05B

WATER@OR 90-23-024
D

DEGRADED GR I D PROTECTIVE RELAYS
HAS NOT BEEN ADEQUATELY EVALUATED
TO PROTECT AND ENSURE FUNCTIONALITY
OF SAFETY RELATED LOADS ON THE 120
VAC LEVEL.

FAILURE TQ HQVE EQUATE PROCEDURE
FOR UNDERVOLTAGE RELAYS THAT
CONSIDERED EOUIA%'NT DRIFT IN
SETPOINT DETERHil4ATXON~

TAP SETTINGS FOR PHASE 4 RELAY OF 4
KV BUS FEEDER BKR WQS SET
INCORRECTLY 4LLQWINS FEEDER B<R TO
TRIP BEFQRE DOWNSTREAM BKR ~
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EDSF I F INDINGS

COMPONE NT

RELAY

PL4NT

ST.
LUC I E

F IND I NG
NUMBER

91-03-06

F INDING
MEMO

~: azf':fv f~J ~

PROTECT I VE RELAYS IKEY FOUND TO BE
PROPERLY C4L I BRATED. HOWEVER.
PROTECTIVE RELAYS SETTING
CALIBRATION PROCEDURES NEED
IMPROVEMENT.

RELAv ST.
LUC I E

91-03-07 PROTECTIVE RELAY SETTINGS WERE NOT
LISTED ON DRAWING.

RELAv ST.
LUC I E

91-03-08r THE S4ME PROTECTIVE RELAY SETT ING
WAS USED FOR REDUNDANT BRE4KERS
(4.16KV) ALTHOUGH THE LO4DS WERE
DIFFERENT FOR BOTH BREAKERS.

RELAY FORT
CALHOUN

91-01-06 L4CK OF DESIGN DOCUMENTATION FOR
THE RATINGS OF EDG SEQUENCE CIRCUIT
TIMERS.

RELAY BRUNSWIC 91-09-03 DESIGN ERRORS FOUND IN THE SHORT
CIRCUIT STUDY AND DEGRADED GRID
VOLT4GE SETTINGS.

RE'< QUAE
CITIES

91-07-01 DEGRADED GRID VOLTAGES SETPOINTS
SET TOO LOW. SYSTEM VOLTAGE REVIEW
INADEQUATE

RELAv QUAD
CITIES

91-07-08 CR 120A RELAYS WERE FAILING DUE TO
4 HIGHER THAN RATED VOLTAGE 4PPLIED
TO THE RELAY COILS. 4DEOUATE
CORRECTIVE ACTION HAD NOT BEEN
TAKEN.

RELAY PERRY 91-05-02 DEGREADED GRID VOLT4GE PROTECTION
INADEQUATE DURING 4 5 MINUTE DELAY
BEFORE TRANSFER TO THE EDGS.

RELAY f PROTECT I VE ) PALO
VERDE

90-42-07 LICENSEE PROCEDURES FOR RECORDING
AS FOUND DATA LACKED DATA REL4TIVE
TO PROTECTIVE REL4YS. D4T4 ENTRY
RECORDING FOR RELAY QETPOINT DRIFT
OR OUT OF TOLERANCE NAS NOT
INCLUDED IN THE PRQQEDURE. THE
L I CENSEE I S

EVALUATIONS

CAL I BRAT I ON
4ND TESTING OF RELAYS.

RELAY { PROTECT I VE ) MONT 1CEL 90-018-03
LO

PROTECT I VE RELAYS MAY NOT DETECT
DEGRADED COND I T IONS 4ND TRANSF ER
SAFETY LOADS TO THE EDG AT 4
INADEOU4TE VOLTAGE LEVEL. THIS IS
DUE TO POTENTIAL RELAY DRIFT NOT
4CCOUNTED FOR IN TECH SPEC RELATED
Tni curare i r~cve nc -ie vn~ we
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EDSFI FINDINGS

COMPONENT

RESISTQ~

5AFETv CRANE

Pt ANT F I ND I NG
NUMBER

TM I —I „90-81-11

DUANE 91-002-03
ARNQL D

t
C v+ n

I
EDG NEUTRAL GROUNDING RESISTOR
UNDERSIZED FOR OVERHE4T ING DUE TO
SHORT C I RCUI 7 CURRENT .

LICENSEE FAILED TO 4DEQUATELY
PERFORM SAFETY EVALU471ON5 IN
CONJUCT ION WITH THE INSTALLATION OF
TWO MAINTENANCE CRANES.

SAFETv RELATED PANEL MQNTICEL 90-018-02
LO

TWENTY DEF I ENC I ES WERE I DENT IF I ED
BETWEEN THE DESIGN DR4WINGS AND
FIELD INSTALLATI ON IN THE FOLLOWING
SAFETY RELATED P4NELS: REMOTE
SHUTDOWN PANEL — C292, RHR, CS, ADS
PANEL — C33, RWCU AND RECIRCULATION
BENCHBOARD C04 AND 480 VAC PANEL
MCC-B43.

N"' R I VER,
BEND

90-200-08 UN4NALYZED TRIP CONDITION FOR THE
NORMAL SEVICE WATER (NSW) PUMP
TRIP. AND STANDBY SERVICE WATER
I NI T I AT I ON ON A LOW

DIFFERENTIA'RESSURE

SIGNAL.

55w PUMP MOTOR R I VER
BEND

90-200-10 TWO PUMP MOTORS OF THE SSW 4RE
DESIGNED TO START AT 30 4ND 60
SECONDS. HOWEVER, THE TIMERS ARE
NOT SNYCHRONI ZED. THE LICENSEE HAS
NOT 4NALYZED THE CONDITION OF BOTH
PUMPS STARTING S I MULT4NEOUSLY
CREATING 4N UNANALYZED PIPING
STRESS CONDITION.

STEAM DRAIN L I NE .

EDG
MC GU I RE 91-09-04 I NADEOUATE QUAL IF I CAT I QN OF

FEEDWATER AND STEAM DRAIN LINES.
FAILURE OF THE STEAM DRAIN LINES
COULD CAU5E BOTH D]ESEL UNITS TO BE

SIGNIFICANTLY D4MAGED.

W.'CH GEA> l . &iV. PEPPY 91-05-03
4 . l 6v v'. 48.>'J

SHORT CIRCUIT STUDY DID NQT
CONS I DER POTENTIAL HIGHER SYSTEM
BOLTAGES. THE 8HORT CIRCUIT
CONTRIBUTION ASSLPfED WAS CONSIDERED
NON CONSERVATIVE.

Sw5 COMPONENT TROJAN 90-200-08 MINIUM TEMPERATURE IN THE SWS AREA
COUL D BE LOWER THAN THE
OVALIF ICAT ION TEMPERATURE OF SYSTEM
COMPONENTS. PRESSURE TRANSiENTS
FROM STARTING 4 P4RTIAI LY DRAINED
SYSTEM WERE NQT CONSIDERED. THI5
C'QU< D DAMAGE PUMPS. P'IP1N, . 4'sc
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COMPONENT PLANT F I ND I NG
NUMBER

F INDING
MEMO
C

C'RANSFORMER

PALO
VERDE

90-42-02
r

EXCEEDED THE R4 ~ STARTUP
TRANSFORMERS X01 AND X03 DUE TO
EXCESS CURRENT DURING 4 POSTULATED
TRANSIENT EVENT ( IE.,RX TRIP) . THIS
WOULD HAVE RESULTED IN 4 LOSS OF
BOTH OFFSITE POWER SOURCES TO UNIT
2 WHICH ARE NEEDED TO MITIGATE 4
TRAINSIENT EVENT.

TRANSF QRME R MONT I CEL 90-01B-04
LO

THE TESTING PROGR4M DID NOT VERIFY
4 SUCCESSFUL TRANSFER FROM
TR4NSFORMER NO. 1R TO TRANSFORMER
N0.14R 4ND SUBSEOUENT LOADING OF
1AR SAFETY BUSES. THIS COULD AFFECT
THE SAFE SHUTDOWN OF THE PLANT
PERTS 3. 9. A. 1. B.

TRANSFQRMER TMI-1 90-81-03 SHORT CIRCUIT STUDY DID NOT
CONSIDER MAXIMUM GRID VOLT4GE
CONTR I BUT ION AND ASSUMED INCORRECT
TAP SETTINGS OF THE 4UXILIARY
TRANSFORMERS.

TRANSFORMER DUANE
4RNQLD

91-002-02 LACK OF SURGE PROTECTION FOR 4 KV
MOTORS AND L04D CENTER
TRANSFORMERS.

TRANSFQRMEP ST.
LUC IE

91-03-01 NO OPERATING PROCEDURES TO CONTROL
THE SHARING AND LOADING OF 4 SAA
STARTUP TR4NSFORMER BETWEEN UNITS
AS DESCRIBED IN THE FS4R ST
ST4RTUP TR4NSFORMER UNDERSIZED FOR
SHARING LOADS.

TRANSFORMER

TRANSFORMER t DF Y

T <PE 41b0/4B0-V;

FORT
CALHOUN

RIVER
BEND

91-01-02

90-200-05

41bo V AND 4BO V TRANSFORMERS HAD
BEEN REPL4CED WITH HIGHER
IIMPEDENCE MODELS. HOWEVER. THIS
CAUSED ONE TRANSFORMERS TO BE
OVERLOADED UNDER CERTAIN
COND I T I ONS.

.„>.J.
THE PROTECT I ON Y:-TYPE
42b0/4BO-V LOAD~~OR TR4NSF ORMERS
AGAINST LIGHTI+,NAS f4)T
CONSIDERED. THE LICENSEE INDIC4TED
TH4T IT PREP4RED TO ADD 4RRESTERS
FOR SURGE PROTECTION, BUT ARRESTERS
WERE NOT PLANNED TO BE DIRECTLY
CONNECTED TO TRANSFORMERS.
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~age No.
>U/27/91
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EDSF I FINDINGS
ar3=aacaaai.aaC=

"PMPQNENT

TRANSF ORMER
(5'TARTUP)

PLANT

PALO
VERDE

F I ND ING
NUMBER
ca

FINDING
MEMO

.. ~T.~
POTENTIAL INADV OVERLOAD OF
STARTUP TRANSFORMER DUE TO
PROCEDURE LACKING SUFFICIENT DETA1L
TO 4LLOW OPERATORS TO CONTROL
LOADING. THE LICENSEE IS T4KING
4CTION TO IMPROVE PROCEDURE. NRC
FOLLOW UP ON IMPLEMENT4TION OF
PROCEDURE WILL BE PERFORMED.

TRANSFORMER. MOTOR TROJAN 90-200-14

TRANSM1 SS I ON L 1NE MC GUI RE 91-09-07

L4CK OF 4CCEPT4NCE CR ITER I4 IN
ELECTRICAL M41 NTEN4NCE PROCEDURES.

THE GUY W IRE 4NCHORS FOR THE 2SOKV
AND 525KV INCOMING LINES LOC4TED
NEAR THE MAIN TRANSFORMERS DID NOT
HAVE PROTECTIVE B4RRIER.

VITAL I 8 C PALO
DISTRIBUTION'ANEL VERDE

90-42-06 LICENSEE W4S NOT PERFORM ING ROUT INE
PM ON VITAL INSTRUMENTATION 4ND
CONTROL P4NELS. YE4RLY INSPECTION
AND CLEANING OF PANELS HAD NOT BEEN
COMPLETED PER THE VENDOR TECH
MANUAL 4ND REG GUIDE 1.33
REQUIREMENTS FOR MAINTEN4NCE OF
S4FETY RELATED EQUIPMENT.




